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Except where indicated,items in VECTOR maybe freely reprinted with appropriate acknowledgement. Please inform
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Guest Editorial: The Walls are Closingin ...
by Adrian Smith

Stef is taking a well-earned break in Italy, so Vector Production is taking its
chanceto trail some ofits wilder ideas and fears across the bows of the APL
community. Firstly, I must thank both our new Editor and the rest of the
working group for taking the deadlines seriously, and getting Vector back on
schedule. This time, we had plenty of good material to choose from, and it was
all assembled and readyfor typesetting by the beginning of June. In fact there is
a lot of good stuff already lined up for 16.2; this makes it so muchless hassle to
get the final copy prepared, and allows us to get much of the material on the
Vector website in parallel with the physical publication.
One clear consequence of keeping the web site well maintained and indexed has
been a rise in demand for back numbers. Today we parcelled up the 3rd
complete set of back numbers in as many months, and there has been a steady
trickle of requests for odd volumes.Yes, the stock is still there to do this, but only
just! We are downto single-figure stacks of several early editions, so if you want
to complete yourset, better get in touch soon!
Onto the fears and hopes! Did you ever drive up one of those narrow lanes in
the Yorkshire Dales where the walls seem to be closing in on you? Theeffectis
most markedlate at night, and the experience is enhanced when you come upon
a herd of Aberdeen Angus (the black, woolly ones with green eyes) in the middle
of the road. What has this to do with APL? In particular, what has it to do with
the APL character set and the Internet? Consider for a moment what we are
asking the browserto do...

+ <code>2+2</code>tellsit that whatlies between these tags is computercode,
so use a fixed pitch font and don☂t muckaboutwith silly tricks like smart
quotes.In IESit is essential to use these tags, unless you want results like VfA
QWC VFormA,or are happyto see all your subtraction signs rendered as ¢.

+ <font face="APL2741"> says☁use this font please☂. In IE4 all wasfine, but in
IES youdiscoverthat unless the font is marked as ☁symbol encoded☂ any
characters in the range 128-160 are rendered with Courier as the browser
assumes that the font you requested cannot produce them! This makes APL
code pretty unreadable, as a quick glance at Charmapwill confirm!

So far, not too serious, until you set the appropriate switch to getit all workingin
IES, sit back contentedly, and drive slap bang into the back of Netscape-4 which
cannotgetits tiny brain around the notion of a symbol-encoded code font, and
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refuses to useit at all! It reallyis all ourfault ... computer code uses the low ASCIIcharacters, everyone knowsthat!It's not that the browser-writers are outto getus intentionally,it☂s just that we are so far outside their mindset that the wallsthey are building are closing in fast and there may already be no escape.
So muchfor reproducing the character set, now what aboutthe opposite problem♥ typing it in to an editor! Just how many of us old mainframers have to diebefore someonefinally has the courage to dumpthe old 2741 layout and make arational mapping of symbols to keytops? OK, we learned to type APL whenthere was muchless to learn ♥ you got to know the set of base symbols quitequickly and the funny ones were composedwith judicious use of the backspacekey. OK, {jot}backspace{shoe} was

a

bit bizarre for {comment}, but in general yougot all the common stuff in single keystrokes and many were quite easymnemonics. .
Then we had the old 3270 screens, with a pretty accidental scatter of overstrucksymbols generated by various Alttkey combinations. At least westill had themengraved on the key tops! On to APL*PLUS, and the random scatter waslegitimised as the ☁union☂ keyboard ♥ Dyalog even preserved the mapping ofquote to Ctrl+K, butat least they gave usstickers. Now we have the worstofallpossible worlds ♥ a stupid mapping and absolutely zero assistance from thekeytops or the APL environment.
And you wonder whyno-oneis learning APL any more.

Vector Back Numbers |
Back numbers ofVector are available from:

 

 

       
  British APL Association,

c/o Gill Smith,
Brook House, Gilling East,
YORK YO62 4jJ

 

     

    Price in UK: £10 per complete volume(4 issues);
£12 (overseas); £16 (airmail) including postage.
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Quick Reference Diary 1999-2000
Date Venue Event
August 10-14 1999 Scranton, Penn. APL9S
Late July 2000 Berlin APL'0O

The APL99 Conference is sponsored by SIGAPL and NYSIGAPLandis now in
cooperation with ACM/SIGPLAN.Thescopeofthe conference will be extended
to include all array-processing languages including Mathematica, MATLAB,
Array Based Fortran, SISAL and SAC. SIGPLAN members will be able to attend
the conference at member rates. We are grateful to acknowledge the ArthurJ.
Kania School of Management at the University of Scranton for providing the
conference facilities.
An electronic mailinglist for information about APL99 has beenset up.
Subscription information is available on the website

http:/ /www.acm.org/sigapl/apl99.htm
Weare tentatively planning to schedule pre-conference tutorials on Tuesday,
August 10, 1999.

Dates for Future Issues of VECTOR
Vol.16 Vol.16 Vol.16
No.2 No.3 No.4

Copydate 10th September 4th December 10th March 00
Ad booking 17th September 11th December 17th March
Ad Copy 24th September 18th December 24th March
Distribution October 99 January 2000 April 2000
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CORRESPONDENCE
From: Bob Hoekstra March 1999

Finally it is happening!
Manyof us have been predicting this for years, although the more pessimistic
among us may have doubted that it would ever really happen. What am 1
burbling about? The Rise of Linux of course. The recent flush of newsarticles
caused my pulse to skip a beat, but the crowningglory is IBM☂s announcementof
support. For those who missed it, please point your web browser at http://
www.sunworld.com/swol-03-1999/swol-03-linuxworld.htmi, but for the lazy I'l!
quote the juiciest bits:

☜San Francisco (March 3, 1999) ♥ This weekat the LinuxWorld Expoin San
Jose, IBM detailed its plans for Linux, including extensive, seamless, single
point-of-contact global supportto be offered in conjunction with the four major
Linux vendors, Red Hat, SuSE, Caldera, and Pacific HiTech...
TBM also announcedits plans to port several IBM products to Linux... and a
port for Linux to certain RS/6000 models, including the high-end POWER3-
based 43P Model260...☝

Your readers may well want to know why I am writing about this to an APL
publication. Fortunately I have a very good reason,and(I believe) a convincing
argument.Please read on.
Manytimes I have heard APLers whinging about the apparent decline in APL
usageand thefact that many APL projects seem to befloundering. Personally 1
try to ignore mostofthis, but there is no denying that APLis not doing as well as
it deserves to be. Many times I have asked myself if there is a good reason for
this, and the only real reason I can come up with is ☜lack of support☝ (some
readers may cry ☜Obvious!☝at this point, but please bear with me).
The first time I became aware of this phenomenon was whenI noted(I think it
wasin 1986 or 1987) that APL wasnotona list that IBM sentto clients describing
☜strategic software☝ products (I think that was the phrase used). I asked about
this and wastold that APL had not been (could not be?) ported to the AS/400
platform and hence IBM wasnot going to market our beloved language very
actively. To any who think that IBM☂s best marketing efforts aren☂t worth much
(e.g. the spectacular lack of success that OS/2 has enjoyed) I would like to point  
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outthat the PC itself only really took off because IBM produceditfirst. Pleasedon't tell me about the importance of the spreadsheetin the developmentof thePC.Spreadsheets were also introduced on other small computers, some arguably
more advanced (better) than the PC, but nobody remembers them. A blessingfrom IBM was(and probablystill is) critical for a new product.
IBMis no longerthe force it used to be. Nevertheless, peoplestill tend to sit up
and take notice when Big Blue says something. They may disagree, or evenridicule, but they notice. This endorsementof Linuxis (in my opinion) the mostimportant step thus far to what I hope will be near world domination for thisexcellent operating system. Please don☂t get me wrong, I don☂t wantto convertallthe readers to Linux with this letter (though that wouldbe nice as a longer termgoal). Instead ] wantto alert your readersto the fact that there is no good (not
even adequate) APL interpreter for Linux.

THISIS A BIG, BIG MISTAKE!
Nobody knows how many Linux users there really are, but I have heard
estimates exceeding 12 million, with 7 million apparently being a reliable lowerestimate. Compare this to around 11 million OS/2 licenses sold. Until recentlythey were the loony types (like me) who wanted to get away from MickeySoftand run a real OS at home,butthis is changing. Big companies are installing free
operating systems (Linux, FreeBSD, NetBSD and others, with Linux being by farthe fastest growing OS) and running them oncritical systems. If you don☂t
believe me, search the web. They are developing many, many applications inC(++), Java, and manyother languages, but not APL.
These people need an APL. Eventhe loony types (like me) want an APL. Notsomething like APL/IL, brain dead and without a decent APL characterset, slow,non-standard and ancient, nor J (whichis available) as ] think this initial learning
curve is far steeper than for a conventional APL. They want a modem, fullyfeatured APL with nested data structures and a good X11R6-friendly interface.They want something that will produce applications quickly using the powerthey have to hand. They have an efficient operating system on powerfulmachines ♥ i.e. APL heaven!
Linux is going from strength to strength. In 1998, 17% of new servers got Linuxas their operating system. Pledges of support have comefrom all sorts of sources,
including IBM/Lotus, Sun Microsystems, Hewlett Packard, Silicon Graphics,
SCO, Oracle, Sybase, Corel and more. IBM have indicated this as an alternativeto AIX on RS/6000 machines(notethat they are doing the port themselves!) andSun have been givingcritical support to the developers of SPARCLinux for the  
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UltraSPARCprocessor(as an alternative to Solaris 7). This is serious support ♥
these companiesare not playing around!
Many implementations seem to be heading for the desktop, notjust the server.
APL mightbe able to buck this growth, butI believe this could befatal. Thereis a
huge market of computer fanatics out there who would benefit from APL (and
vice versa) but they cannot.I believe that the interpreters ported to Linux will
benefit greatly in high volumesales over the coming years. Those that don☂t will
have high cost, low volume sales which will become increasingly difficult to
justify in a corporate context and impossible to justify in a personal/home
context.
More directly, ] am convinced that Dyadic Systems, APL2000, IBM and Soliton
(and any others) could port their UNIX APL interpreters to Linux with little
effort. Economic arguments against this don☂t hold water. In the long term, they
must do it. I would like to suggest that these companies try this with an old
version. For instance, Dyalog APL/X version 6.x would be interesting to port
(perhaps even released as a no-support freebie) to see the response for a
relatively small capital cost.
Td like to close with a quote from another SunWorldarticle
(http://www.sunworld.com/swol-03-1999/swol-03-sco.html):

☜Today, any companythat doesn☂t include Linux somewhereinits roadmapis
missing the boat...☝

Please let us see APL grow and prosper.
Bob Hoekstra
Bob.Hoekstra@khamsin.demon.co.uk

P,S.: In case itts not obvious, I feel quite strongly about this.
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From: Anne Wilson 6 June 1999

DoI haveto use Recursion?
Myproblem started whenI tried to do the Limbering Up exercise in Vector 15.4.
All went well until I met the line ☜Oh, one more thing, TREE must berecursive.
That is, it must call itself.☝ By the time I read this | had mentally solved the
problem, and nearly finished codingit, allowing for recursive data but without
the use of recursive programming. Why should TREE be recursive, and whatever
will these recursive calls do? My other problem wasthe variable shown; because
my codeis not recursive ] have no use for such a variable. Is there a hidden
assumption here that because the data is recursive it requires a recursive
function?
Asa professional programmer, and proud to be one too, | have made a study of
program design. My aim has always been to produce the simplest program that
will solve the problem. Sometimes one starts to write code and thinks ☜There
must be a simpler way to solve this☝, and starts again finding the simpler method,
usually by deliberately designing before starting on the codewriting.
There are three main components in a program ♥ input data, output data and
processing. If the program design mimics the structure of one of these
components then the programmingis not adding extra complexity;if it mimicsthe simplest of these structures then it is producing the simplest program.
(Obviously the programmer is always aware of the other components when
making design decisions.) From this it follows that a program only needsto be
recursiveif all three componentsare recursive.
But before reaching this stage the program designer should seeif a restatementof the problem will result in a simpler program. An obvious example is thesummation of a geometric progression where the problem is usually stated in a
recursive way. The recursive method calculates the next term, and thencallsitself, returning with the accumulating sum; the accuracy is determined by acriteria embeddedin the code. However,if you know the formula for the sum allthat is required is one calculation; as an added bonus the answeris absolutelyaccurate (except for limitations of the machine). This requires the inclusion ofknowledge, which may be unavailable to the person requesting the program.
In my measurement of complexity recursion is high, looping medium and asingle calculation is lowest and hence most desirable. In APL terms looping
should include any function that is hiding a generated loop, such as each andsome outer products. Sometimesit can be demonstrated that looping or recursion

10  
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will be required, because some of the input data can only be determined after
earlier data has been processed.
I solved the Limbering Up with a loop to find the order that boxes will be shown,
andtheir depth in the diagram. After that I used a single calculation to place the
names, boxes and lines onto the output diagram. But T have also effectively
restated the problem as I have knowledgethat all tree relationships can be
described by the depth of each box in the diagram andits position in a traipze
roundthetree diagram; andthat oncethe datais in this formatall the processing
can be donein single statements without recourse to loops or recursion. Note
that a true mathematical tree cannot be recursive ♥ but thattree structures can
be used to describe data that is recursive.
Now you have probably already thought what a simpleton ] must be to think
programs are so simple! Many of the nasty complicationsarise at the input and
outputstages, and they just have to be codedin but do notaffect the structure of
the program; others are due to conditional processing; but all is not lost even
then if an OOPS approach is used to isolate these complications. Where a
program performsseveral functions each one should be treated separately, so
that a large system to input data, perform BOMPcalculations, produce reports,
etc. etc. will have each component designed separately, with the overall system
design being anotherpart of the design.

 

11
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British APL Association News
Annual General Meeting

21 May 1999at the RSS, beginning at 2 pm
Minutes of the AGM
Apologies were received from Dr Alan Mayerand Dr Jan Clark.
The minutesof last year☂s AGM (published in Vector Vol.15 No.1) were taken asread.
The Chairman reported on the year(full report below). He explained that as nopost had morethan one candidate there had been no needto holda ballot, butthe committee would be very glad to hear from anyone who wanted to help and
such people could be co-opted to join the committee.
The Treasurer circulated the accounts (see below) and asked for questions: there
were none.

There were no questions to the committee.
John Sullivan wasre-elected as auditor.
The meeting ended at about 2.15 pm.

Chairman☂s report on the BAA year 1998-1998
In short; we have held two meetings and Vector has (approximately) appeared
on time.

Your committee as announcedatthe last AGM was:
Chairman Anthony CamachoSecretary Ajay Askoolum
Treasurer Nicholas Small
Editor Vacancy
Projects and publicity Dr Alan Mayer
Activities Jon Sandles
Webmaster Ray Cannon

12  
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Wehad a vacancy for Editor. Stefano Lanzavecchia had been guesteditor for the
April 1998 Vector. You will be delighted to hear that he agreed to take on the
task for another two years. As he lives in Denmark, goes hometo Italy for some
of his holidays and frequently visits the UK as he works for Adaytum, we
bought a portable computer for him to use and keep in constant touch with the
other membersof the Vector working group and with the productionoffice. This
he has done and I hope you will agree with me that under his care Vector has
maintained or improved the standardset by previous editors.
The two meetings were the vendorforumafter last year☂s AGM andthevisit Eric
Iverson made on his way back from APL 98. Both meetings have been
documentedin Vectorso I will say no more now except to thank Jon Sandles for
arranging them.
Next year☂s committee will be:

Chairman Anthony Camacho
Secretary Ajay Askoolum
Treasurer Nicholas Small
Editor Stefano Lanzavecchia
Projects and publicity Dr Alan Mayer
Activities Jon Sandles (co-opted)
Webmaster Ray Cannon

Membership continues its slow decline; we now have 441 members. The
circulation of Vector is 628 copies. Over the years the committee has tried many
things to encourage people to join the Association and discourage people from
leaving. We would like to hear from any members who think they can do
something to reverse this trend. Our email addresses and telephone numbersare
in Vector. It is in every member's interest to recruit more members. A larger
audience makes it possible to attract speakers for meetings and a larger
readership motivates the Vector working group to keep the magazine going.
The Association is financially sound. Profits from conferences are still unspent
and wehave about£45,000 in the bank.I feel entirely happy that our expenditure
exceeds our incomeby three or four thousand poundsa year and so we do not
propose to change the subscription rates. At current expenditure our moneywill
last longer than our members. I would be glad to increase our deficit if, by
spending the money on some well-designed recruitment initiative, we could
increase our membership.
I conclude by thanking your committee and the Vector working groupfor their
efforts which have kept the Association going over the last year, in particular
those who have done significant work and are not mentioned above - Nicholas

13
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Small, Ray Cannon and Ajay Askoolum. Lastly I thank the authors whose
contributions to Vector are the main reason why new membersjoin and why old
membersrenew.
Anthony Camacho, 20 May 1999

 

Accounts 1998/99
from Nicholas Small (Hon.Treas.)

Notes to the Accounts
1. Pence figures have been omitted, so columns maynot add exactly.
2. Thevalue ofstocks of Vector and the Software Library have not been assessed,norhasthe value of the Association☂s computing hardware andsoftware.
3. For 1998/99,figures are shownboth as incomeand expenditure,ie. revenuesstrictly relating to theactivities of that year, and as receipts and payments, ie,whatgoesin and outof our bank account. The comparitive figuresfor earlieryears relate to income and expenditure.
4, Note that from 1997/98 VATcollection payments are madenetofanyrebate,so VATrebates no longer appear under Income/Receipts, Other.
5. The sum written off comprises a bad debt of £500 (Uniware) and a cancelledinvoice, half of £135 (Realkredit).

In comparing with last year allowance must be made for the purchase of the
laptop (with insurance, about £2000 against Vector) and for the fact that weactually managed to hold two meetings. Interest rates havefallen again, as has
the sum on whichinterestis payable; these effects were mitigated by the latenessof Vector 15.1 and 15.2.
There has been anothersignificant drop in membership and Vector circulation.

14  
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British APL Association ♥ Summary of
Annual Accounts 1998/99

Summary of income and expenditure/receipts and payments:

(Income/Recelpts
Subscriptions
BCS services
Bankinterest
Vector advertising (inclVAT)
Other
Total receipts

Expenditure/Payments
Meetings
Administration
BCSservices
Vector production and despatch
Education Vector supplement
Projects
Other
Total payments

Assets summary:
Bank andother balances
Debtors
Creditors
Net assets

Writtenoff

tege/99 1998/99 1997/98(R&P) (I&E) (18E)£ £ £
10420 10368 11021167 167 02943 2943 30222963 2463 3471264 264 108
16757 16206 17922

704 704 01471 1423 1152167 187 017337 «17086 14584: . 108328 928 501201 246 308
20228 19954 16653

49055 «52525733 2071(4776) (6270)
45012 49327
(568)

15



Renaissance Data Systems
All APL Booksin Print

Weare pleased to announce that RDSis now
on the web at www.aplbooks.cnchost.com
with a display of our entire catalog ofAPL
Booksin Print. There are even someclassic
publications which we have received
permission to reproduce. Subjects include
APLand Mathematics, Learning APL, and
APLfor the Professional Programmer. We
also carry a few booksofinterest from the
rest ofthe world!

You may contact us using email at rendata@aplbooks.cnchost.comand place orders at orders@aplbooks.cnchost.com. Credit card
paymentis available for international customers.

Please note our new mailing address:
Renaissance Data Systems

P. O. Box 313
Newtown, CT 06470.  
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APL Keyboards for VECTOR Subscribers!
by lan Clark

Very few APLers enjoy the luxury of using a keyboard having proper APL
characters on the keytops, especially matching their own choice of keyboard
layout. This is one reason why it is so inconvenient to teach APL to a class of
students using centralised facilities. It also causes problems for consultants
having to debug APL code on-site, on someone else☂s machine, even. Being on-site
in a foreign country has its own problems (I frequently have to use a keyboard in
Denmark), where you even haveto huntfor the ☁£☂ sign, not to mention ☁@☂ and ☁{☂
and ☁J☂.
Noweveryone has their own favourite solution to this problem, butit☂s safe to
say that there☂s no general, complete solution on the horizon. Various software
solutions have been proposed. APLs have the ability to re-map keyboard layouts,
but to re-map somebodyelse☂s keyboard isn☂t the work of a momentand will earn
you nogreat deal of thanks.
APLomb (Clark, 1992), designed for educational use by APL novices, has a
floating palette with the commoner symbols, converts ☁==☂ into (gets} on-the-fly,
and offers a sort of wizard to identify and type the symbolyou need,evenif you
can☂t quite remember what it is. And of course there are always the various
systems of ASCII keywords,like {comma-underbar}... Wunderbar! In desperation
you can type {quad}AV(if you can find {quad}) and copy/pastethe output.
T☂'ve been looking into hardware solutions, viz. to be able in effect to carry your
own labelled keyboard around with you. These might be attractive to firms
setting up new APL programming shops(yes, there are some...!) or to schools and
colleges considering serious classroom use of APL. Just at the moment
employmentprospects for APLers in UK and Europe aren☂t too bad, so maybeit☂s
nottotally out of the question to contemplate teaching APL again.
Contech, based in Stevenage, will engrave keytops of standard IBM-compatible
PC keyboards with the symbols of your choice, in a range of colours, if you
provide them with your requirements in the form of simple artwork (a drawing
will do). They will either supply you with a new low-cost standard IBM-
compatible ☁Cherry☂ keyboard, suitably engraved, or will take your existing
keyboard and engrave the keytops. These mustbe able to pull off, so this seems to
precludelaptops. Contact Suzanne with your requirements on +44 (0)1438 315757
(fax: +44 (0)1438 313679, email: sales@contech.co.uk).
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Whatdoesit cost? I phoned Suzanne, explained that an APL ☁unified☂ keyboard
would require 48 to 50 keys to be engraved and asked for some cost estimates. A
single keyboard would cost £55, but with an orderfor ten of these the cost would
come down to around £30 per keyboard. Add £17 for the low-cost ☁Cherry☂
keyboard if you wantthe firm to supply the keyboards too. Allow 10-14 daysfor
the order to be completed.
Another solution is to use a ☁keyboard glove☂. This is a close-fitting flexible
transparent cover, usually to protect a keyboard in a dusty or coffeeladen
environment, but the glove can be fitted with keytop labels, preferably on the
underside.
Inpace Ltd manufactures keyboard gloves, using your own keyboard if necessary
(1 day turnaround excluding delivery times) but has some 2,000 moulds in stock,
covering all the common brands of keyboard. Gloves for any type of keyboard
cost the same, depending on the quantity ordered: £19.95 for single gloves, £14.95
each for 5, £13.95 each for 10. The firm uses an outside supplier to print keytop
labels. As with all printing, costs come down with volume, so that a print-run of
1,000 would costjust £1.90 perset of labels. Add to this £2.00 per keyboard glove
for the labour to stick them on. Get in touch with Ben with your requirements, on+44 (0)1993 706303.
Nowit isn☂t an attractive proposition to pay for a minimum orderof, say, 50 setsoflabels if you only want one keyboard glove. We discussed the possibility of the
British APL Association paying for a print-run, which would be available free to
members,or their organisations. You would then simply phone Ben,tell him you'rea bona-fide VECTOR subscriber, and explain to him the layout you want or askfor one of the standard ones, and pay only the £2.00fitting charge on top of thebasic charge for a keyboard glove. Since each keyboard is hand-labelled, you canhave anylabel on any key. The simplest and most reliable way to specify theglove is to photocopy your keyboard and write the symbols on the photocopiedkeytops by hand. This, plus the make, model and FCCID number, is enough toidentify the keyboard too.I☂m told that laptops aren☂tentirely out of the questioneither.
In the interest of promoting the use of APL, which is part of the British APLAssociation☂sbrief, we the committee are happyto collect requests and enquiries.
If there☂s sufficient interest, we will order a trial print-run of keyboard stickers,either sticky-topped for applying to the underside of a keyboard glove asdescribed,or sticky-bottomed, for applying directly to keytops. The intentionis tofurnish these as a free service to VECTORsubscribers, and their organisations, fortheir own use (but notfor re-sale, of course). However there must be sufficient
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people interested in order to go ahead. In a future issue weshall announce an
ongoingpolicy,i.e. who's eligible and for how many, and whether you can pay to
have more. Meanwhile,let☂s hear your requirements.
Contact any member of the BAA Committee (see this issue☂s back cover),
including myself:
Jan Clark, IAC Human Interfaces, R21 Auckland Business Centre, St Helen
Auckland, Bishop Auckland, Durham DL14 9TX, England. Tel: +44 (0)1388
605544. Mobile: +44 (0)7931 370304, Email: 100021.3073@compuserve.com.
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APL99 Abstracts and Tutorials
Invited Speakers
High-Confidence Design for Security, Prot Shiu-
Kat Chin. The widespread use of networks makes
information security a major concem where the
underlying network (6.g., the Internet) is assumed ta
be insecure. Systems with security requirements
typically must operate with a high degree of
confidence ♥ they mustbe highly assured.

Thetask of designing and building secure systems
raises a fundamental question, how do we know with
confidencethat our designs will behave securely?
Having confidence In a secure system requires having
confidence in the following:the strength of the
cryptographic algorithms, the correctness of the
hardware and software implementations, and knowing
the Implementation supports a security model.

This article describes methodsthat establish
confidence that implementations meettheir
☁specifications and security requirements. These
methodsarerigorousIn nature. Theyrely on
mathematical logic and are accessible to engineering
Students at the masters level. As is typicalIn systems
engineering,a variety of methods are used depending
on what levelof design is being addressed.

Professor Shiu-Kai Chin
Laura J. and Douglas L. Meredith Professorfor
Teaching Excellence, University, Syracuse
Email: skchin @syr.edu

An Overview of E-Commerce andIntelligent
Agents In Supply Chain Management and Whatit
Meansto the IBM Micro-Electronics Division,
Kenneth J. Fordyce, IBM Corporation, Since themiddle of the 1990s one the hottest areas of Decision
andInformation Systems has been Supply Chain
Management. At the end of 1997 another hot area
began to emergecalled E-Commerce.In September
of 1998 the author and Garry Sullivan, 1BM Burlington,
Vermont, were given the assignmentto evaluate E-
commerce alone andits relationship to Supply Chain
Management, develop a proposed plan how E-
Commerce technology can be used in Micro-
Electronics Division's (MD) supply chaln applications
andbusiness process,Identify someinitial projects
with MD Inthis area, and develop partnerships with
Universities and the NSF. This presentation will
provide an overview oftheir work to date.

Kenneth J. Fordyce
Email: FORDYCE@US.IBM.COM.

Object-Oriented Concurrent,Paralfel, and
Distributed Programming In Java, Prof Doug Lea.
An introductory survey of Java constructs and
common designs used in concurrent, parallel, and
distributed programming.
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Main topics include:
+ Approachesto design
+ Threads,locks, and monitors
+ Exploiting multiprocessors
+ Distributed objects using RMI

DougLeais a professor of Computer Science at the
State University of New York at Oswego. Hefs author
ofthe book, Concurrent Programming in Java, and
co-authorofthe text, Object-Oriented System
Development, Heis the authorof several widely used
☁software packages, as well as articles and reports on
object oriented software developmentincluding those
on specification, design and implementation
techniques,distributed object systems, and software
reusability.

Doug Lea, Computer Science Department
State University of New York at Oswego
Email: di@cs.oswego.edu

The Switch Back Gravity Railroad and APL2, Walt
Niehoff. A discussion of the gravity railroad that was
America☂s secondrailroad andfirst coal-hauling
railroad. It wasthefirst to open up the Anthracite
Region of which Scranton was a big part. The railroad
was called the Switch Back Gravity Railroad and was
based at Mauch Chunk, Pennsylvania (now Jim
Thorpe) about an hour south of Scranton. As an earlyuser of APLsince the late 1960's who had co-
authored GRAPHPAK,the APLgraphics package,
during his days at IBM, Walt used APL2 and
GRAPHPAKinhis research onthe gravity railroad.
(http:/wwew,software.ibm.com/ad/apVapl2-sbgrrhtml)
Walt Niehoff Is the author of The Reincamation of
Switch Back Gravity Railroad, 1895, While at IBM, he
co-authored GRAPHPAK, a graphics package written
in APL

Walter H. Nishoff, Consultant
Email: nishotf@ spectra.net
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Abstracts of Papers
Generalization of Pick☂s Theorem for Surtace
Polyhedra, Dr. Mihaly Agfalvl, [stvan Kadar and
Erik Papp, Budapest, Hungary. Because Pick☂s
theorem wasfirst published In 1899, our planned
PresentationIs timed forIts 100th anniversary.
Currently it has greater importance than realized
heretofore becauseit forms a connection betweenthe
old Euclidean and the newdigital (discrete) geometry.
Today the questionis not the old one: how can we
produce traditional area without co-ordinates, using
only inside points and boundary points. Just on the
contrary: howis it possible to simply determinedigitat
boundary anddigital area (namely the number of
boundary points andinside points} using known co-
ordinates ofvertices.
Dynamic Systems Simulation Using APL2,
Robertas Alzbutas and Vytautas Janillonis,
Kaunas, Lithuania.In this paper, we describe
methods, models and software applied for dynamic
system simulation using APL2.

When Bearsare Blue and Bulls are Red, Linda
Alvord and Tama Traberman, Mlltord, NJ. Analysts
deal with real numerical data. Often the data Iscollected overtime. Because numbers are abstract,
analysts often use graphs to make numericaldata
more meaningful. Real data typicatly fluctuates in
some random fashion. However, pattemsoften exist
in the data. An example would be the seasonal
fluctuations in commodities. Analysts use a variety of
techniquesto help them find pattems that have the
potential to improve their skill in predicting future
trends. This paper suggests some ways to make
some of these patterns more obvious.

Functions and Data Can Dance as Equal Partners,
J. Philip Benkard, Stamford, CT

The Zark Library of Utillty Functions, Gary A.
Berquist, Ellington CT. The primary appeal of APL
has always been its PRODUCTIVITY. You can
develop and maintain computer applications faster
with APLthan with any other high-level programming
language. APL has a numberofdistinct traits that
contribute to thls productivity advantage over other
languages. However,language productivity Is only
one side of the programmer productivity triangle. The
other two are programmer experience and utility
software. The programmer with the most productive
language, the most experience, and the bestutility
software will develop better code, and faster than the
programmer whois deficient in anyof these three.
areas. Experienced APL programmers generally
score wellin thefirst two areas, but poorly in the third,
probably because APL obviates the perceived need
for high quality utility software. Programmers in other
languagesdo nothavethis luxury and so tend to
develop and rely upon more extensive and higher
quality utility software. Consequently,the productivity
advantage of APL programmers overotherprogrammers Is not as significantas it can be.
ZarkLib, the Zark Library of Utility Functions, Is a
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schemethat attempts to remedy this problem.[tis
both an extensive collection of APLutility sottware
and a motivational scheme.It guaranteesits growth
and maintenance by employing a ☜pyramid☝ schema
that motivates APL programmersto give until it hurts,
and then give again.

Chokesin Server Side Programming, A
Comparative Programming Exercise, Robert G.
Brown and Willi Hahn, Lingo Allegro, Chicago,IL

Regions:An Abstraction for Expressing Array
Computation,Bradford L. Chamberialn, E.
Christopher Lewls, Calvin, and Lawrence Snyder,U of Washington,Seattle, and U of Texas, Austin.
Mostarray languages, including Fortran 90, Matlab,
and APL, provide support for referencing arrays by
extendingthe traditional array subscripting construct
found in scalar languages. We present an altemative
to subscripting that exploits the conceptof regions ♥
an index set representation that can be named,
manipulated with high-level operators, and
syntactically separated from array references. This
paper develops the conceptof region-based
programming and describes its benefits in the context
of anidealized array languagecalled pure. We show
that regionssimplify programming, reduce the
likelihood oferrors, and enable code reuse.
Furthermore, we describe howregions accentuatethe
locatity of array expressions and howthislocality is
important when targeting parallel computers. We also
show howthe concepts of region-based programming
have been used in ZPL,a fully-implemented practical
parallel programming languagein use byscientists
and engineers. in addition, we contrast region-based
programming with the array reference constructs of
other array languages.

Accelerating APL Programswith SAC, Clemens
Grelck, Sven-Bodo Scholz, University of Klel,
Germany.The paperinvestigates how SAC,a purely
functional tanguage based on C syntax,relates to
APLIn terms of expressiveness and run-time
behaviour. To do so,three different excerpts of real
world APL. programs are examined.ttls shown that
after defining the required APLprimitives in SAC, the
example programs can be re-written In SAC with an
almost one-to-one correspondence. Run-time
comparisons between interpreting APL programs and
campiled SAC programs showthat speedups dueto
compilation vary between 2 and 500 for three.
representative benchmark programs.
Sparse Arrays In J (Preliminary Verslon), Roger
Hui, Toronto, Canada

INFO:Interactive APL Documentation, George
Mebus, Lex2000,Inc. Princeton, NJ. A large bodyof
APLcode maybe hard to understand and analyze,
particularty if you are notits author. A code system
that spans multiple workspaces (WSs) compounds
that problem.

INFOis a Multi-WS system written in APL+Win that
provides convenientinteractive documentation of
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APL+Win and APL+DOS multi-WS systems. The User
has a variety of disptays that give insightInto the
system structures and relationships within single- or
multi:WS systems. An administrator can easity set up
and malntain the INFOstatic analysis data bases for
any number of WS groups.

This paper demonstrates INFO by showing how INFO
documentsitself. A distribution package contains the
complete code andinstructionsforsetting upthis self-documentation,
A Retro/Prospective on APL GRAPHPAK, Walt.
Niehoff, Vestal, NY. This paper suggests two general
directions that one could take to modemize APL2
Graphpakandrevitalize its evolution. One direction
springboardsoff lessons leamed during Graphpak's
first decade and from somethinking that evotved
during early (c. 1980} experiments with general
arrays. The seconddirection exploits genera! arrays
and APL2 functionality at a user-level. Some
experiments are reported relating to both areas,

Teaching J as a ComputerNotation for Secondary
Mathematics, Howard A. Peelle, Amherst, MA. This
article summarizes a teacher-education course which
introduces J as a computernotation well-suited for
teaching secondary mathematics. This one-semester
course fs designed as a series of workshops with
accompanying discussions. Thefirst workshop isdescribed here in detail; the others are sketched.
Teachers☂ experiences and reactionsto using J are
reported informally throughout.

An Object-Oriented Approach to Educational
Software In Building Physics, G. Relchard, Graz,
Austria, An object-oriented building-physics software
A.T.O.N.(which is the acronym for the German
☜General Thermal and EcologicalVerifications☂) is
described as an example for educational software
written in APL. The software was developed atthe
Departmentfor Structural Analysis at the Technical
University of Graz, and has been successfully used
for teaching building-physics. A.T.O.N. was designed
in only four months.It comes with an user-friendly
interface, which Is easy and effortless to learn. EvAn
object-orlented building-physics software A.T.O.N.
(which is the acronym for the German ☜General
Thermal and Ecological Verifications☝) |s described as
an example for educational software written In APL.
☁The software was developed at the Departmentfor
yPro(tm) as aninteractive developmentenvirenment.
APL Generated Teaching and Testlng Items to
Enhance a Student's Ability to Discover
Functional Relationships,Alvin J. Surkan,
Lincoln, NE, Ideas and designs for programsto
generate teaching examples are introduced. Someof
these Ideas are tested and demonstrated by a
prototype APL program. Descriptionsofthe Internal
structure and requirements of the example generators
are presented. The examples produced by the
program are designed to motivate students to
discoverrules or relationships capable of mapping the
in-domain Inputs to correct outputs. Experimental

examples used for demonstrating typical concepts
and mathematical processes include the functions:o.t.*.+,+,| and ¥ with their intrinsic APL
definitions, initially, the types of arguments for these
exampleswill be kept simple atfirst to promote
learning such mathematical functions by permitting
only single scalar arguments. Later, for discovery
learning,the functions may be selected to permit or
require argumentsthatare vectoror array objects, An
important componentin the design of this system is
parameter specification. Parameters determine the
numberof examples andtheir perspicuity. A student
using the system may requestadditional examples
that are easy to comprehend before the function is
discovered from the program generated examples
provided. The example-generating program also
facilitates checking that establishes that a student's
response is operationally equivalentto a correct one.

 

GFSR Pseudo-random Number Generation Using
APL, Charles Winton, Jacksonville, FL. This paper
demonstrates the effectiveness of APL for
implementing the generalized feedback shift register
(GFSR) approach to producing a random number
stream. Various approachesto generating streams of
pseudorandom numbers computationally have been
devised, dating at least as far back as Norbert
Wiener, These are normaily discussed in the context
of a coursein modeling and simulation, since there
may be practical implications to consider when
building simulation models in APL or any other high
level language.Thisis particularly the case for those
circumstances when a (pseudo) random number
sequence needsto be repeated, or when multiple
streams are needed. In such cases a pseudorandom
numbergeneratorother than that supplied in the
programming language commandsetneedsto be
implemented. Thelinear congruential methad for
pseudorandom number generation is still commonlyused, and is easily Implemented in APL or any other
high level language; however,it is known to have
undesirable n-space uniformity characteristics.
Moreover, the period length ofits random number
stream islimited by the underlying machine's word
size. This is a seriousissue, since at present day
computerspeeds, a simulation run could exhaust
such a random numberstream in a few hours. Very
long period (VLP) pseudorandom number generators
remedy this deficiency.

Oneclass of these, generalized feedback shift
register (GFSR) pseudorandom number generators,is
based on algebraic manipulationofireducible
tinomlals of high order. The mannerIn which this is
accomplished particularly lendsitself to elegant APL
Implementation.
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Tutorials and Workshops
Chaos and Symmetry Exhibit by Bruce Adcock,
Ned Allis, Jeffrey P, Dumont, Flynn J. Heiss, Kevin
C, Jones, Clifford A. Reiter, and Lisa M. Vislocky.
Thetact that chaos is compatible with symmetry is
intriguing. This exhibit is a visual exploration of chaos
with symmetry created with J. This includes
expiarations of planar crystallographic symmetries,
their evolution from one symmatry type to anather
reminiscent of Escher's Metamorphosis, and
explorations near forbidden symmetries. Chaos in
space with 3-dimensional symmetry Is also
considered. J pravides a remarkablyflexible
environmentfor the creation and exploration of these
complex, yet structured, objects.

The Creation of Chaos with Symmetry. Bruce
Adcock, NedAllis, Jetirey P. Dumont, Flynn J.
Heiss, Kevin C. Jones, Clifford A, Reiter, and Lisa
M. Vislocky. The creation of images of chaos
containing symmetry will be described. This includes
a discussion of the powerof using J as an exploratory
fool. indeed, the generality of J makesit possible to
create images of any of the 17 planar wallpaper
groups oranyof the 230 space groupsusing the
same handful of adverbs and conjunctions.In addition
to considering a wide variety of two and three
dimensional symmetry groups, explorations near
forbidden symmetry will be illustrated. Animations
showingthe evolution from one planar symmetry type
to another will be shown In addition to rotations of
three dimensional symmetric chaotic objects.

ISAP (Lingo Allegro☂s highlevelinterface betweenMicrosoft's Internet Information Server andDyalog APL),Will Hahn (whahn @fh-bingen.de)
Introduction - WhatIt Is aft about, how to set up the
environment
A very simple example- introducing the concepts
German Lotto - See how it works, obviously APLis
involved
One may calculate - Dealing with numerical
variables
Creating an account - A commontaskin e-business
Send email - Withoutrelying on the browser's mail
client
A bookstore - More details on the joint paper I☂m
going to presentwith Bob Brown
APLwith a WEBinterface - How APL could be
advertised overthe Intemet
Graphics - Haw to produce fast business graphics
with ISAP onthe Internet
Connect to a database - Showing how APLworks
as an integrating tool
Code browsing - Showing APL code on Web Pages
Errors to avoid - Repart on some experienceResume - Whatit Is, whatit is not

Window Models and Management, Paul Mansour,President,the Carlisle Group,Inc. Discusses MDI,
SDI, workspaces, workbooks, projects and
namespaces.

Readingthe Dictionary of J, Martin Neltzel
(neitzel @gaertner.de). This workshopis for those who
found the Dictionary of J unapproachable or feel not
at ease with it
Wewill read just a few pre-selected sections but
these with a greatattention to detail. After attending
thistutorial, you should be able ta answer questionsInvolving iterns,cells, and rank on your own with a bit
more confidence.
J Programming Ina Unix environment, Martin
Neitzel. The demonstration/discussion workshop
presents how J programs can be developed in and for
the Unix environment. Specific topics will be:
+ dina multi-user environment
+ interactive J: approaches to session management
+ batch-oriented J runs
» communicating between J and the outside world:

stdio, host commandsandpipes, TCP/IP, shared
library interface
+ useful Unix tools for the J programmer
+ using the juggle.gaertner.de information central
The overall purpose of the workshopis threefold:

+ Introduce relevant aspects of the Unix environment
to those J programmers usually working with
Windows

« Exchangepractical tips & tricks betweenusers of J
under Unix
« Discuss possible future directionsfor the J system

☁on Unix
The J Workbench, Martin Neltzel. The J Workbench
is a session managergeared towardstacit
programming.It replaces the usualscroiling execution
window of the Windows J system with a form of
severalinput and outputfields, The form separates
test arguments from the verb under development. A
history is kept ofthe test arguments and switching
between verbs happensin a hypertext-like fashion
without the need for explicitly coded references. The
workbench allows debugging fragments oftacit
phrases simply by highlighting the points ofinterest.

Thetutorial focuses on the presentation of the J
Workbench from a user's perspective. However, the J
source of the Workbench is freely available and a
quick tour throughits organization will be given to
ease thelife of daring contributors.

Developing Quality Business and Statistkal
Graphics with Causeway RainPro, Alan Sykes,
☁Swansea Unlversity. Workshop, with hands-on PCs.
☁This workshopwill coverthe basic techniquesof chart
design using the RainPro tools from Causeway.All
the experience gained will be equally applicable to
APL+Win and Dyalog APL. Attendeeswill learn how
to construct a variety of composite charts, and how
this code can ba assembled into an effective utility set
tor generating many standard statistical presentations,
such as multiple box-whiskerplots.  
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The workshopwill also cover the various publication
options now available, for example in the production
of PDF documents or HTML pagesusing the latest
capabilities of Dyalog 8.2. Delegateswill be shown.
how to make☁active☂ graphics where clicking on
panicular dataitems might route a userto another
page on a website.

All the examplesareillustrated on the Causeway web
site ♥ please check out www.causeway.co.uk/aploo/
before joining the workshop,and bring your own
examples along too.

Using HTMLfor Forms Design In APL, Fred Waid
{Fwaid @acm.org). Workshep:half-day, hands-on.
This workshopwill demonstrate the use of his HTML
parser written in APL, and give the attendees
experience in using HTMLas a page-description
tanguageto design forms which are then used an APL
application. The use of an existing WYSIWYGhimt
editor to create the HTML, and hence theforms,will
be covered, This allows a de-coupling of the APL
coding and forms design processes. The attendees
will also be exposed to creating HTML scripts
dynamically, with APL code, andthenusing those
created scripts to build forms. Theability to capture
forms from the web, or other HTML source, and

Incorporate them into an APLapplication,will also becovered,
APLand the Internet, Peter Donnelly, Dyadke
Systems, Ltd.In this workshop,students will learn
how to implementan APL application as a Web
SERVER,how to run APL in a Web BROWSER,and
how to combine the two for a wholly APL web
client/server solution. The workshopis based upon
the APLSEAVEsoftware supplied with Dyalog APL.Version 8.2.
Dynamic Functions ☜Masterclass☝, John Schoks,
Dyadic Systems,Ltd. The workshop will discuss a
range of techniques available to the DynamicFunction programmer.It will include programmingIn a
functionalstyle andwill address performance Issues,

APLand OLE, John Dalntree, Dyadic Systems,
Ltd. This workshopwill show students how to drive
applications such as Excel and Access,or
components such as Active Data Objects (ADO), from
Dyalog APL APL using COM/OLE interfaces.
Mechanismsfor accessing otherinterfaces such as.
thoseprovided by the Window shell and DirectX wiltalso be covered.

 

Experienced APL Analyst/Programmer
how available for work in UK and EU.
Experience in banking, insurance and pensions

using IBM mainframe and PC software.
See Mackay Kinloch Limited in the Product Guide.

Rates reduced in Edinburgh area.
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The Vector Product Guide
compiled by Gill Smith

VECTOR☂s exclusive Product Guide aims to provide readers with useful☂
information about sources of APL hardware, software and services. We welcome
any comments readers may have onits usefulness and any suggestions for
improvements.
Wereservethe right to edit material supplied for reasons of space or to ensure a
fair market coverage. The listings are not restricted to UK companies and
international suppliers are welcome to take advantageof these pages.
For convenience to readers, the productlist has been dividedinto the following
groups(☁poa☂ indicates☁price on application☂):

+ Complete Systems (Hardware & Software)
+ APL andJ Interpreters
+ APL-based Packages
+ Consultancy
+ Other Products
+ Overseas Associations
+ Vendor Addresses
+ World Wide Web and FTP Sites

Every effort has been madeto avoid errorsin these listings but no responsibility
can be taken by the working group for mistakes or omissions.
Wealso welcomeinformation on APLclubs and groups throughoutthe world.
 

Yourlisting here is absolutelyfree, will be updated on request, andis
also carried on the Vector website, with a hotlink to your ownsite. It is

the most complete and most usedAPL address book in the world.
Please help us keep it up to date!   

All contributions and updates to the Vector Product Guide shouldbesent to Gill
Smith, at Brook House, Gilling East, York, YO62 4JJ. Tel: 01439-788385,
Email: apl385@compuserve.com
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COMPLETE APL SYSTEMS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Dyadic IBM RS/6000 MD320 11,738

IBM ASj8000 MO320 13,817

IBM RS/6000 MD320 22,856

1BM RS/6000 MDS20 37,114

IBM RSY6000 MD530 72,054

(BM RS/S000 MD540. 122,842

Optima IBM Compatible poa

APL INTERPRETERS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Beautiful Systems Dyalog APL/W for Windows poa

Dyalog APL tor Unix pos
TheBloomsbury Software CompanyAPL+PCVersion 11 250

APL+Win v3.0. 1350

Migration to APL+Win. 1060

APL+DOS: 1250
Migration to APL*DOS 760
APLLink 200
APLLink Pro 500
APL"PLUS II for UNIX poa

APL*PLUS VMS- poa
APL"PLUS Mainframe poa

Dinosott Oy Dyalog APLYW for Windows poa
Dyalog APLfor Unix poa

DETAILS
APL POWERstation (Greyscale) 27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Mflops RISCProcassar 8Mb RAM, 120MbDisk419" 1280x1024 Groyscale Graph Display AIX, OSF Mot, DyalogAPL (1-user)
APL POWERstation (Colour) 27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Mflops RISCProcessor 8Mb RAM, 120MbDisk16" 1280x1024 Colour Graphics Display AIX, OSF Motif, DyalogAPL(1-user)
Advanced APL POWERstaticn 27.5 MIPS,7.4 Mflops RISCProcessor 16Mb RAM, 320MbDisk, 150Mb Tape16* 1280x1024 Colour Graphics Display AIX, OSF Motif, DyalogAPL(1-user}
APL POWERsystam (8-usets)27.5 MIPS,7.4 Mflops FISTProcessor 18Mb RAM, 320Mb Disk, 150Mb Tape CD-ROMDrive, 16 PortsAIX, Dyalog APL (2-8 userlicence)
APL POWERsystem (16-users) 34.5 MIPS, 10.9 Mflops RISCProcassor 32Mb RAM, 1.34Gb Disk, 2.3Gb Tape CD-ROMDriva, 16 PortsAIX, Dyalog APL. (@+ user licence}
APL POWERsystem (32-users) 41 MIPS, 13 Mflops RISC
Processor 64Mb IAM,1.7Gb Disk, 2.3Gb Tape CD-ROMDrive,
92 PortsAIX, Oyalog APL(8+ userlIcence)
Complete networked or stand-alone solutionsincludingconfiguration Installation, maintenance and commissioning.

DETAILS
US Distributor of Dyalog APL. products from Dyadic.
☁See Dyadic listing for product details,
Upgrade to version 11 gives tree runtime(£120 trom anyversion)
A.32-bit Windows-hostedinterpreter that runs underall Windows:platforms Including Windows 95. Note: Upgrade for £350 fram
version 1.8 of 2, £920 from version 1.0
from APL"PLUS/PG APL*PLUS/DOS anyversion.
from earller versions of APL*PLUSI)
APL*PLUSII DOSis renamed to APL+DOS.
from APL*PLUS/PC
Database Access

APL2000's 2nd generation APLfor all major Sparc and Rise Unixworkstations,
2nd generation APL for DEG VAX computers under VMS.
Enhances VS APL with manyhigh performancs,high
productivily features. For VM/CMS and MVS/TSO offers simpleupgrade from VS APL.
Finnish distributor of Oyalog APL products,
See Dyadie's isting for product details,
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☁Second generation APLfor DOS.Runs in 32-bit mode, supportsvery large workspaces. Unique ☜window-based☝ APLDevelopment Environmentand Screen Manager. Requires396/486 based PC or PS/2, at least 2Mb RAM, EGA or VGA,DOS3.9 orlater.
As above,plus object-based GUI developmenttools. RequiresWindows 3.0orlater.
Second generation APLfar Unix systems.Available for Altos,
Apollo, Bull, Dec, HP, IBM 6150, [BM AS/6000, Masscomp,Pyramid, NCR, Sun and Unisys machines,and for PCs and
PC/2s running Xenix or AIX, Oracle interface available for IBM,
☁Sun and Xenix versions.
Software development kit which includes an APLInterpreter as aDLLand the ability to run and[ink existing and new APLcodetonon APLcode such as VB, C/C++, Java and Integration withvarious Windows software applications anddatabase packagessuch a3 MS Office.
Macintosh version of |-APL.
'SO conforming interpreter, Supplied only with manual (see☁Other Products☂ for accompanying books).As aboveAs aboveAPL2 for educational or demonstration use, Write, fax or Email toAPLProducts; spectty disk size desired.
Product No. 5799-PGG, PRPQ Number RJ0411.
Order from 1-800-IBM-CALL
Product No. 5804-260. Part number 38F1753.
Fromall IBM dealers,including MicroAPL.
Part No 89G1556.
Part No 8961697. Contains all facilities of the Entry Edition plus:DB2 interface; co-operative processing TCP/IP interface: toolsfor writing APs; TIMEfacilty
Product No, 5639-4, part number 4229558,
Part No, 39L8419 - Packager and runtime CDs, One additional
runtimeinstall $200,5 additionals $900, 10 $1,500.
Product No. 5848-065.
Product No. 5765-012.
Product No. 5688-228, Full APL2 system for $/970 and $/990
Product No. 5888-229, Runtime environment for APL2 packages
APLsystems marketed andsupported...
trom: Dyadic, Manugistics, [BM
under: Windows, OS2 and Unix

Dyadic Dyalog APLfor 905/388 995

Dyalog APL/W for Windows: 995

Dyalog APLfor Unix 995-12,000

DynArray DICEfor Windows poa

IAC/Human Interfaces
LAPUMac 13

(APL Lid LAPLPC or clones 8
LAPLBBC Master 8
|-APLArchimedes. 8IBM APLProducts TryAPL2 trea

APL2 PC (USVerslon) $630
APL2 PC (European Version) £348
APL2 for OS¥2 Entry Edition $185
APL2 for OS/2 AdvancedEdition $650

APL2 tor Windowsversion 1,0 $1500
APL2 Runtime environment $250

APL2 for SunSolaris $1500
APL2 for AIX 6000 poa
APL2 Version 2 poa
APL2 Application Envt Vn2 pea

Insight Systems APL*PLUS/PG poa
Dyalog APL poa
APL2 poa

Iverson Software Inc, J on the Webonline registration ...
J Educational Edition $05
J Standard Edition $206
J Professional $895
Books and accessories {discounts for reg users)
J Dictionary $50
J User Manual $50
J Phrases $50
J Peles $50
Concrete Math $40
Exploring Math $50
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J User Conference Proceedings $35
Mugs, T-shirts, Mousepads $10 each

J Austria J poa
Dyalog APL poa
Causeway Products poa
☁Structural Analysis Software oa

Lescasse Consulting APL+PC poa
APL+Unix poa
APL+DOS poa,
APLAWin poa
Dyalog APLW poa

MasterWork Software Manugistics Products and IS! poa.
MleroAPL APL.68000 Level| 2000

APL.68000 LevetIf 2500
APL.6B000/X, 1500-8000

APL.68000 Level|Mac,ST, Amiga 87
Mac, Amiga 260
APL.68000 LeveltlST 170
Amiga 260
Mac 520
APL*PLUSRel10 450APL'PLUSI V 4.0 1895

Oasis Dyalog APL poa
APL*PLUS poa
☁APL68000 poa
APL2 poa

Optima Dyalog APLW 995
RE Time Tracker Oy APL+PC {APL*PLUSJPC) pos

APL+DOS (APL*PLUSII}
APL+Win (APL*PLUSIf), APL+Unk
APL*UNIX
APL*PLUSSharefile

Soliton Associates SKARP APLfor MVS poa
SHARPAPLfor Unix poa

☁Strand Software Canada

Distributor for Austria and Switzerland
Distributor
Distributor
Complete package by IG Zenkner&Handel to perform structuralanalysis/enginearing calculations. Also suitable for dynamicproblems, 4.g. earthquake simulation.
Lescasse Consulting is the exclusive APL2000 distributorinFrance and also
distributes in Switzentand and Belgium.Call tor prica quotes.

French distributorfor Dyalog
New Zealand distributor
First generation APL with numerous enhancements, Multi-userversion (Unix, Mirage, MCS).
☁Second generation APL. Nasted arrays, usar defined operators,selective specification etc. Mult-user version (Unix, Mirage,MCS)
Second-generation APL. Nested arrays, user defined operators,selective specification, etc. Multi-userAIX version with fultOSF/Motit support.
First generation APL. Single user, full windowing Interface,software floating point support.
First generation APL. Single user,full windowing interface,hardware floating paint.
☁Second generation APL. Full windowing interface,softwarefloating point suppan.
Second generation APL. Full windowing interfaceHardware andsoftware floating point support.
Second generation APL. Full windowinginterfaceHardware andsoftware floating polnt support.

Dyadic Systems
Manuglisties
MicroAPL Ud
IBM
Fully fladged Windows development environment.
Complete APL+ and Statgraphics product range and links tovarlous 8rd party products.

for {BM MVS mainframes
for IBM RS6000 and Sun SPARC.
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All APL*PLUSProducts poa
Dyadie and 1SI products poa

USA
Dyadic and ISI products poa

APL PACKAGES
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
ADAPTASoftware MPS poa

FBS poa
DAP poa

Adaptable Systems FLAIR poa

Adaytum Software Adaytum Planning poa
APL Group(see Eventra)
APL Software\Services

APLUtilltes: poa

Beautiful Systems ASF_FILE $399
NAT_FILE $e00

DBF_FILE $299

SF_READ poa

☁The Bloomsbury Software Company(for VSAPL) Enhancements & Shareflle poa
Compller poa

{lor APL2) SharefiefAP poa

Causeway CausewayPro for Dyalog/W 400/$600
AlainPro Business Graphics 250

NewLoaf tor Dyalog and+Win 400

Cinerea AB ORCHART 250

AIL APL*PLUSproducts Including upgrades and educatlonat.

DETAILS
Master Production Scheduling
Forecasting and Budgeting System
Distribution Requirements Planning
Finita loader and interactive rescheduler. Customisable full-function scheduling system.(Available outside Australia byspecial arrangementoniy,)
FullJeatured Budgeting and Financial Planning system formedium to large enterprises.

DOS-based APLsoftware for AWS, SAW, .TRY, . IWS, APLConferences, utilities, unlocking (AWS), and more. Sendrequest for an email catalog to dickholt@juno.com.
Dyalog APL/W aunillary processorfor accass to APL*PLUS/PCAPL componentiilas (*.ASF).
Dyalog APL/W auxillary processor which emulates theAPL*PLUS/PCquad-Nnativefile subsystemfor access to theDOSfile system.
Dyalog APL/W auxiliary processorfor efficient block modeaccass to dBASE formattilas. Designed to get large amounts ofdata In and out of (BASE, Not suited for random acoass to smaltamounts of data (It does net handie keys).
Dyalog APL/W tunctlons to read APL*PLUSdata objects of anytype or structure from *.SFstyfa component files created byAPLYPLUSIt orfll.
Componentfiles, quad-functions & nested arrays for VSAPLunder VM/CMS & MVS/TSO
☁The First APL complier!
STSC's shared accass component file systemfor APL2,Comparable to all APL*PLUSfila systems: multi-usar storage ofAPLZ arrays with efficientdisk usage,
Causeway application developmentplatform for Dyalog APLW.
Theultimate graphics toolkit for the APL developer. Adds 3Dcharting capabliity, Web publishing and clipboard support to theshareware product, Charts can be included In NawLeafreports.Functionally compattble across Dyalog/W and APL+Win,
Frame-based reporting tool with comprehensive table-generationand text-fiow support. Offers multiple master-page capabliity,bitmap wrap-aroundand on-screen preview with pan and zoom.Fully supported on Dyalog/W and APL+Win (1.8 and above)
Organization chant package for BM APL2/PC,Full & heavilycommented source code Included- free intagration Into otherapplications, NB; ASCiI output with ine-drawing (seml-graphic}characters for boxes,
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CODEWORK

OynArray

Eventra

KMLW.

IAC/HumanInterfacasSPARKS

APL Lid

IBM APL Products

INFOSTROY

Insight Systams

JAD Software

Lascasse Consulting

HELM poa

DynaWab Servar poa

DynaHarry poa

DynaLink poa
Qualedl $1500-4000
XTRA poa
Arbitrage poa
Basket poa
Menu-Bar poa

poa
EPIDEMIC poa
COINS poa
FIBONA poa
Educational workspaces 5
AGraphicalStatistical System $250
(acss) $500

$2800
APL*PLUS/XbaseInterface(1388 Version 2) $198

(DLLVersion 1) $198
(UTILSXP 20-95

Asi 95
WinCom 95
S2D,220,x2x poa
SQAPLCllant poa
SQAPLServer poa
JAD SMS poa

APL#Win MonthlyTraining Program$600

Decision Support System for top management. Handleslargemultl-dimenstonaltables, data analysis, EIS presentations,ganerates HTMLand Latex output. Platforms: MS-DOS, LAN,Windows 3.1/95/NT. (deal for APL customisation (APL*PLUSIland Dyalog APL); more than 180 installed.
A web server providing web based access to applicationsrunning onthe DICEInterprater from DynArray, of on an IBMmalntrame running APL2.
ADSSsystam which offers the next generation capabilities forcurrent APLDI, IC/E and IC/1 users.It comes with ROLAPcapablities, multisystem access to a wide varlety of databases
and data warehouses,
An ODBC clientinterface for DICE and IBM APL2 programs.
Electronic Data Interchange (EO!) transiation softwere for thePC,with strict compliance checking.
Front-endForeign Exchange dealing pos keeping
Arbitrage modelling
Basket currency modelling
pull-down menufor APL*PLUS/PC
Educational simulation ofelectric circult (for Apple Mac.)
Educational simulation of spreading Infection (for Apple Mac.)
Educational simulation (KS3)of coin-tossing experimentwithsimple stats (for Apple Mac.)
Educational simulation of Fibonacel☂s rabbits (for Apple Mac.)
PC format disks with the examples from: Thomson. Espinasse(Kits 1-4), Kromberg, Jizba & FinnAPL. All the examples to saveyourfingers!
for DOS, Product Number 5784-009
for Workstations (OS/2,Alx, Solaris), Product Number 6764-092
for CMS,Product Number 5764-011
Completa package written In C, Comparable with the data, index
& mere files of FoxPro, dBASE, & Clipper. Multi-user support.No DEMSlicense required,
The same ina DLL form! Gives your Windows applications attadvantages of DLLs.
Cross-platform utllty library Including simple OScalls (DIR,COPY, DEL, RENAME)and DATE functions. For APL*PLUS 1),APL2 and Dyalog APL under Windows, OS/2 and Unix.
APL Spreadsheetinterfaca,☜DeviceIndependent☂ spreadsheetdriver supporting Excel, 123 and Quattro-Pro for Dyalog APL(W
Asynchronaus comms package for Dyalog APLW
Advanced APL syntax analysis and conversion packages tromSharp and APL2 to Dyalog, and between any tWo APLs
tntertace from APL*PLUSIl, APL2 and Dyalog (Windows, OS/2or Unix) to most SQL databases over mostnetworks.
Makes APL"PLUSII, APL2 or Dyalog APL(Unix) available asSequeLinkservers. Can be called from SQAPLclients or other
applications such as Excel, C++, Smalltalk, Visual Basic.
Software management system for Dyalog APL (7.2 or tater)based on hlerarchical databases;Includesgui Interface andstand-alone functions.Pricing will be per-user. Available fall1999,
Download 0+ pags document about APL+ programming eachmonth. You also get one or more workspacesfulll of re-usable
APL code and sometimes additionalfiles or products.
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UngoAllegra

RE Time Tracker Oy

Sallton Associates:

Warwick University

Zark

Advanced Windows Programming ...995
OLL parser for APL $250

Delphi Forms Translator $198
APL+Link Pro pos
SQAPL Pro poa
RainPro poa
NewLeat poa
GraphX and ChantFX poa
Formula One and DyalogAPL $95
FRESCO Business Graphics poa
API26/PC poa
AP{27/PC poa
AP119/PC poa
FACS poa
ISAP poa
UIT poa

AJGRAPH poa

ECCO PRO with APL poa

NEWT TCP/IP SDKwith APL pos
DB+ poa

Logos poa
MAILBOX poa
VIEWPOINT poa
BATS 250

FAB tree
APL Tutor (PC) $299
APLTutor(MF) $5000
Zark ACE $99
APL Advanosd Techniques..... $59.95
Communicatons $200 pe, $500 mt

200-page book plus companion disk oninterfacing APL andDelphi. Contains full coverageof Delphi-2, +Win and Dyalog.
Parse any Visual Basic LL declaration file into a sat of quadNAdefinitions, Tum constants and structures into APL variables.Available for APL+Win and Dyalog/W¥.
Design forms with Delphi and turn them automatically into APL.programs which recreate the sameform (Win and Dyalog/W}.
ODBG Interface for APL+Win
ODBC Interface far Dyalog APL/W
Highly customisable 20 and 3D publication graphics forAPL#Win and Dyalog APLYW
Pagelayout and printing tools for APL+Win and Dyalog
High-quality business graphics for APL+Win
100-paga book + companiondisk on how to use the FormulaOne VBXwith Dyalog APL/W
Fast and easy business graphics DLL
GDDMInterface for Dyalog APL/W
ODBC intertace tor Dyalog APLW
TCPYIP interface for Dyalog APLW
EMMA-Ikke interface to DB2 or ODBC databases
MS Windows DLL for calling Dyaiog APL/W from wab pages viaMSIntemet information Server, Visit www.lingo.com for a demo.
Comprehensive high-level WindowsUsertntertace library forAPL+Win and +ll v 5.1, Comprehensive spreadsheets,replicated
fields, special field types, etc. 16 and 32 bit versions available.
Graphpak-compatible 2D graphics packagefor +Win and +DOS.Includes mult-window support, print and matafile support. NoDLLs required,
Leading groupand personalinformation managementsystemwith comprehensive customising. Supplied with sampla +Winworkspace to Interface to ECCOdatabases via DDE.
Lead TOP/IP SDKwith Interfaces to all protocols, Supplied on 3CD ROMStogetherwith a sample +Win workspace,
DatabaseInterface for APL+DOS under Windows. Allows:combining character-based APL applications with ODBC-
compliant databases such as Oracla and SQL-server..
Applleation Development Environment
Electronic Mall
Report generator with interfaces to DB2 and MVS data
Menu driven system for time serias analysis and forecastingusing Bayestan Dynamic modelling,Price Is reducad to £35 foracademic Institutions,
Training program for the above.
APL computer-based tralning. Available tor APL"PLUS PC &APL*PLUSII, Demodisk $10.
Mainframe version.
APLcontinuing education. APL tutor news and hotfine phonesupport,
488pp, book,(ISBN 0-9619067-07) Including 2-dIsk setof utility
functions (APL*PLUS PG format).
Move workspacesor files between APL environments.
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APL CONSULTANCY AND DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£) DETAILS
Adiea Consultancy poa Development, maintenance, conversion, migration,documentation, of APL products In all APL environments
Alay Askoolum Consultancy pea ♥_APL+Win developmentandmigrationof actuarial, financial,mathematical applications.
Andrews Consultancy poa APL programming and analysis, Year-2000 legacy systems,algorithms, tee-procassing.
APLSolutions ine Consultancy poa APL systams design, development, malntenanca,documentation,testing and training. Providing APLsolutions

since 1969.
AUSCANSoftware Consultancy poa APLsoftware development,taining
Bloomsbury Software Consultancy 300-750+VAT
Camacho Consultancy poa Manuals; feasibility reports and estimates; analysis andprogramming: APL and MS Windowsapplications; Sharp,ISIAPL, APLPLUS, APL2/PC and other APLs spoken, Fixedpricesystems a speciallty
Ray Cannon Consultancy poa APL, C, Assembler, Windows, Graphies: PC and mainframe
Causeway Consultancy and Training poa ♥_On-sita tralning for Causeway, RainPro and NewLeat.Customisation and enhancement to meet local needs. Cadereview and pre-implementation check of Causeway applications.

 

Pau! Chapman Consultancy 250-500 24-hourprogrammer: APL, Smalltalk, C; Windows front enddesign a speciality.
CODEWORK Consultancy poa Development, maintenance, migration, documentation of APLapplications. Speciallty: info systems for top executives,intarnetapplicatiens.
Dinosoft Oy Consultancy poa Specialised in very large databases.
Dyadic Consultancy poa ♥_APLand Unlx system design, consultancy, programming andraining.
DynArray Consultancy poa ♥_DynArray offers consulting in the areasof DSS, Y2K and APLprograms Upgrade/conversion ta modem Webenabledplatforms,
Evestic AB Consultancy poa Excellent track record from 18+ years of APL applicationsinbanking, insurance,and education services,Aldialects,platforms and project phases. SQL expertise,
First DerivativeAnalytics Ltd. Consultancy poa Analysis, design, prototyping, development & testing of APL(especially financial) applications: Sharp, Dyalog APLW.
General Software Consultancy from 200 Over 20 years experience with every version of APL, largemainframe systems and small PC based programmes.
Godin London ne Software Development poa Wehave applicationsIn the food manufacturingfield, travelagency andairline bookingsfield and in productleasemanagement,
HMA. Consultancy poa System design consultancy, programming, HMW specialize Inbanking and prototyping work.
Hoekstra Systems Ltd Consultancy poa APL consultancy, programming, atc. Also UNIX systemadministration
Michael Hughes Consultancy poa Consultant with 10+ years experience with various APL.Interpreters and G.
lAC/HumanInterfacesConsultancy poa APLand ergonomics consultancy services.

Documentation 100-200 On-line assistance, product demos & mock-ups, manual writing:foreign language software localization.
Tralning poa ♥♥_Using |-APL. for courseware & distance leaming materials; Macprogramming in C, APL & HyperCard.

INFOSTROY Consultancy poa Moving applications betweenplatforms. Client/sarverdevelopment, Muttlinguat user Interface,
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Insight Systems Consultancy

JAD Software Consultancy
Phil Last Consultancy
Leseasse Consulting Consultancy

LingoAllegro Gonsutancy
George Macleod Consultancy

MackayKinloch Ltd Consultancy

MictoAPL Consultancy
Milinta Inc Consultancy

Ellis Morgan Consultancy
Oasis Consuttancy
Object Criented Lid Consultancy

Optima Consultancy

RadSys Technologies Consultancy
RE Tima Tracker Qy Consultancy

Rex Swain Consultancy
RochesterGroup Consultancy
Shepp & Associates Consultancy

Snake tsland Research IncConsultancy

SovAPL Consultancy
Stand Sofware Consultancy

poa

pea
poa
pos,

poa

trom B40/nr

poa,

250-500

poa
poa

poa
poa

poa
poa
poa

poa

Experts In APL conversions between any combinationof:APL*PLUS, APL2, Dyalog APL and Sharp APL Weare also
experiencedright-sizers, comfortable with networks and
relational databases(that also means when NOTto use SQL)
and dlent/server developmentin APL, C and Visual Basic,
Systemsdesign and development, project management,technical manuals,financial and actuarial expertise In APL.
APL consultancy, modelling and programming.
A range of consultants, experts in Windowsprogramming, withAPL#Win and Dyalog APL/W. Mora than 100 major APLapplications already developed. We all have additional expertiseIn Formula Oneand Delphi.
General APLconsulting, Intemet website development, migrationand downsizing, performance tuning, education and taining.
Design and programming of new APL appileations, Enhancingand maintalning existing APLapplications. Porting existing APLapplications from one APL. system to another, Supporting usersof APLapplications. Experienced onboth mainframe,UNIX andPC APLInterpreters.
Design, analysis and programming for banking, insurance andpensions,financial planning and modelling, carporateperformance and legal reporting
Technical & applications consultancy.
Design, development, maintenance, converslon, documentationin all APLs, most APs and some specific Sharp products(LOGOS,ViewPoint, Retriave). Experience in multiuser, multtask systems, databases, Y2K, Windows programming.
Business Forecasting & APL Systems.
Expertise in APL systam design, Project management,conversion, migration,wning;for alt APL versions(10+ years expertenca)
General APLconsulting, code recycling ♥ mainframeto PC,
performance tuning.
Arange of consultants specialising in all areas ofpharmaceutical, Industrial and financial systemswith 5-15 yrsexperience on bath PC and mainframe.
Areas of expartisa: financlal systems, risk analysis systems,
healthcare systems.
APLapplication conversions, APL Windows interfaces, APL toAPL-lavel interfacing to eny system under Windows, TCP/IPNetwork and database connectivity.
Independent consultant, 20 years experiance, Custom software
development& tralning, PC and/or mainframe.
Specialise In MIS using Sharp APL.
APLapplications developmentand consulting, especiallyIn thatravel Industry, especially on smell computers, 25 years
experience In APL. programming.

APLinterpreter and compiler anhancements,Intrinsic functions,performance consulting, APL parallal compllor APEX is givingvery goodInitial performances tests with convolution somewhatfaster than FORTRAN.
Offshore APL developmentservice.
Advice on migratingto and from alll flavours of APL and
hardware platiorms. Full-screenInterface Implementation, APLutilifes, benchmarking,efficiency analysis, actuarial software,system dayelopment tools, valuation, pricing and modellingsystems,
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Sykes Systems Inc Consultancy poa Complete APL. services spectaiising In audit, optimisation andconversion of APL systems, Excellent design skills, All dialectsand platforms, 17-29 years experiance.
Stephen Wynn Consultancy poa Mostexperience offinancial planning, and mathematical areas:operational research, quality control, experimental design.
OTHER PRODUCTS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£) DETAILS
Adtee Employment pon Contractors and permanent employees
APL-385 Typefaces poa Variants of the APL274$ typeface avallable to specification.
Bloomsbury Software Tralning poa Contact the companyfor details.
ComLog Comic-Logger $25.95+p&p APL"PLUSII comic-bookinventory system. Shareware versionavailable on America OnLine.
HMW Employment poa Contractors and permanent employees placed,
APL Ltd Books poa |-APLstocks books writien to go with the |-APLInterpreter and

some APLPress books.For list write to 11 Auburn Road,Bristol BSS GLS,ring 0117 973 0036 or emall400812.1057@compuserve.com.
Oasis Tralning poa Introductory courses In APLAdvanced courses for different APL versions
RenalssanceData Systems Booksellers The widest rangeof APL books avallable anywhere, See Vectoradvertisements,
Sollion Associates MVSLINK poa Interface from Sharp APL(Unix & MVS) to non-APLdata and☁software In the MVS environment.

ssa poa High-parformanes DB2 Intertace for Sharp APL(Unix and MVS).
OVERSEAS ASSOCIATIONS
GROUP LOCATION JOURNAL OTHER SERVICES Ann.Sub.
ACM SIgAPL International APL QuoteQuad Conferences; APL white pages; websits $30
APLBay Area USAN. Califomia. APLBUG. Monthly Meetings (2nd Monday) $20
APL.Glub Austria Austria : Quarterly Mestings 2O0AS(indlv), 1000AS(corp)
APLClub Germany Germany APLJouma! Semi-annual meetings DMéO
Ass, Francophone pourla promotion d☂APL France Las Nouvelles d'APL. F880 (private) FF2800 (Company)
BACUS Belgium APL-CAM Conferences & Seminars £18 ($30)
Capltal PCUG Washington, D.C. Monitor Monthly meetings, occasional classes free
Danish SIG Denmark
Dutch APL Assoc. Holland Vector provided Minl-congress, APL ShareWare Initiative
FinnAPL Helsinki, Finland FinnAPL Newsletter Seminars on APL. 4O0FIM(private), 30(student), 1000 (Co)
Japan APL Assoc Tokyo APL Joumal Monthly meetings (4th Sat) 10,000yen to Joln
NY SIgAPL New York, USA Big Appia APL_♥s Monthly meatings ☁$35/$25(ACM)
Romejitaly SIG Roma, htaly
SE APL Users Grp Atianta, Georgia SEAPLNewsletter Quarterly meetings $10
SovAPL Moscow, Russia = Seminars and Annual Meeting
SwedAPL Sweden SwedAPL Nytt Sembannual meetings, seminars SEK 75
SWAPL Texas, USA SWAPL $18
☁Swiss APL (SAUG) Bern Part of Qtly S-Info SF6O (SI) + SF20 (SAUG)
Toronts SIG Toronte, Canada Gimme Arrays} Monthly Meetings, APLskills database, J SIG, Toronto Toolkit $25  
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ADDRESSES
ORGANISATION
ACM SigAPL
ADAPTA Software GmbH

Adaptable Systems
Adaytum Software
Adfee

Andrews:
APL-385

APL Bay Area APLBUG
APLClubAustria
APLClub Germany
APLGroup (see Eventra)
APLSoftware\Services
APL Solutions Inc

Alay Askootum

CONTACT
David Siegel
Michae! Baas
Lols & Richard Hill

Douglas RowleyBerard Smoor
Dr Anne D Wilson
Adrian Smith

Curtis Jones (Sec}
Harald F. Nelson
Dleter Lattermann

Dick Hott

Eric Landau
Ajay Askoolum

Association Francophone pourla promotion d'APL
AUSCANSoftware Ltd
BACUS
Beautifut Systems, Inc.
Bloomsbury Software
Camacho
Ray Cannon
Causeway GraphicalSystams Lid
Paul Chapman
Cinerea AB
CODEWORK
ComLog Software
CPCUG
Danish User Group
Dinosoft Gy
Dutch APL Association

Ludmila Lemagnen
Rilchard Procter
JosephDe Kerf
Jim Gott
Peter Day
Anthony Camacho

Adrian Smith

Rolf Komemark

Mauro Guazzo

Jett Pedneau
Lynne Sturtz
Per Gjerlav
Pertti Kalllolaind
Bernard Smoor (Sec)

ADDRESS, TELEPHONE,FAX, EMAILetc.
ACM, 1515 Broadway, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10036, USA (Subs only}
Marlenhoehe86, 25451 Quickbom, Germany,Tel: +49 4106 60977
Fax: +49 4106 67869 Email: info@adaptads
49 First Street, Black Rock 3193, Australia.Tel: +64 3 9589 5578 Fax; +31 39589 3220 Email: adsys@ibm.net
13 Great George Street, BAISTOL BS1 5RA, UK.Tel; 0417-921 5555
Dorpsstraat 50, 4128 BZ Lexmond,Netherlands.
Tel +31 347 342 397 Fax: +31 347 342 342 Email: adfee@concepts.nl
12 ThomyHills, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 7AL, UK. Tel: 01539-73205,
Brook House,Gilling East, York YOG2 4Ju, UK, Tel: 04439-788385
Email: 100331.644@ compuserve.com
228South 15th Seat, San Jose, CA 95112-2150, USATel: +1 (408) 292-4080 Email: jonesca @vnet.ibm.com
eo N-TECH, Slebenbrunnenteldg. 4-6, A-1050 Wien, Austria.Tek +43 1 6458063 Fax: +43 1 5458063-17
RhelnstraBe 23, D-69190 Walidorf, Germany.
Tel: +49 6227-63469 Compuserve: 100332,1461

3862 N RichmondSt, Suite 271, Arington, VA 22207 USATel: +1 (703) 528-7624; Fax: +1 (703) 528-7617; Email: dickhalt@juno.org
1107 Dale Drive,Silver Spring, MD 20910-1607 USA
Tel: +1 (301) 589-4621 Fax: +1 (301) 589-4618 Email: elandau@ecais,com
42 Hanworth Road, Redhill, Survey RH1 SHT
Tel: 01737-771643 Email: 106173.3347@compuserve.com
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www.cosy.com/
www.dinosoftfif
www.dyadic.com/
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www.sventra.com/
www.pyr.fi/apl/
www.godin.com/
www.khamsin.demon.co.uk/about/hsl/noframe.html
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www.insight.dk/
www.jsoftware.com/
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www.lescasse.com/
www.lingo.com/
ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/Alastair_Kinloch/akinloch.him
www.microapl.co.uk/
www.oasis.nlf
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www.aplbooks.cnchost.com/
www.rettfi/
www.rochgrp.com/
www.digitravel.comy
www.acm.org/sigapl/
www.jsoftware.com/
www.rexswain.com/
www.torontoapl.arg/
www.chilton.com/~jimw/

ps.boulder.ibm.com/ps/products/apla/
see Toronto SIG home page
archive. uwaterloo.ca/ftparch/languages/apl
archive.uwaterloo.ca/languages/ap\/workspaces/aplascii
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Microsoft Announce New APL
http://idt.net/~alstone/fsfsapLhim#apl_prog_env

LANGUAGEFEATURES/LIMITATIONS
Languagefeatures

+ BASIClike syntax.
+ Acommandcanstart anywhere ona line, so indention can easily be applied.
+ Aspaceor blank characters can be applied anywhere within the program

code. When a spaceis required by program syntax any numberof spaces are
allowed(the total numberof characters on the line must not exceed 80).

+ The Language syntaxis case in-sensitive. The variables ☜TEMP☝ and ☜temp☝
are the same. The compiler converts everything to uppercase anyway(except
for string constants). So those who wantto employfancystuff like hungarian
notation, etc. the compiler won't care.

+ Support of limited Keyboard interaction.

Additional APLC32features
« Support of functions and procedures
+ Local variables
+ String variables
+ Preprocessordirectives (include, pragma)
+ 64Kfile size limit does not apply
+ Detection of aplc32 compiled adventures
+ Linesize limit up to 2048 with lexical item limit of 512

Languagelimitations
+ One commandorstatementallowedperline
+ No supportofstring variables
+ No supportof File 1/O
+ Number range only between -32768, and +32767
+ Very little supportofflight control manipulation
+ 64K binary adventuresize limit
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The APL Programming Environment
APL programscan be written in any standard ASCTI text file editor. The APLC
compiler will compile text files into binary form for FS5. The compiler can be
executed from the DOS command prompt.For use with FS6/98 they must either
be compiled with the APLC.EXE into .ADV format and converted using the
Microsoft (henceforth referred to as MS) supplied converters FSCONV.EXE [1]
and FSCONV98.EXE [2] to FS6/98 format or compiled using the Freeware
APLC32 compiler[3] (henceforth referred to as APLC32).

Syntax:
APLC ☜Input file" (☜Output File"]

The first argumentafter the program nameis the name of the APL sourcefile
(APLC assumes a ☜.TXT☝ file extension, so that is optional). The second
argument is the name of the adventure binary file (any extension given is
stripped, and ☜.ADV☝is used).
If errors in syntax are encountered during compilation they will be displayed on
the screen or console window complete with line numbers. The line number
pointing to the location of the error includes blank lines. So it would bethatline
in your editor, no need to worry about the count being off due to blank lines,
theyare included in the count.
APLC32 contains extra commandline options which can be used at compile
time.

-¢ Check syntax only, do notwrite the outputfile
-k Attemptto convertold sourcefile as it is compiled
-0 Disable extra optimisations
-00 Disable all optimisations
-s Senderror outputto stdoutrather than stderr
-w Donot produce warnings during compilation
-v Turn off assignmentchecks for system variables
-a Turn off altitude compensation
-fy or -fn Turn onor off output directory forcinP☂ ry &
x Turn off any extensions, useful to check compatibility
-95 Generate outputfor FS6 (ver 1.18+).
-98 Generate output for F598 (ver 1.18+)

See the APLC32.DOCfile in [3] for more details of these commandline options.
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The Basic Structure of FSFS APL Programs
APLis a programming language similar to the old DOS GW BASIC Languagein
format and syntax.

Example:

TITLE "CMI to ORD adventure"
DESCRIPTION "Champaign to Chicago adventure"
;Test adventure

DECLARE ☜variable names"
(program code)

END

Unlike languageslike C or PASCAL noparticular keyword or valueis required
(like main,start, begin, etc.) to successfully compile and execute an adventure.
Though noneof the keywordslisted in the above exampleare required, weshall
considerthis the standard format of what should bein every adventure.

For moreinformation pleaserefer to http://idt.net/~alstone/fsfsapl.htm

References
{1] http:/ /www.microsoft.com/games/fsim/converter.htm
[2] ftp://ftp.microsoft.com/deskapps/games/public/flightsim/ fsconv98.exe
B] ftp:/ /ftp.iup.edu/flight-sim/uploads/aplc119.zip
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Zark Newsletter Extracts
introduced by Jon Sandles

Here we are again: another crossword and the solution to the Limbering Up
column from last month. After a deluge of comments to the relatively simple
problem set in Vector 15.2 and reported in Vector 15.4, we have had no further
comments (but see Anne Wilson☂s letter on p.10 which arrived after I had written
this). Once again, 1 encourage you all to try and shed new light on these old
problems.

Utility Corner:
Tree Diagrams
(The purposeof this column is to make you more productive by introducing you
to utility functions. Think of utility functions as APL functions that have names
instead of symbols. By expanding your function vocabulary, you'll be able to
write APL codethat☂s more concise, more efficient, and more readable.)
In the last issue☂s LIMBERING UP column, we asked you to write a function
named TREE that drawstree diagrams. The TREE function assumesthe existence
of three global variables: <names>, <relations>, and <shown>, <names> isa
character matrix of the names of the entries in the tree. <relations> is a two-
column matrix of indices into <names>, that describes the relations between the
entries; the first column is the index of the ☜parents☝, the second column is the
index of the ☜children☝. <shown> is a bit vector with one element per row of
<names>, telling which entries have already had their children shown. <shown>
is both used and updated by TREE.
TREE must be recursive. Thatis, it mustcall itself.
Here are some examples of values for the three global variables:
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names
EMPLS
SELECT
CINPUT
Ir
MSG
UNLESS
ADDEMP
NINPUT
CATEMP
RCAT
DELEMP
SQZEMP
ESTEMP

shown
oo0c0 0000 00000

relations

an SC
WO

NA
NA

RF
UF

WN
YO

MF
ON

Be wo4
12
Aa

BR
BR
E
BR

RO
NN

NN
N
O
O
N
RO

NA
N
NE

The right argument of TREE is the index (into <names> and <shown>) of the
entry to be displayed, along with its children, and their children, and so on. The
result of TREE is a character matrix.
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Given the above global variables,

SELECT

 

ADDEMP

DELEMP 
here☂s an illustration of the use of TREE:

CINPUT 4

rt

MSG UNLESS

CINPUT

IF

UNLESS

   

 

NINPUT

MSG CATEMP RCAT

IF SQZEMP

(This diagram is a bit different from the one presented in the last issue of Zark
APL Tutor News. In particular, extra blanks have been squeezed from short
names, and each entry andits co:
of space. These changes simplify
of its output.)
The need (or convenience) for

responding children occupy a rectangular block
the TREE function and improve the appearance

TREE to be recursive is apparent when you
consider that the result of TREE 1 contains the results of TREE 2, TREE 7,

z
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TREE 13,and TREE 11. Likewise, the result of TREE 2 contains the results of
TREE 3, TREE 4,and TREE 5.
Here are some examplestoillustrate the point:

shown[ ]+0 a Reset to all zeros
TREE 3

CINPUT
TREE &

 

MSG UNLESS  
shown[]+0 a Reset again
TREE 2 a Includes 3, 4, and §

        CINPUT

UNLESS

Theoverall logic of the TREE function is fairly simple. If asked to display an entry
that has no children, return the namein a box, squeezing outextra blanks:

If asked to display an entry that has children, but the children have already been
displayed elsewhere (as indicated in <shown>), include a + after the box:
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If asked to display an entry that has children, and the children have not yet been
displayed, call TREE for each of the children, and catenate the results row-wise,
paddingas necessary so they each have the same numberof columns:

CINPUT  ☁itIF

MSG UNLESS

Then, catenate line along theleft side:

CINPUT   
  

Finally, put the nameof the parent entry in a box, pad it with enough blank rows
to makeit the samesize as the catenated children (centred), and stick it on the left
side:

CINPUT

        SELECT

UNLESS

Before we list and discuss the TREE function, we need to consider design
philosophy. Wereceived a number of rebukes from respondents for our use of
global variables.
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Typical was the commentfrom Charles Haspel:
In my code, and that of anyoneI teach, globals are forbidden. Any function
oughtto be just that, a function of its arguments withoutside effects. This
practice makesit easier to describe and provefunctions,it allows them to be
tested without affecting the workspacetheyarein, it allows more than one
copyofa function to be run ata time and it makes changes mucheasier by
containing the universe affected by the change... I hope I can convince you to
eschew globals for your valuable teachingarticles in the Tutor News.

We're convinced. Global variables should be avoided when possible. Global
variables require documentation in both the calling function and in the
subfunction. For example:

v MAINFN; VAR v SUBFN
{4] VAR+whatever {1] a Requires VAR
[2] SUBFN « Requires VAR [2] Z+pVARv v

In this case, the variable VAR is global to SUBFN. The comment in MAINFN is
required so the programmer remembers not to change the name of VAR without
changing it in SUBFN as well. The comment in SUBFN is required so the
programmer knows where VAR came from, and thatit is intentionally global, not
accidentally unlocalised.If either commentis omitted, the code is confusing.
Fortunately, the need to comment globals provides motivation to find an
alternative. For example, the use of arguments eliminates the need for global
variables and their documentation:

y MAINFN; VAR vy SUBFN VAR
(11 VAR+whatever (11 Z+pVAR
{2] SUBFN VAR v

v

Wheneverpossible, global variables should be avoided!
Having said this to ease our guilt, we'restill going to pass global variables to the
TREE function.After all (we rationalise), TREE is not our everydayfunction.It☂s
recursive. Working with recursive functions is like working in another universe.
Different rules apply.
For example, a recursive function can generate a deep state indicator (by
recursing). If the values required by the function are passed as arguments rather
than globals, you'll very quickly generate numerous copies of the samearrays.
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From a storage viewpoint, this is inefficient and may generate as WS FULL
message.
So,let☂s use global variables, but which we didn☂t have to, andlet☂s be fastidious
about documenting them, and becareful aboutlimiting their side effects.
Below is one version of the TREE function. This one works in APL*PLUS PC or
APL*PLUSII. The o symbol (diamond) is a statement separator to allow more
than one statement on a line. The + symbol (cat-bar) does first-dimension
catenation (, [ 1 ]). The line-drawing characters are those available on the PC.

V CMAT+TREE INDEX ;C;D;E;I:KsR3S

 
  

 

     
 

      
[28]
C29] Inds of children (relations below):
[30] K+ (INDEX=relations[{;010])/.itprelations
[342] CMAT+names(INDEX;] a Current name
(32] a Del tring blanks; incl one Idg/trig blank:

(1) a Returns a character matrix tree diagram for
(2) a the tree organisation described in the
Ca] a globals: names, relations, shown. <names>
(4) a is a character matrix of the names of
(5) a entities in the tree. <relations> is a 2-
fe] a column matrix of indices into <names>, that
[7] a describes the relations between the
(8) a entities; the first column is the index of
[9] a the parent, the second column the index of
[10] a the child. <shown> is a bit vector with
{11] a one element per row of <names>, telling
[12] a which entities have already had their
{13} a details (children) shown, <shown< is both
(15] a used and updated by TREE. INDEX is the
(15] « index into <names> and <shown> of the top
(16] « level of the tree, TREE is recursive.
(17] «a Its output looks like:
[18] a
[19] a
[20] A r-| THOMAS [|
{21} A |
22] aA |
{23] a ♥| FRED | BOB
C2h] a |
(25] a i(26] a Ll WILLIAM SID
[27] a

a
a

[a3] CMAT+! ',(14+4+/v\! '26CMAT) 4CMAT
[34] a Enclose in box
[35] cMaT+' ♥ 1,5 -4l','-tyomar,[Oro-0.5]'!-*
[36]  CMAT+CMAT,'>',' | -'[Oro+*pxX], 14°
[37] a Have details been shown? flag them:
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[ae] S+shown[ INDEX] © shown[INDEXJ+1
Cas] +(pXK)+0 a Exit if no children
[40] CMAT+CMAT,' ♥ ' w Put line from right centre
[41] a Put cross to right and exit if shown:
[a2} +S4L1 0 CMAT+CMAT,' + 1 6 40
[43] a9 Get first child recursively
C44] Li:C«+PREE relations(K[OI20)];1+0I0]
C45] >(ispK)pL2 a Branch if > one child
C46] CMAT+CMAT,' ♥ ' a Straight line for 1 child
[47] +(3¥itpC)/L4 a Branch if parent needs padding
Cue] 7L5
[49] a
(50] a Loop by child:C54] L2:+(pk+i+K)sE3(52] D+fREE relations(X{OI0);1+020] a Next child
(53] 0 Caten, children. padding to same no. cols:
[54] Re(1+pC)[1+pD
[5s] CH(((1tpC),R)tC)s( (ited), R)tD 9 >£2
{56] a
[57] a Indices of line to left of each child:
{58] La:de(Cl;OF0)]='♥-')/iatee
(s9] a Insert line draw chars along left side:
(60] RelL/d 6 Se[/F 0 Ce! ',C
[61] CCR+iS-R;Q70]+'[' o CLR;O0I0]+'-'
[62] efs;Oroj+'l' o clis7is7; 0703+" }'
{63] d+(((1teC)+2)-~0I0 a Centre ind of children
(64] a Insert centre symbol
[es] cld;Oro}+(cls;Orol='{ ber ys'fft
[66] 29
[67] a Incl blan rows on parent to centre:
[68] Lu:R+itpC o S+i+pCMaT[6S] CMAT+(R,S)+((CL(R-3)42),5)p' ')yCMAT
[70] LS:CMAT+CMAT,C a Stick child to right

v

The logic in the function is fairly straight-forward. One line that may seem
confusing at first is [65]. On that line, the appropriate line-drawing symbolis
chosen depending on where the parent unites with the line connecting the
children. Perhapsthis diagram will help you understandthe logic:

Ter CINPUT  [wme} +4i> |
tab MSG  
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A second version of the 2REF function, shown below, works on mainframe APL2.
Different characters are used in place of the PC☂s line-drawing characters. Also,
nested arrays are used where convenient.

Vv CMAT+TREEZ INDEX:C;D;E3J;K;R;S

  

(1) a Returns a character matrix tree diagram for
(2] a the tree organisation described in the
Ca] a globals: names, relations, shown, <names>
C4] a is a character matrix of the names of
(s] a entities in the tree. <relations> is a 2-
(6) a column matrix of indices into <names>, that
{7] a describes the relations between the
(aj a entities; the first column is the index of
C3] a the parent, the second column the index of
(10] «a the child. <shown> is a bit vector with
(141] a one element per row of <names>, telling
[12] a which entities have already had their
(13] ea details (children) shown. <shown< is both
{1443 a used and updated by TREE2. INDEX is the
{15] a index into <names> and. <shawn> of the top
{16] a» level of the tree. MREE2 is recursive.
(17] a Its output looks like:
(18] a
{19] a erottree +
[20] a ~7| THOMAS |-+
{21} pn
[22] a
[23] a
[24] aA
Cas] a :
(26] a |
(27] «a '
[28] a
(29] «a Inds of children (relations below):
C30] K+ (INDEX=relations(;0I0])/.tprelations
Cai] CMAT+names([INDEX;] a Current name
(32] a Del tring blanks; incl one Idg/trig blank:
[33] CMAT+' ',(itt/v\!' '#bCMAT)4+CMAT
(34] «a Enclose in box
[35] CMAT*+' ~ Tt ttl tatlematT,(OF0-0.5)'-'
[36] CMAT+CMAT,'.','||'{02O0+xpk]},'1'!
[37] «a Have details been shown? flag them:
[38] S«shown( INDEX]
(39] shown[ INDEX ]+1
[uo] >(pK)+0 a Exit if no children
C41] CHAT+CMAT,' - ' a Put line from right centre
(42] a Put cross to right and exit if shown:4a] +SeL4
C44) CMAT+CMAT,' + *f45] +0
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(46)
(47)
Cus]
f4g]
[50]
{51]
(52]
(53]
[54]
[55]
[56]
{57][58]
C539]
[60]
C61]
[62]
[63]
C64]
[65]
(66)
[67]
[68]
C69]
[70]
[71]
(72)
[73]
(74)
{75]

a Format all children at once:
Li1:C+TREE2"relations(K;1+0I0]
+(izpK)pL2 a Branch if > one child
CMAT+CMAT,' - ' a Straight line for 1 child
a Disclose and branch if parent needs padding:
+(aetpC+tC)/E3
aL

a
a Caten. children together, row-wise:
L2:C+o4,/e(Oro+il"¢
a
a Indices of line to left of each child:
J+(CC3;OF0]='-"')/irec

a Insert line draw chars along left side:
Rel/d
S<TsT
Cet 140
CUR+1S-R;Or0}+'|'
CCR;O50}+'.7
c{s;Orol+t't
e[i+ 7147 ;070}«' |"
J+(F(+pC)+2)-~OF0 a Centre ind of children

a Insert centre symbol
c((cls;Oro+0 1t]a.='|-')pFsOF01+'+'

a
na Incl blan rows on parent to centre:
La:Ret ecCMAT+(((L(R-3)42),14¢pCHAT)p' '),{OTO]CMAT
CMAT+R+(QIO]CMAT

Eu:CMAT+CMAT,C a Stick child to right
v

On [471], the each operator ☜ is used to formatall children ☜at once.☝ The result
is a nested vector of character matrices.
On [55], the vector of character matrices is transformed to a vector of vectors of
rows, then to a vector of all rows, and finally to a simple character matrix in
which the rows of the child character matrices have all been padded and
catenated (due to the conformingnature of disclose >).
The other APL2 features used in TREE2 are ☜first☝ (+ pC is like itpC but returns
a scalar) and ☜take with axis☝ (Rt (DIO ]CMAT is like (R,1+pCMAT) +CMAT).
Our thanks to Charles Haspelfor the APL2 techniques.

 Reprinted with kind permission from Zark APL Tutor News, a quarterly publication of Zark Incorprated,23 Ketchbrook Lane,Ellington, CT06029, USA
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Comment by Jonathan Barman
Iam feeling quite cross about the abovesolution for the tree problem. I have been
helping out Vector production by typing up the Zark articles. When I typed up
the previous Zark issue I did not havethis issue, so I had to create my version of
the TREE function so that J could inchidea picture of the result. My first version
of TREE wasvery similar to the one above and took about ¥%2 hour to complete. I
then noticed that blanks had been removed so that the boxes were placed as close
together as possible. The following shows the differences between the solution in
this issue and the example result in the previous issue:

CINPUT
  

 

  

  

 

UNLESS

  

CINPUT

 

    
  

UNLESS

NINBUT
   ADDEMP
    

   CATEUP

 

  LSTEKP

DELEHP

 

  SQZEMP
I foundsolving the blank removal problem really tough andit took me several
hours to complete. I was quite looking forward to seeing how Zark hadsolved theproblem, and was really annoyed to find that they had not provided a solution
which exactly matched the original challenge.

 

Comment by Jon Sandles: I can only apologise to Jonathan for not passing on
both articles at the sametime!Still, it obviously gave him a good challenge! More
seriously, I would like to thank Jonathan for typing these articles up, I am sure
you all agree he is doing a great job, The question for Zark is: How did theyproduce those trees in the original article? Did they really cheat and not bother
solving the problem until the next issue, and did they really then adjust the
problem to make the solution easier?
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Solution to Crossword

 

   
  

  

  
 
 
    
 

     
from Vector 15.4
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Crossword
T 2 3 4 3 6 7 g 9 10
WT 12 a
14 15
16 17 18

19 [20 [2 22
wm (24 [25 26 a7 28
3 30 31 32

33 34*( 35
36 37

38 39
40 4t a2 43 4
a5

Across
1. Are all elements of the vector A negative or greater than 10?

11. The runningbalance, given the starting balance M andthe vector S of
deposits and withdrawals.

12, Expand the matrix B by repeating each column six times13. Any
14. All positive
15, B=V for vectors B and V
16. Half the length of
17, ~2=5
18, Bisn☂t
19. The valueof A in one year at annual interestrate K (e.g. 0.07)
23, Va2
26, The number of dimensions of A
27. The natural log of M, but avoid a negative result or an error message
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How manyvariable, function or label names have been used?
. Sptpt, a2 2p'/\yt!
. Are any of Z false?
. (20p0 0 1 O}/'(MATX4+2Z)*-(TABSK) x3!
. Does the vector B contain any nonzeros? (Compareto 20 Down)
14 V9x2

. A good variable namefor a matrix of whole numbers
. Extract the rows from matrix M9 correspondingto 1s in bit vector E9, and precede each

rowby the scalar N
Thelength of the vector X
2b-3t7p p/\)C!
The magnitude of M

. Flag the rowsofthe matrix M that do not matchthe vector V (padded with blanks or
truncated to conform with M)

Down

r
BR
EB
RS

2S
SB
RE

pE
rN

aa
rR

yy

☁Theindices in the matrix M of the rows that match the vector V (but omit the ninth
symbolfrom the expression)
Thefirst step to round A
1ddtotr<x!
Oif A is numeric, blank if character.
What ) SAVE, ) SI, and ) SYMBOLS have in common
$543

. Are any ofthe elements of the vector B not the constant K?
. The product of Booleans AB and S
O=B-11
Doesthe sorted vector V, which does not contain ☜99, contain duplicates?
Theinteger AL, incremented twice

. Does the vector B contain any nonzeros (Compareto 36 Across)

. Thefirst elementin the array OZ
The denominator, with redundant parentheses, of the expression that scales the values of
the matrix M so each column addsto 1 (given SM+p¥).

. $>0, for nonnegative S
. Return bit vector BI if VY=0, or all 1s if VY=1
. The largest reciprocal in the vector VM
. Bpd'(A¥B)/M'~' (AB)!
. Whatto do often when powerfailures are common

35.
37.
39.
Al.
43.

The remainder of M+ 299
☁ex¢-t[?070],,','
N/1 for scalar N
The ___cist eliminates APL demons
The square rootof one-third the sum of A and B (Thefirst two symbols)
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J-ottings 21: Time for amendmentofdata...
by Norman Thomson

Item and atom are two words which differ only in a pair of vowels, yetin J their
meanings are a world apart. What is an item? If you can☂t answer this with
immediate assurance, then write no moreJ until you have read this article! Thinkof the USA as an object to be subdivided down to an eventual level of itsindividual citizens as atoms. If the highest level of breakdownis states, a typical
item is Florida or California or Alaska. Wrapthefirst layer off the USA parcel,
and ask how manyitemsare inside. Answer, 50. Each of these itemsis itself an
object and contains items, counties perhaps, and so the hierarchy continues.Conceptually the terms ☜object☝ and ☜item☝ cascade downwards, the formerbeing alwaysjust one level higherin the hierarchy. Thusthe object a=: 1.2 3 4,has two items each of which is a 3 by 4 matrix. The ☜parcel unwrapping☝ verb
which dropsa level from object to item and reveals the shape of whatis inside is
$"ia

s"lia NB. List the shapes of object a's items,
a4 NB. namely two shape vectors
a4

Introducing ☜amend☝
Selective assignment as in A[3 5 9]+14 25 90 in APL is a great
convenience, but disguises the fact that there are really two processes telescopedinto one. The first process involves a data transformation which selects thoseparts which are to be changed, while the second process does the actualreplacementwith a secondsetof data. Informally you can think of the selector as☜sandwiched☝ between the new andold data as in the followingillustration inwhich a=: i.2 3 4 (that is 2 planes, 3 rows and 4 columns):

new selector } old

(9) 1 } a NB. Replace the second item (plane) vith 9'so 1 2 4 NB. Parens are needed round either the 1 or4 5 6 7 NB. the 9 or both. "Amend" (}) 1s8 $9 10 114 NB. an adverb which qualifies "selector".
NB. "Selector" is in general a verb, however9 a9 9 NB. it can also be a noun as here. Think9 9 9 9 NB, therefore of 1) as a verb with

9 a g 9 NB. arguments "new" and "old".
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The phrase (9) 1} a demonstrates that a J adverb, unlike an adverb in
ordinary grammar, may qualify either a noun or a verb. A later example will
show } qualified by a verb.
By default selection takes place at the level of items within objects, thatis at rank
3, but the rank conjunction allowsindexingto applyat lowerlevels:

12 9 i% #45
is 9 18 #419
20 $ 22 «28

(9) 1}s"2 a NB. Replace all second ROWS with 9's.
0 a 2 a Ne. Selection is made within rank 2 objects,
9 9 g 9 NB. that is vectors of vectors.
8 9 10 aa NB. These objects are the items of a.

12 44 #14 #15

20 21 22 23 NB. (9) O}"O0 a replaces all atoms in a with 9.

A Data Amendment Problem
The problem is to masculinise American state names, for which two distinct
kindsof techniqueare available, namely transformation followed by assignment,
and amendment. With the former, and where ☜real☝ data is concerned, there is
frequently a choice of two further possibilities, namely using simplelists or using
boxed lists. Using lower and upper case names respectively to correspond to
these options define

USA=: Florida☂ ; ☁California☂ ; 'Alaska' NB. Data definitions
Jusa=;>USA

Florida NB. USA is a boxed list
California NB, usa is a simple list
Alaska

Masc=; ,&'O'@}: NB. verb "masculinise晳 (simple)
MASC=:masc each=: &> NB. verb "masculinise" (boxed)
MASC USA NB. masculinise a boxed list
    Californio
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dtbo:{.~i.8" * NB. delete trailing blanks (hook)
(masc@dtb)"4 usa NB. masculinise items of simple list

Florido
Californio
Alaska

Here are a few comments asasides:
(a) Compared with the boxedlist the simplelist incurs a space penalty imposed

by padding, which in larger applications might besignificant.
(b) the verb dt.b demonstratesa typical context in which a hookarises, when data

has to be processed according to some functionofitself, in this case ☜index of
first blank☝ (i.&' '). Since the result of this transformation becomes theleft
argumentof ☜take☝, the ☜reflex☝ adverb (~) is required.

(c) The verb ☜catalogue☝ ( { ) converts a simplelist inte a boxed list while
retaininganyfill characters, for example

{usa
Florida Calttorniajalaska

so if application data is in the form of a simplelist, but boxed list processing has
been chosen,it can be applied ☜with catalogue☝. For example suppose that MASC
is applied to usa following rightjustification using the same technique as in dtb:

rjaeCtew feat Tye NB. Right justify character matrix
MASCE{ rj usa
Florido|Californio

Returning to ☜amend☝...
The alternative to transformation with subsequent assignment is amendment. In
the previousillustration of amendment, the new data and selectors were explicit
nouns (9 and 1). Now selector verb is required since the set of indices of atoms
(Le. characters☁a☂) which have to be changed is a function of the data itself.
An implicit assumption so far in the states problem is that the state names have
beenleft justified. This assumption makesit simple to find the index of the final
☁a☂ in each name:

lles:<:@i,a' * NB. locate last non-blank character
lic ☁California ☂
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To transform these into indices to define atomsofthelist usa, attach the index of
the corresponding item, and then boxeachof the pairs of indices so obtained:

ilo=:<"4@({.@# ,. lle"1) NB. index last character, e.g. <O 6 for Florida

☁ot (ile usa)} usa NB. new data is 'o', selector indices are
Florido NB. the result of ilc usa
Californio
Alasko

Repeating the data-name usa in the above phrase is inherently unpleasing.
Howeverthe specification of ☜amend☝allowsthis to be tidied up by using ☜tie☝
to produce a gerund, which at the same timeallows the replacement character to
be parameterised:

masca=:{*(il¢e@])*] } NB. The 3 verbs in the gerund describe
☁To☂ masca usa NB. transformations which produce(left to rt)

Florido NB. (4) the replacement data;
Californio NB. (2) the selectors; and
Alasko NB. (3) if required, transfn. of the old data

Without the gerund option, it would be difficult to accommodate ☜amend☝ in
explicit definitions. A non-trivial transformation of the old data (i.e. verb (3) in
the gerund) mightbe
   2 '(t-32e56<ts.a.i.y.j}{a.' NB. Convert any l/case chars to upper

☜(1le@))*(lec@]) + NB. Masculinise and convert

☁Oo☂ masce usa
FLORIDO
CALIFORNIO
ALASKO

Using a boxed list raises a difficulty because it is necessary to do an ☜open☝
between successive indexingactivities. To get round this an ☜amend☝ based verb
can be defined to workat the item level and then applied to each of the itemsin
the object:

MASCAs. (*(<: @#@])*] } NB. selector verb gives index of last character
☁o' MASCA each USA NB. Change each last character to an ☁ot
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Item Amend
So far, the adverbially qualified verb ☜selector}☝ has been used dyadically. Itcan also be monadic in which case } is called ☜item amend☝. The result has the
structure of a single item of the right argumenty., and its value is determined
byselecting one of y.☂s items to provide each item of the result. Each item in y.
must therefore contain the same numberof items. This sounds quite a mouthful,
but a simple example which makes everything plain is the random answeringof
a multiple choice test. The datais five items each comprising 20 repetitions of the
same character; the result of each execution is a further item, each of whose items
comes from just oneofthe originalfive.

Imch=. {: 20 5$*ABCDE! NB. Construct the character matrix which follows:
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
eccecececcecceccccce
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

(72085) } mch NB. (720$5)} is a monadic verb
ADDEBCEAACDABACDCEEC NB. Hopefully you got something different!

Whenselection dependsonthe data, for exampleif it is required to generate themultiple choice responses in strict sequence, use a verb as selector. A verb to
obtain repeating integersis

rint=:({. | i.@(: es NB. Repeat row indices to length of #columns
rint mch

OL 234012 3R0R 2 a4 01244
cint} mch

ABCDEABCDEABCDEABCDE
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WhatUse Are User-Defined Operators?
by lan Clark

Dyalog APL permits user-defined operators. Apart from the header syntax, and
the fact you need to type: )ops or: ONL 4 instead of: )fns or: ONE 3 tosee
their names, they are written and maintained just like functions. A lot of APLers I
know claim to havenoreal use for them. But I make a great deal of use of user-
defined operators and I wouldn't be without them.
I write a lot of code whichis called by other APL programmers through a public
interface, i.e. a pre-arranged collection of function (or operator) calls. Often I don☂t
get to talk to the programmerscalling my code. Eventually it gets maintained by
someoneelse. If he/she ever gets to talk to me, then that☂s a failure on my part.
APLers who have never written for such an environment don☂t appreciate what's
involved. Unlike C++, the essential apparatus for large-scale code support doesn☂t
comefree with APL.Butit☂s not difficult to organise.
Trawling through my old code, I notice my operators fall into the following
(non-exclusive) categories:

1. variants of primitive operators
2. 3 or 4 argumentfunctions
3. common code
4. function jigs

Now I don☂t have much usefor 1, but ] includeit as a simple way of introducing
the idea, plus exercising some terminology.First some implicit definitions...
An APLfunction foo takes a right argument w and maybe also a left argument a.
You declare a to be optional by enclosing it in braces in the function header.
Otherwise, when called, both « and w must be supplied. So these are the options:

Co] z+foo w
[o] z+a foo w
[o] z+{a} foo w

An APL operator oppo takesa left operand, £ and maybealso a right operand, g.
Both f and g are thoughtof as being APL functions, but when oppois called you
can supply variable names instead, or even constants, whereupon f behaves like
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a (function) argument, assuming the correct nameclass for its contents. There is
no construct corresponding to {a} to show one of the operators is optional. So
whencalled, both f and g mustbe supplied if both are specified. So these are the
options:

Co] z«(f oppo) w
[o] z-(f oppo g) w
[0] z+a (f oppo) w
Co] zea (f oppo g) w
(oj z+{a} (f oppo) w
[oJ z+{a} (f oppo g) w

The result of executing an operator with given operands is actually an APL
function, called the derived function. You can useit in a functional assignment like
this to create a new function foo:

foo+(f oppo)

butthe typical use is with both operands and argumentsto return a value, just
like a function call.
Theresult is that oppo behaveslike a 3 (or 4) argumentfunction. Except that one
(or two) of the ☁arguments☂ are really operands, and you can supply the nameof a
function or a functional expression which will appear inside oppo like a localised
function...

z+x(f oppo)yz+x(1etef oppo)y

Variants of Primitive Operators
Let☂s take as an examplethe (primitive) operator: ("") {each}. Its behaviour is not
to everyone's liking, because using it to apply a function foo to each element of
an arbitrary list y is not what you'd expectif you're thinking ofit as a : For-loop.
If the list y becomes empty you might hope that foo would not get called,
whereas it does ♥ once, with an argumentof scalar 0. Now, caring nothing for
APL theology (which tells you infallibly that this is what you ought to expect and
you should jolly well write foo to accommodate it) you decide to write a
replacement: PEACH (polite-EACH) which does what you want,i.e. it doesn☂t call
foo if the right argument y is empty.
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VPEACH[OI]V
to] z+(foo PEACH)y
(1) z+8
[2] :For j :In y
[3] z,+cfoo 7
[4] :EndFor

As a special case of foo we'll define a fn: inc, which simply bumps its
(scalarised) arg by1...

vine(Oly
Col geinc y
{1] Z+it>oy

Now,by putting a stop online1...
1 Ostop'inc☂!

You can verify that the next expression calls inc 3 times, the second onecalls
inc once, but the third one doesn☂t call inc atall...

(inc PEACH) 245
inc☂@(inc PEACH)®

To demonstrate the existence of the intermediate derived function, assign it to a
namelike foo:

foo+(ine PEACH)
foo 24 5
(ine PEACH)2 4 5
(1eteine PEACH)2 4 5

46 7

You can put a stop on inc andsee again the abovecalling behaviour. Note that
alterations to inc are correctly reflected in foo, so it☂s not like ordinary
functional assignment (which takes a snapshot of any function employed, soit
doesnot keepin step with updates).
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3 or 4 Argument Functions
Onelimitation of infix notation is that it allows functions to take no more than
two arguments. Now of course you can call a function with any number of
logically distinct arguments, concatenating them into a single nested right
argument. The function can then take this apart by a threaded assignment.
Thus:

x*foo uv WwW

[o] Z+foo YsusViW
(1) uv wey

However, when you're writing public functions to be called by others, who may
not be people of your intelligence:-) it☂s nice to leave it to the interpreter to tell
them they☂ve not supplied an argument...

foJ zeu(v oppo)w
xXitu(v oppo)w
X2+(v oppo)}w

SYNTAX ERROR

Common Code
Throwawaycodehasno usefor this. You can get away with replicating a function
foo to makea slightly different one goo. But when you're writing long lasting
code, which may be maintained by chimpanzees at some time in the future,
sometime someone's going to edit foo and notrealise that goo needs a similar
change.
Here's a facile example of common code. Two functions, next and prev, are
only slightly different. Here they just alter a global XX, but a more complex
algorithm can be readily imagined with today☂s window applications. However
instead of replicating next to create prev, both are defined on a common
operator: step. Now of course this could be done without writing a user-defined
operator (step could simply be a dyadic function) but in some cases (where
next and prey are themselves dyadic) defining commoncode as an operatoris
a preferable solution.
In my experience, it☂s worth writing even the most complicated common-code
operator to accommodateall the differences between next and prev, because it
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does at least document these differences all in one place. In other words, never
replicate common code,if you wantit to stay common.

vnext{Qlv
fo] next n
C1] {+step)n

vprev(QOlv
Co] prev n
Ci] (-step)n

ystep[QOlv
Co] (foo step)n
{1] "XX was: 'XX
[2] XX+XX foo n
(3] 'XX now: 'XX

XXe1
next 2

XX was: 1
XX now: 3

prev t
XX was: 3
XX now: 2

FunctionJig
This is my favourite. The difference between this and the foregoing examplesis inthe programmer's intention. Here the operator is a bolt-on ☁jig☂ for executing theoperand. The algorithm doesnot logically need it. The function which serves asits operandis the thing that does the real work. The operatoris there to modify itsbehaviour, like changing its environment, e.g. OF0 or [MZ. Its syntaxintentionally makesit look like a bolt-on. It accepts the arguments intended forthe original function and simply passes them through (Dyalog APL managestoachieve this without replicating the values in the workspace). In this example it
allows recovery (sometimes) in the event of a WS FULL.In practice I find thatsome memory-intensive expressions may give WS FULL, but after garbagecollection triggered by [WA it executes successfully. Such as this innocuous
looking expression:

Bex

(where C is usually a very large Boolean array, but we wantto be quite sure B isBoolean).
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vwalOlv
fo] z+({ foo wa)z;rainyday;x;DTRAP
[1] aApply z-filter: foo, with WS FULL handling
(2)(3]
(4)
(5)
{6]
(7)
[8]
[9]
(10]
(14)
(12]
{13}
[14]
[15]

aNB: foo must be monadic in this variant of: wa
OPRAP+41 'C! 'O8X''rainyday''eQTRAP+0pOTRAPO+AGAIN'
atrap (i=) WS FULL
rainyday+1000p2 a--safety buffer to release on WS FULL
z+foo Zz
+0AGAIN: a--WS PULL: try again...
hint!...garbage collecting, please wait...'
x+fWA a--collect garbage
OrraP+t 'C' 'OPRAP<Op0TRAPo>EX' a--trap WS FULL, timeout etc
z+foo z a--try again
+0

EX: a--admit failure...
e a--crash, in this instance.

Note the use of rainyday,a so-called ☁rainy-day fund☂ of emergency memory.
Some WS FULLconditions may lock up nearly all ws memory, preventing a
recovery function from doing even the simplest housekeeping. A rainy-day fund
can let it soldier on. To use this operator, replace the WS FULL-prone function
call, (say):

with:
z+foo X

z+(foo wa)x
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British APL Association Vendor Forum
May21st 1999, at the RSS, following the AGM

notes by Stefano Lanzavecchia

While waiting for the meeting to start, the attendees had a chance to look at the
latest experiments of Causeway☂s Adrian Smith, this time regarding thefirst
attempts at integrating HTML with vector graphics, using Microsoft's Vector
Markup Language (VML), as a platform to output the graphics of Rain. The
technology is still in its infancy; so far only Internet Explorer 5 and Office 2000
implementit, and the W3C group hasnot agreed on a standard. Yet Iam sure we
will hear again about this; readers with IE5 can see the examples and read the
source code on www.causeway.co.uk/onisamp.htm.

Eric Baelen of APL2000
Eric Baelen, former CEO of APL2000, started his speech with a joke, to warm up
(or maybe cool down the overheated room) the audience. There are three main
differences between British people and Americans: in Great Britain, English is
spoken; when staging a world championship, Great Britain invites people from
other nations; when meeting a headofstate, the Brits only have to go down onone
knee. Luckily enough the projector and the laptop were quickly preparedso that
the presentation couldstart with a series of slides off our favourite PowerPoint.
Eric described the latest acquisition of APL2000/LEX2000 by Cognos ♥
☜dramatic☝ news, but not in negative sense. Cognosis quite a large company,
valued around 300 million dollars with some 1600 employees in 40 different
countries, its expertise being in what they call ☜businessintelligence☝. It☂s quite
easy for an APLer to understand what they mean, by looking at their statement
of intentions: to turn data, large amounts of data, into information. A task
perfectly suited to APL, and Cognos decided to take over the old Manugistics to
exploit the great capabilities of APL in the field. Cognos is now developing, with
the aid of the APL2000 team, a new product, completely written in APL.
Knowing the interests of his audience, Eric moved quickly over the company in
general, to focus his attention on the upcoming release 3.5 of the APL+Win
interpreter. It was good to see that it was a live demonstration based on an
internal experimental version of-the code, which should be frozen in mid-June.
Thelist of enhancements is quite long, yet none of them is socritical to have
suggested that it was time for a change in the major version number. Most of the
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features added or improved are attempts to makethelife of a programmer
easier. In this summary,I will follow Eric:

+ session log: the session can be saved in file with manyavailable options to
control how thesefiles are created;

+ the long file names of Win95/98 and NTFS are now supported;
+ valuetips:little windows with the contentof a variable pop-up when the

mousepoints in the session (and in the editor?) to the nameof a previously
assigned variable;

+ both single quotes and double quotes can be usedina string to identify the
quote, removing the need to double them up; does this mean thatit☂s now
impossibleto enterliteral strings containing a double quote? [See below]

+ )SAVEOVERremoves the need for the normal sequence )WSID wsname,
followed by )SAVE;

+ the help key (F1) pressed on a token in the session (and the editor?) opens the
online helpfile at the relevant page;

+ stops can beset online [0] of a functionto inspect the explicit result just before
the execution of the function is abandoned;

+ 2 (AT is implemented to inspect the Fix time of a function
+ the left argument of QDEF canbe usedto force the result of DAT toa

particular date andtime.
[The issue of single and double quotes was raised on comp.lang.apl; the following
response should set readers mindsat rest here ...]

From: Jim Weigang <jimw@chilton.com>
Newsgroups: comp. lang.apl
Not to worry--

☁The enhancement is "upwardly *,☁☂compatible".☁The enhancement is "upwardly compatible".
"The enhancement is ☁upwardly ","compatible'."

The enhancement is ☁upwardly compatible☂.

The cuter quotes establish the delimiter, and within the string the
☜other" quotes are treated as ordinary characters. Nice enhancement!

 

Moreitems were onthelist but Eric decided to skip over them, dueto the limited
time, and he concentrated on the enhancements of the GUIcontrols available in
APL+Win.Following the past tradition, most of the new features introduced by
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Microsoft for their commoncontrols (i.e. ListViews, TreeViews, ProgressBars)
can now beaccessed from APL:

+ TreeViews can have checkboxes on every branch,leaf;
+ ListViews can have checkboxes on every item, can display gridlines and

supportthe highlight-on-oversingle-click-select typical of the new shell of
Windows98 and Windows2000 in WebView mode;

+ ProgressBars can be coloured, can be smoothinstead of composedofblocks
andcanbe orientedvertically;

+ there is a brand new Calendar Controlto allow inputof dates; particularly
interestingis the fact that it can be customised quite heavily for special needs;

+ Rebars can be used instead of the now old-fashioned ToolBars, and,surprise,
they can be madetofloat and dock underuser or program control:time for a
reaction from Dyadic...

+ users of the Printer object will be delighted to hearthat it now supports
Orientation among the properties that are exposed. More will be added in the
future;

+ the System object generates events on changes in the environment.
A major extension in the language, which Eric did not have time to discuss but
only to mention, is the OnNewevent on thecreation of user-designed classes.If I
understand correctly it permits a developer to code new objects directly in APL
composing and extending the behaviours of existing objects. It sounds quite
exciting.
QWCALL now supports external functions requiring structures to be passed as
arguments, allowing them to be represented as standard APL nested arrays. One
doubt remains: can they be nested at any depth to simulate structures pointing to
other structures?
The accuracy of OMF has been enhanced from the old 1/18th of a second to the
one offered by the high performancetimer provided by the modern CPUs.
Theutilities shipped with the interpreter now include a Browserfor resources in
DLLs or executables (quite handy to extract bitmaps and icons for use in other
applications) and a more advanced Workspace Explorer.
This concludedthe presentation of the new upcomingrelease 3.5, We really look
forward to laying our hands on a review copy as soonasit is available.
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Eric Baelen also wanted to share with the audience the plans of
Cognos/APL2000 to tighten the link between APL and the World Wide Web. He
showed a website called OpenHere.Com, which is a portal site, like Yahoo to
mention one, whose main characteristic was to haveall its server side software
written in APL. Despite its recent genesis, according to Eric, it☂s already one of
the 10 largest search sites on the Net. Born as a simple technological experiment,
it turns out to be a good ground totest and possibly patent ideas.
To close his show,Eric had a surprise forall of us: a videogamewritten in APL.
Using calls to Microsoft DirectX technology, it features a map of the world on
whicha colony of rabbits lived happily in the States, when the fierce race of the
ducks started expanding. Purpose of the game:to protect the rabbits by guiding
a super-hero around in his hunts for the evil ducks. I quote Eric: ☜The ducks
usually beat me, so I asked to have programmed a key combination which kills
all the ducks in one go.It☂s good to be the boss☝. Applause.

Pete Donnelly of Dyadic Systems
Pete Donnelly from Dyadic took over. His opening quote is a curse for oneof his
favourite developers to whom his laptop hadbeen lent with the result that some
things had stopped working properly. His presentation did not contain the
introduction of any really new features, but did show a coupleof interesting
enhancements. To make his point he started by recalling the story of the
interpreter: some of the concepts pioneered by Dyadic were received at the
beginning quite coldly; namespaces, for instance, did not generate a lot of
positive feedback to start with, but now all those whotried them would not be
able to live without. Especially since the cloning mechanism of namespaces has
been optimised. The same happened with dynamic functions, whose fans are
increasing daily. So, Pete said, it☂s no surprise that the recent introduction of
multithreading has not yet changed the way of working. Hebelieves, and I am of
the same opinion, that it☂s only a matter of time before the APL community
discovers the true powerof a multithreaded APL.
Pete proceeded with a short demo of whatin practice is a multithreaded APL.
The DST stack is a tree and can besplit at any point with the application of the
new operator ☜&☝ (ampersand)that any *nix user will recognise. The new branch
is executed in parallel with the others. The interpreter can be instructed to spawn
a new threadfor callbacks associated to GUI events. The demoof the bouncing
duck can be written in a very elegant way using a separate thread for every
duck, and this makes John Scholes very happy.
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A recent enhancement to the multithreading capabilities of Dyalog APL is the
ability to execute asynchronously a [WA call. Because of the scheduling
mechanism implemented in the current version of Dyalog APL, a long external
call (like a bulk update of a database using SQAPL), could prevent the other APL
threads from continuing their processing. Now it☂s possible to declare in the JNA
specification that the function should be executed in a separate native thread (as
provided by Win32). Some extra care should be applied, but the results can be
quite amazing. On a multiprocessor machine, the second CPU can effectively
execute a bulk update while thefirst one continues the execution of other parts of
the APL program.
Another recent extension is the possibility of creating in-process OLE servers.
The main advantage is that the protocol used by the client to communicate with
the server is much faster. The disadvantage is that the DLL (such is the aspect of
an in-process server) is loaded in the process space of the client, which means
that it can bring down completely the client, in case of a serious crash, and thatif
multiple clients connect to the same server, there is duplication of data in
memory. Also, at the momentit is impossible to do any debugof the server. In
manycases, though, the pros balance and overweigh the cons.
Another enhancement showed by Pete is for the Grid Object, which has been
extended to allow the locking of arbitrary rows and columns forscrolling. The
mechanism is very generic and will surely find many uses. A further extension
allows users to specify gridlines in detail ♥ line colour and weight maybeset for
any numberof gridline styles which are then applied to the individual horizontal
andvertical lines.
The next topic of the demonstration was for ActiveX controls. This repeated the
demonstrationfirst shown at APL98 in Rome.
Finally, to show a first example of a real application that benefits from
multithreading, Pete demonstrated the internals of the APL-based web server,
which runs on an experimental site at Dyadic.com. The aim of the serveris to
provide a platform on which to develop and run APL web-basedsolutions. Pete
recommended the persons interested in the deployment of web-based
applications in APL to contact Dyadic Software. I also recommendall the owners
of a copy of Dyalog APL to study the source code for the server that is
distributed with Dyalog APL 8.2 and can be found in APLSERVE\server.dws.
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David Leibtag of IBM☂s APL2 Group
After a short break for the coffee, the podium was left to David Liebtag,
responsible for the development of APL2 in IBM.All the way from California, he
thanked the organisers for the opportunity that was given to him to discuss the
present and the future of APLZ2. I really feel like saying: thank you, Dave, for
giving us someof your time. Admittedly it had been quite a while since the last
time he had cometo Europe. Twoof the main topics for his presentation: Service
Level 4 of the Windowsversion of the interpreter, and a highlight on what☂s-next
in IBM for APL2.
Until before the release of Service Level 4, IBM had tried to catch up: Dave
explained that Service Level 4 is thefirst release that, based on the feedback from
the users, is devoted to making the development environment more comfortable
and productive. Here's a smalllist:

+ showthefix time for the function in the status bar of the function editor;
+ position the cursorin the line indicated by the error message;
+ break points: in a way similar to what can be done in Dyalog APL,for

instance, break points can be set to interruptthe execution of a function.
Various enhancementsto the interface components:

+ the Rexx processor allows APLtocall directly the built-in functions;
+ support for SQL/DB2 hasbeen extended to include BIGINTs, LOBs, and to

tolerate a WITH clause preceeding a SELECT;
+ there is a newefficient way of communicating with the GUI, no longer based

onthe expensive sharedvariables, but on a GetProperty/SetProperty pair of
functions;

+ the GRAPHICS package now features additional markertypes, new line/dash
styles for the Win32 platforms, optional box corner radius.

Thereleaseis available on the IBM website.
So far so good. But what Davereally wanted to discuss was the future of APL2.
The philosophy that drives the development is to enhance the interfaces
available to and from APL2, to allow developers to easily leverage existing code
and integrate more thoroughly with the rest of the environment.
First of all: integration with Windows. David is working on a keyboard handler
that will allow input of APL characters, using the key combinations allowed by
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all the popular interpreters. We were given a live demo:really quite impressive,
if it wasn☂t for the lack of support for WinWord, which uses its own low-level
keyboard handler. David says that whenthelittle application is finished, it will
probably befreely distributed to the APL community.
Next on the agenda, was the disclosure of a project Top Secret, regarding the
High Performance Link (HPF) in use on the mainframes. A change is being
discussed, to reduce the overhead of function calls, which is not backward
compatible. If you are interested in knowing more aboutthis, you can contact
David Liebtagat liebtag@us.ibm.com.
Another planned extension for the interpreter is the ability of sending and
receiving APL arrays in native format. Dave asked the other APL vendors to
discuss the format. My opinionis that since Dyalog APL already supports this
feature, maybe that should bethestarting point.
The end of David☂s presentation also coincided with the end of the meeting. A
group ofthe attendees andthe three kind speakers rejoined in a neighbouring
pubto enjoy the end of a goodand successful afternoon.
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GENERAL ARTICLES
This section of Vector is intended for general readers who have a working
knowledge of APL or J. Authors are encouraged to submit articles which
illustrate effective APL applications.

Teaching Functional Programming with J
from Neville Holmes
Coming to Tasmaniato teach in a new degree course, J looked for opportunities
to insinuate the APL modeof thoughtinto some of the course. It was not easy.
Eventually, struck by the idea that J☂s tacit programming was, or could be seen
as, a delightfully pure form of functional programming, I put together a unit of
teaching called ☜Computation and Functional Programming☝ for Honours
students. There waslittle interest for a few years, but eventually word got
around the students and it is now very popular. The students are required to
undertake a project of their own choice, but they are constrained to using J in
tacit/functional style. Vector is publishing some of these papers, the first of
which you can find in Vol.15 No.4 (Andrew Towers, page 50) and the second
follows on page 95 in this issue.
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An APL Unicode Font
by Phil Chastney

The Vector website has another APL font for downloading. The font is called
SImPL.TTF and,as the file extension suggests, it is a TrueType font for use on the
PC. (See www.vector.org.uk/resource/simplttf.zip)

Some Details
Describing the thing as an ☜APL font☝is little bit of an over-simplification. One
of the design aims of the font was to provide a complete set of all known APL
symbols, plus sufficient characters to allow prompts, comments, etc, to be
expressed in every European language known tobe in currentuse. Basically, that
means the Latin, Greek and Cyrillic alphabets, plus accented and variant letter
forms as required for other European languages using these alphabets.
This is not going to fit into the usual 256-character strait-jacket: the lowercase
Latin letter ☜a☝, for instance, exists in 16 variant forms ♥ sofar. By limiting the
spec to modern European usage, we have excluded variants used in phonetics,
African written forms, Vietnamese,...
If an 8-bit character code is too limiting, the obvious thing to do is go for 16-bit
Unicode, and the SlmPL font is a properly constituted Unicode font: each
character has been given its proper Unicode value, and may be viewed in
Unicode order using the Windows ☜Character Map☝ applet.
It is obvious by this stage that I am addressing a small audience, comprised of
those internationally-minded APLers working under recent versions of Windows.
In that case, then, why bother? And in particular, why bother designing a new
font? The reasons are partly idealistic, partly practical and partly historical.

The Reasons Why
Hitherto, hard-copy APLlistings have always been a bit of a nuisance. On an
individual basis, solutions could be found using a locally-attached printer, butlife
became a little more difficult when using networked or mainframe printers.
Success here depended almostentirely on the goodwill of the people controlling
the network or mainframe. Were they, for instance, prepared to set up a combprinter or a band printer capable of switching to APL? Where this goodwill was
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lacking, life become difficult. On one occasion, a user having trouble with a
departmental printer was told the problem was caused by his attempts to print
APL.In fact, the connector at the back of the printer wasfalling to pieces, which
was soon fixed, and is the reason I alwayscarry a screwdriver with me nowadays.
(This did notfix the ☜attitude☝ problem, however.)
Now that the world has switched to Windows, Adrian☂s APL2741 font has been a
real god-send, but different character sets are required in different situations, and
translate tables are often required between the originating processor and the
target printer, because it is difficult, and possibly ill-advised, to re-arrange the
characters within the font.
It is also difficult to extend the characterset to include new items:I recently found
myself unable to print the broken vertical bar when I wantedit. Back in the DOS-
only days, a personal desire to include the Greek lambda in the APL character set
meant hacking the character tables included in the APLFONT utility provided
with APL*Plus, for proper screen display. This was not too difficult, but editing
the DeskJet font for proper printing was rather more tedious. Both worked fine
(eventually), but extensions to the character set no longer seemed so desperately
important. Nevertheless, I managed to hook up a system which could display on-
screen any item from a set of approximately seven hundred 9-by-16 characters.
The rest of the world, however, had moved on, andit was time to catch up. But
how? I was working in an international environment, using DOS, Windows and
Unix. The ☜national use☝ characters defined in Unix looked as though they might
be useful but, to take an actual example, if a Brit in Luxembourg receives file
from a German in Madrid, what can we assume about national character use? In
truth, the national characters are no use whateverin the international arena.
The DOS code was recycled. It was not possible, at that time, to have 1024
characters in a single TrueType font, so the thing was re-organised as four
separate ☜pages☝ of 256 characters each, one page for Latin-1, another for
additional accented Latin letters, a third for Greek and Cyrillic, and finally a
pageful of APL and other symbols. A stream of Unicode values was mapped onto
the appropriate codepoint of the appropriate font (where possible). Messy, but it
worked. I was particularly pleased that I could display all three scripts
simultaneously, in the samefont.
This was myfirst experience of building a font from scratch. The result displayed
OK, even at low resolution, and printed nicely on my DeskJet, and that was
enough for the time being. And now I could add in all the additional characters |
wanted.
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But the world has moved on again. Recent versions of Windows have Unicode
fonts. Check out the Character Mapapplet, and you will see that standard stuff
like Arial, Courier and Times Roman now includes Greek and Cyrillic scripts as
standard.
But no APL.
Even Bitstream☂s Cyberbit font ♥ a magnificent achievement which includes
everything youare likely to need for modern Chinese, Japanese and Korean usage
♥ does nottrouble itself with APL.(In fairness, it should be noted that Cyberbit
does not trouble itself with mathematical symbols, either, so we should notfeel
unjustly discriminated against.)
So ♥ backto theoriginal question: why design a new font? Answer:

* because I wantto be able to print APIcharacters(al? APL characters);
* because I wantto be able to add in other characters;
* because I wantto be able to print out prompts and comments in other

languages;
* because I wanta to do this with the samefont, for consistency of appearance;
* and,finally, because there is no font yet which meets thosecriteria.

The File Format
It might seem that the choice of PC TrueType format was a foregone conclusion.Not so. Well, not entirely so. Certainly a PC .TTF is the most convenient way of
displaying and printing under Windows,butit is not the only way. Adobe Typel
fonts are preferred by professionals. Robin Williams, in her book ☜Bossing YourFonts Around☝,is quite scathing of TrueType fonts, and recommends sticking to
Type1 fonts, where possible.
The problem is that TrueType fonts are not well-behaved, when used with highresolution type-setting equipment. Three possible reasons spring to mind:

* TrueType uses quadratic splines, whereas Typel uses cubic splines. Quadratic
splines are easierto calculate, which means faster rasterisation, but the fonts
themselves may be more ☜brittle☝. If you have ever had a font which would
printcorrectly only up to 24 points, say, or only above 24 points, or wouldrasterise correctly only for somecharacters, then you will know what I mean.

* The TrueTypestandardis incomplete. This may mean thatinteraction betweensettings is not well-defined.
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* The TrueType standardis obscureorill-defined. The manualfor Fontographer
4.1 states, ☜.. there are a fair numberoffields that we don☂t really know the purpose
of ..☝ so thereis little chance of an amateur succeeding here.

I once had a TrueType font which would crash the system completely ~ requiring
a power off/poweron reboot- if I so much as clicked on its name. Don☂t ask me
how or whyit did that: I was simply relieved whenI finally managed to deleteit.
Also, I know of one case where a photo-typesetting agency lost a contract when a
client found out they had allowed TrueTypefonts on the premises.
Notwithstandingall that, TrueType is a convenient format for distribution, easy
to install, and (provided Fontographer is trusted to provide sensible default
settings) can be made to work more than adequatelyat sizes from 8 to 144 points.

The Character Set
Languages are disappearing. We are losing diversity, and this is immensely
regrettable. It would be nice to be able to preparetext, display windows, etc., in
all languages, but the resources required prohibit this, so we must settle for the
lesser goal of supporting all modern European languages. 1 do not know a word
of Welsh, andit is unlikely that I shall ever bother learning Welsh, but I would
not wish to see it disappear. This new font, therefore, contains all the accented
characters required for Welsh. And Catalan. And Macedonian. And ... (And, as it
happens, all the characters necessary for Pin-Yin Chinese and Romanised
Sanskrit.)
At the time of writing, the font contains about 1000 characters. For Unicode
devotees, this includes the whole of Latin-1, the whole of Latin Extended A, much
of Latin Extended B, very little from Latin Extended Additional, and whatever
seemed necessary from the Greek and Cyrillic blocks.
There are no less than 5 versions of the A-to-Z of the basic Latin alphabet:

* uppercase A-Z
* small caps A-z:

Small caps can be faked by simply switching to a smaller font size, but this is
notentirely satisfactory because the stroke weight and any serifs are thereby
scaled down, when whatyou really want to do is maintain stroke weight,
maintain serif size, but reducethe overall height. In essence, you wantto scale
downthe vertical distances between horizontalblack bits; in practice, you have
to redraw each character. The small caps are not immediately available to
users, although Windowsprovides a GSUB(for ☜glyph substitution☂)
mechanism which will allow them to temporarily replace the lowercaseletters.
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* lowercase a-z:
Theusual26 character complementis extended by the inclusion of the Eth and
Thorn characters from Icelandic, the Yogh from Middle English (whichis also
usedfor the Ezh character found in Lappish) plus somealternative forms: aaot ☜gnloop-tailed ☜g☝, a long ☜s☝ and a round-tailed ☜y☝. (I was delighted to discover
that Eric Gill also used to do something similar in his fonts.)

* tiny capitals:
Thetiny capitals are not intended for general use, but are usedto construct the
☜control pictures☝ (Unicode values U-2400etseq.) which allow control
characters to be represented literally. The control pictures are omitted from
most Unicodefonts, but can still be useful to those of us struggling to
communicate with external modems.

* underlined capitals A-Z:
The atomic vector for IBM mainframe implementations contains an underlined
uppercasealphabet, in addition to the normal uppercase and lowercase
alphabets. This is more than little odd, when moreuseful characters could
have been included in the codeset, butif that is what IBM decides, then these
characters mustperforce be included in the SImPLfont.

Modern Greek typography seems to be in state of flux. The most common
diacritical marking in modern Greek is the ☜tonos☝, which denotesstress, and this
is variously represented as an acute accent, a caron, or a downward pointed
triangle, amongothers. ] have used the acute accent with lowercase letters, and an
apostrophe with uppercase letters, because this seemed to be the accepted
practice when started drawing this font. There may be a problem here:classical
Greek used apostrophes as breathing marks, to indicate whether an aspirate (an
☜h☝ sound) occurred before any words beginning with a vowel. Recently,
however, I have seen breathing marks used in modern Greek. If this practice
becomes widespread, it may be necessary to redraw the uppercase vowels.
The main problem with Cyrillic is likely to be missing characters. The script is
used for such a variety of languages beside Russian, thatit is more than probable
that something has been omitted from one of the minority languages.
There are somealternative characters in the font. The ampersand exists in two
forms. The ess-zet ligature exists in three forms, the one normally available being
a fairly literal ligature of a long-s with the normal lowercases, rather than a beta
character which has been stood in the sun for too long.

The Numerals and Currency Symbols
The obvious set of digits 0-9 is provided, in two forms. Digits and currency
symbols are normally drawnto thefull f-height. (Theletter ☁f☂ is usually the tallest
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lowercasecharacter, so the term ☜f-height☝ denotes the highest point reached by a
lowercase letter. Similarly, the ☜g-height☝ denotes the lowest point, and the
☜fg-height☝ measures from top to bottom.)
The habit of drawing digits at the full f-height is a comparatively recent
introduction. The logarithm tables I had at school (approx. 3 million years ago)
used the so-called ☜old style numerals☝ or ☜lining numerals☝ or ☜x-height
numerals☝. (Typographers seem largely unaware of the difference between a
☜digit☝ and a ☜numeral☝.) Some people prefer these old-style numerals, finding
them easier to read, so SImPL provides both types- f-height and x-height.
Fractions have been a real pain. This is not the time to go intoall the detail, but
the fixed-width chosen for this font does not leave much room for two digits and
a slash. All the fractions included in Unicode are provided, without slashes,
because that is what the Financial Times does in its pages of share prices.
Traditionalists are catered for by an alternative set of fractions using a slash.
There may be call for yet another set, with a shorter, shallower, slash, and any
such call will be acknowledged, noted and probably ignored until I am happy
with the present offerings. There are no facilities for constructing your own
fractions.

The Symbol Set
The obvious items are included for punctuation and accents. ] have also included
whatever arrows, mathematical operators and miscellaneous technical symbols
seemed appropriate. (The APL characters are found at the end of the section of
☜Miscellaneous Technical Symbols☝.)
My choice of symbols may strike you as idiosyncratic, not to say egregious.
Certainly, the Unicode set of APL symbols strikes me as odd. While I have drawn
glyphs for each of these characters, I cannot help wondering who uses them, what
for, and are they really necessary. Noris it clear why we need to duplicate nand,
nor and circle-star. I] might add that some of these glyphs are visually
unappealing, though they do not have to be quite so ugly as the samples shown in
the Unicode standard.
Be that as it may, if the font is missing any other characters from other APL
dialects, they can be included with little difficulty (though access without a
Unicode value maybe difficult).
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For backwards compatibility, the font includes the box drawing characters
included in previous APL codesets, although it seems unlikely that anybody in a
position to utilise this font is still drawing boxes using these characters.

Font Design
Traditionally, APL has used a Courier Italic font. Actually, Iverson☂soriginal text
did not: the association between APL and CourierItalic started with the 2741,
IBM☂sgolf-ball printer.
Myinterest in APL was sparked in the first place by the font it used. To someone
struggling to express his ideas in a 48-character code which did not even have
lowercase, it seemed so expansive, wild and free. Clearly I am not going to rush
to break that association.
Let us review,then, the characteristics of Courier:

* First and foremost, it is a fixed-width, or monospaced,font. Thatis to say, each
letter occupies precisely the same amountof horizontal space,so theletter ☜m☝
hasto be squashed up, whiletheletter ☜i☝ hasto be stretched out. While not
necessary for printing, it helps screen display if we add therestriction that all
characters require exactly the same amountofvertical space.

. atIt is a slab-serif design. This helps readability. The serifs on the lowercase ☜i
require more ink thanthebasicletter, but they help to lead the eye in and out
to the nextletter. This principle seemsto be easily forgotten: most Courier
versions of Greek leave the iota standing alone in a huge white space, which
slows down the waythe brain recognises a word.

* The x-height (the distance from the baselineto the top ofa flat-topped
lowercase character without an ascender)is a relatively high proportion of the
f-height. This, too, aids readability.

* Unusually, the cap heightis lower than the f-height, and the uppercase Mis
approximately square. Thereis no stress: vertical, horizontal and diagonal
lines all have the same width. Althoughdistinctive, these three characteristics
do not bearon the choice of Courier as a modelfor the SImPLfont.

It is possible to use proportional fonts for code listings. I have used PostScript
routines which output C listings in Helvetica or Times, and been generally happy
with the results. The vertical alignment of the opening and closing braces goes
awry occasionally, double and single quotes are noteasily distinguished, andit is
difficult to tell how manyspacesare containedin a string but, all in all, the results
were quite acceptable.
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Therearestill reasons for preferring fixed-width fonts, however, especially withthe rather denser (typographically denser, that is) code encountered in APL.
Vertical alignmentis less critical, and it is importantthat the operator symbols donotvisually overpower the symbols for the operands. Where vertical alignmentisimportant, in multi-line comments,for instance, this is more easily achieved witha fixed-width font. Also - and this is of interest to the font-designer and theadvanceduser- it is easier to place diacritical markings (accents) in a fixed-widthfont.
The SImPLfont, then, is based on Courier, thoughthere are a few differences.
In the first place, it is a semi-bold font. The Windows Courier fontis a Lightfont,i.e, the vertical strokes are relatively thin. 1 preferred the Courier font supplied
with the printer, being thicker and blacker and easier to read, and this is the effectI aimed for with SImPL. (This may have been a mistake. Some of the Cyrillic
characters, and someligatures, proved difficult to fit into the prescribed width,and a lighter stroke weight might have made this easier. Redrawing everything,
however,is not an option atthis stage.)
In the secondplace,it is an upright font. The 2741 APLgolf-ball used an Italic font
for the letters, and left everythingelse upright. This was rather splendid - it gave
the code a sense of urgency, somehow,and | have alwaysliked the effect. A true
Italic font, however, requires a completely redrawn set of characters. CompareTimes Roman with its Italic version. Much that is labelled ☜Italic☝ is more
properly described as ☜Oblique☝. Oblique, or ☜slanted☝, characters can begenerated by applying a simple mathematical transform to the outline of theupright character, so SImPL provides outlines only for the upright characters, and
leaves the user to generate oblique versions at runtime, should these be deemednecessary. It would be perfectly possible to write a listing program which slantedthose letters used in the code as identifiers, and left upright those lettersappearing in commentsandliterals.
Accents and punctuation are rounder and blacker. Courier proper uses a square
☜dot☝ over the lowercase ☜i☝, and then uses the same square dot in the semicolon.SImPL punctuation uses more rounded forms. Many fonts have quiteinsignificant diacritical markings, but not SImPL.
Mostimportantly, the uppercase A has a flyingserif. In this respect, SImPL differsfrom APL2741.TTF and follows Courier. Intriguingly, the APLPLUS.TTFclaims to
be based on a monospaced version of the Rockwell font, yet Rockwell's ☜A☝ hastwoflying serifs, while APLPLUSfollows Courier in havingjust the one.
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I have gone so far with serifs as to add them to the ☜clicks☝ found in Latin
Extended B. These characters are used in Khosa and Zulu,soif there are any Zulu
APLers reading this, and they think the result looks weird, they will have to let
me know,and I will changeit.

The Font in Use
The followingis an extract from Bitstream☂s documentation:

To create documents that use anyof the characters in Cyberbit, you need an
application that supports Unicode, and you need to know how to enter the
Unicode character codes in your application. Otherwise, you'relimited to
using the charactersin the languages that Windows95 or NT supports.

Quite! To paraphrase:
* Applications support for Unicodeis desperately thin.
* Thatis your problem.
* If you cannotfind what you need, you will haveto write it yourself.
* Atleast, you now have a font to work with.

Reviews
The objectives were

i) to supportall modern European languages,
ii) to support APL,
iii) and to do so ina visually acceptable manner.

How well have these objectives been met?
J wasin thebath, after an evening spent adding some obscure accented characters
to the font, and was just sliding beneath the water level, with a smugsatisfied
feeling of a job completed, when

I

felt like J had been hit on the head. There is a
great gaping hole in the European coverage: no Yiddish. Yiddish uses the Hebrew
script (in fact, they were using the Hebrew script before modern Hebrew was
invented), but its vocabulary is 80% German, and although declining, it is still in
current use and undeniably European. This is a problem. Most Hebrew fonts are
script or sans-serif: a monospaced font, similar to Courier, appears to be an
impossibility. Stretch some of those characters too far horizontally, and they turn
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into different characters. The only solution appears to be a heavy, blocked,unstressed font, with white space showing around the narrow characters. Ifanybody who knowsofa Courier-style Hebrew font, I☂d loveto seeit.
Having thus been snapped out of my complacency, I checked whatelse might be
missing. Europe, I was always told, endedat the Urals. But whereis the southernboundary?If it is the Caucasian mountains, what languages qualify as European?Georgian and Armenian scripts could be included, I suppose, but the workinvolved seems intimidating.
There may be other smaller omissions, butit is difficult to be sure.
To quote Bitstream again:

Bitstream has ☜delta-hinted☝its most populartext sizes (10 and 12 point, atscreen resolutions of 96 and 120 dpi; and 14 point, at a screen resolution of 96dpi).
Well, you do notgetthatlevel of service here. The font looks OK on my screen at10, 12, 24 and 36 points, except that ☜q☝ and ☜g☝ looked a bit untidy at 24 points. Ihave manually edited the hints, and that seems to have fixed it, You may getdifferent results on your screen: this will depend on what resolution you areusing, the size of the screen, the dot-pitch of the phosphordots and (possibly) thesoftware driver. Ihave absolutely no intention of editing bitmaps for improvedscreen display - the amount of work involved is horrific. In addition, the fontprints legibly at 10, 12, 24, 36 and 72 points, without any obviousnasties. That, I
am afraid, is the extent of mytesting.
The letter formsin this font have been developed over a numberof years, and asaresult some inconsistencies have crept in. These are mostvisible in the Greeksection, where artistic licence took over at one stage, and the strict designprinciples of the Courier font were set aside. This area needs revisiting. Likewise,someof the Cyrillic forms could bea little more relaxed. On the whole, though, Iam notdissatisfied with the results.

The Future
Someofthe letter shapes could be improved, and someofthe letter forms couldbe better aligned with each other, This will happen slowly.
The selection of pre-formed composites (i.e. a base character plus diactriticalmarking(s) available undera single Unicode value) will be slowly extended.  
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The Unicode Standard says, with reference to the Latin Extended Additional
block:

The characters in this block constitute a number of precomposed combinations
of Latin letters with one or more general diacritical marks. ... Each of the
characters contained in this block may be alternatively represented with a base
letter followed by one or moregeneraldiacritical mark characters foundin the
Combining Diacritical Marksblock.

This might seem to suggest that a half-decent rendering machine would not need
these pre-formed characters, but would be able to generate them on-the-fly, from
the base character andits diacritics. In fact, placing accents is not easy to do under
program control. Far better to resolve the incoming stream of base+composite into
a single Unicode codepoint, and then accessa fully-formed glyph from thefont.If
support for Vietnameseis to becomea reality, for instance, it will have to be done
this way.
Yiddish, Georgian and Armenian arebest regarded as being on hold,indefinitely.
You are entitled to a contrary opinion on my aesthetic preferences, but it is
unlikely I shall take any notice, though I am open to input on other matters.
Details of missing characters will always get a swift and sympathetic response.If,
for instance, you prefer to write all your commentsin Gibberish, butfind yourself
handicapped by the absence of the dotless-j-bar-with-hook, then one will be
provided instanter.
The font could be made available in other formats. A Type 1 version is no
problem; I believe a Macintosh version is a possibility, but I have never done one.
There will not be a separate Ghostscript font.
Thereal need, now,is for utilities:

. a basic Unicode interpreter, capable at least of displaying the characters in this
ont;

* someform of access to those font elements (e.g., small caps) without a Unicode
value;

* some wayof toggling alternative character forms, such as old-style numerals;
* some means of glyph substitution,so that the font can be extendedor partially

replaced with glyphs from anotherfile.
Anyvolunteers?
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GUIand Closed Systems
by Anthony Camacho

Many systems are designed to enable office staff to do a restricted number ofthings to a set of masterfiles. Such systems may have someofthe characteristics
listed below. In particular the system is closed: that is, the operators cannot dothings which were not foreseen by the designer. For such systems the effort ofproducing a GUI front end is a waste of time.
Hereis a list of features of a closed system that detract from any benefits that GUImightbring.

1. A Well Defined Menu Structure
The Windows style of GUI is incompatible with a well-structured menu,especially one which is designed to limit the places where records are changed soas to give the least danger that records are corrupted, lost or damaged during fileinteractions. For example whenfiles are accessible to more than a single operatorif, at the top level of the structure, the choice has to be made between viewingrecord details and amending them,thenfile locking procedures can be limited toamenders; viewers can be given unlimited access to records without any worries.File locking for safety when there are multiple paths between windows withoptions on them gets very complex.

2. Simple Help Provided Automatically
Simple menus wherethe choice is made by moving the highlight up and down alist of choices are very quick to operate and allow provision of a panel of helpdifferent for each choice which is displayed just while the choice is highlit. Therapidity with which help panels can be displayed even on quite slow PentiumPCs, is remarkable. Even a list of choices which has to be scrolled because thereare morelines than the screen can accommodate, can have the panels displayedfast enough for any operator to feel there is no delay. There is an example of asimple function to do this in the Appendix.If the menustructureis well designedand the panels of help well thought out such a system can be operatedafter verylittle training. Such a design is inherently context-sensitive.It tells you whatthisoption is rather than the Windowshelp which tries to find out whatit is you aretrying to do outof such a hugechoice that finding whatis relevantis often reallydifficult. In a closed system the range of things one can dois small. The aim is toavoid the delays inherent in the Windows help system and never to catise an
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operator to have to press an extra key even when learning the system. Training
costs otherwise can be quite significant.

3. A Restricted Set of Operations at any Point
The aim is to reduce the damage that could be caused by an erroneous key or
click and to keep the design simple; less to program and less to learn. There
should be a standard key for backing out of any situation without making
changes(it is <escape> in the appendix).

4. File Operations that Protect against Partial Amendment
There are a few screens displaying details of records for amendment,so the places
where amended records are written tofiles can be limited and controlled so as to
reduce the dangerof inconsistency betweenthestate of one file and another to the
absolute minimum. For example, when a system holds several indexes to give
quicker access to some of the information, the chancesof a glitch leaving some
indexes saved and others not saved can be reduced by putting the instructions
that make the saves in as short a sequence as possible.It is even possible to set a
flag at the beginning of the sequence and unsetit at the end so that if there is a
powerfailure part way through, onrestart the system can tell that this process
was interrupted and the recordsofit should be checked.

5. An Instantaneous Response to any Command
(or a screen indication of action if the process triggered is a long one)

Programs that operate in character mode using character screens have a great
speed advantageover those that operate through the Windowsor any other GUI
front end. Even with a really old and simple interpreter such as APL*PLUS/PC
(lam using version 8.1) the speed of screen writing and reading is so quick one
cannot fault the response times. On some legacy systems there were processes
when the program displayed a message saying, in effect, ☜Be patient; the
computeris sorting the alphabetical indexes☝. On quite a slow Pentium onehasto
pay very close attention if one is to see a flash of colour when the message is
displayed; there is no chanceat all that anyone could read it. Similarly, when
cycling through 8000 components containing packages in a search for records
matching a specified set of characteristics, it is a very easy matter to show
progress on a bar chart, and the extra time for the whole processis not perceptibly
increased by providing the progress bar. [Sample bar chart program in Appendix]
So there is no problem ensuring that the operators are never left in doubt about
whatis going on.
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6. Skilled Staff and so Acceptance of Long Type-ahead Sequences
The aim is to allow for the staff becoming expert in the use of the system and solearning to type ahead; the response must be fast enough to keep up with thetyping or the buffer must be adequate for whenever the response is slower thanthat. This is not possible to do with Windows as mouse movements to get to thebuttonto click require the button to be on screen.
The use of the mouse slows down even an experienced user such as myself. I havebeen using mice for eight or nine years and when | had to learn the keycombinations necessary to operate Windows 95 without a mouse (my portable☂spointing devicefailed) | was surprised how muchquickerit was.
To build a system with the features listed above is mucheasierif the GUI can beignored and everything done from the keyboard. All responseswill be faster if thescreen is character-based rather than a 640 by 480 or, worse, a 1024 by 768 graphicof pixels and it will be great deal easier to test such a system thoroughly as thereare fewer waysofinitiating action and fewer paths throughit.
Many Windowssystems are not adequately tested. On my portable without thepointing device there are many menus that do not properly allow for a keyboardalternative to the mouse click. For example the mouse set up procedure isimpossible without a mouse becauseat one point the key ☜OK to proceed☝ didn☂trespond to <enter> even though it was marked as containingthe focus!
There are other advantages to this approach. Every Window hasto be describedand takes space even if a table-based approach to Window definition such asCauseway is used. Working in APL*PLUS/PC version 8.1 the DOS address limitmeans that the interpreter and workspace both have to be contained in the 640K(slightly increased by the virtual workspaceif you useit). The menu mechanismshown in the Appendix can be used for every menu in the system and it onlytakes 50lines (it can be reduced to thirty orless by removing comments and moreextensive use of the diamond separator). In the environment where such menusare used thereis a file containing the tables of choices and the corresponding setsof help panels with the list of their names ready for use in the left argument. Allthese variables are commonly stored in a package so thatthe calling function canread them, fix them in the workspace, get the user's choice from the menu andexpunge the package and its contents from the workspace, all in a few lines ofcode andusevery little workspace indeed apart from the temporary variables.
Even old computers with slow chips such as 486 and even 386 run fast enough tosupportsuch systems.
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Simpler systemsare also easier to maintain.
Systems on this plan may be faster, more reliable, easier to write, and easier to
use, require less training or maintenance and run on cheaper computers; these
advantages are comparatively unimportant - the reason people choose them is
that they suit their needs better.

Appendix - APL*PLUS/PC version 8.1 functions
There are six functions here; QLX is the top level that displays a menu of
workspaces each of which will do everything required for one of the options.
BOFS displays the menu, shows (SHOWHELP) and removes (REMHELP) the help
and returns the rows that were selected. BCHART puts a bar chart on the screen. I
haven't bothered with an example of howit is called. I hope the comments are
helpful. The functions MKCLRS and SETKEYS in the QLX set up coloursas delta-
variables and action keys and their actions. BOX drawslines round a block oftext.

¥ QLX;0L0; 44; AB; AE; AT; 4H; ON; AS; PAK; PNAMES; OKEYS} 4; WS
(11 a OLX function for the demonstration WS AJC 17 JAN 13999
[2] # Model for top of menu structure of other QIXs
[3] a Sets up colours (A etc), keys, top menu, network globals, current date
(ul « offers the menu of workspace options with this one highlighted
[5]  Or0+0 o 48 DPOKE 161 © MKCLRS © 1 QPOKE 255 o QTCFF
[6] PAK+()FREAD 38 67 © PNAMES+APNAMES PAK © APDEF PAK o OKEYS+SETKEYS ' '
(71 9 41-line per option menu is in 38 67
[8] AGN:>(71 12 =WS+HELPS BOF WSS)/END,THISWS » WS is row in WSS or ☜1
(9} a» HELPS is a list of help panel names
(10] O@ZL0AD WNAMS[WS;] a Each choice is a WS: WSlist in WNANS
{11) » a After QQLOAD next instr never obeyed
(12] PHISWS:RUN o +AGHN
[13] EWD:A+{]EX PNAMES a PAK & PNAMES itself are localised

¥v
¥ R«HELPS BOFS

TAB; QI0;LWIN; OKEYS; NOH; TRS; TCS; SR; NSP; SUL; SDL; OLDSCR; RWIN; ZWIN; A; WINDOW; OHS;
SCRN; DNS; UPS; TOP; HWS; OFFSET; SSR
[1] a Rerow from TAB (☜1 if esc). Simple menu AJC & JAN 1999

 

(2] » TAB is a table of choices - (can be more than a screen)
[3] a» optional arg HELPS is NL of help screens, per row in TAB
[4] @ SRerno of screen rows - can be varied as needed
(5} 9 SUbe+value of TOP when at scroil-up limit[6] a SDIi«+value of TOP when at seroll-down limit (+0)
[7] a ---~--"-- t Set up
[8] Of0+0 o Re~t © OFFSET+ 0 0 a top Jeft of menu
(9] NOH+2+0NC 1 5 p'HELPS' a NO Help
(10) ae ☜i ☜1 71 ☜4 ☜2 ☜1 ☜2 71 71 OWKEY enter,esc,ctrlend,tab,btab,
ucsr,dcesr,lesr,rcsr o TOP+DNS+UPS<+0 a vars are key values
[11] PRS+1tpPAB © TCS+"1tpTAB a TRS++TAB rows TCS++PAB cols
[12] SRePRS|23-1t0FFSET a SRe+Screen Rows (BOX adds 2)
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[13] SSR+(TRS,2)psE,AaA a Tally of selected rows
[14] WSP+SR>1+pTAB a HSPs+No Scrolling Poss 1v0[15] SUL*O[(TRS)-SR o SDI+0 4 Scroll-Up-Limit & Scroll-Down-Limit
[16] LWIN+([O.S5*SR)L[O.5xTRS a Focus starts at middle(17) RWIN«(¥(4,SR)p(OFFSETLO]4+1+15R), (SRp2+OFFSEP( 11), (SRpt1),SRpTCS),(SR,8)p0 256 ,sE,AA
[18] WINDOW+OFFSET,(2+SR),4+7CS wRWIN & WINDOW never change- 2 Construct display, RED++RE-Display
{20] RED:SCRN+BOX TABLTOP+1SR;] © RWINC; 6 7]+SSRUTOP+ SR; }[21] OLDSCR«WINDOW QWGET 3
(22) WINDOW QwPer scRN,[1.5]04vCax]
£23] DIS:+NOH/WE a WE++Windows Execute
C24] OHS+(HWS+OFFSET+ 1 4 +ZLWIN,TCS)SHOWHELP HELPS(TOP+LWIN;] a OHS+>Old HelpScreen

 

 (25] a --~------- 3 Windows Execute & select action(26] WE:Z2WINLWIN QWIN RWIN
[27] +NOH/SA a SAe+Select Action(28] HWS REHHELP OHS a HWS++Help Window Start (see[2uJ}
C29] SA:+(ZWIN[ 1) =esc)/END2
(30] +(ZWIN(i]=ctrlend)/END3
[31] +(2WIN{1]=enter)/END1
Ca2] >(DNS+(ZWIN[ 1 J=tab)v (2WIN[ 1 ]=desr)vZWIN[ 1J=resr)/DN a DowW Scroll
£33] +(UPS+(ZWIN[1)= tab)v(ZWIN[1)]=ucsr)vZWin[ilslesr)/UP a UP Scroll
 

(34) +prs
[35] a ---- 4% Actions
(36] a D¥++scroll up or cursor down. UP++scrl down or cursor up[37] @ END2++esc - abort, ENDi«+selection & in ZWIN(2](a8) DN:UPS+0 © +(NSPVTOP=SUL)/ML a Can't scroll so Move Lwin
[39] TOP+TOP+1 © +RED a Scroll up 1 line & + RED(40) UP:DNS+0 © +(NSPVTOP=SDL)/ML a Can't scroll so Move Lwin
(41) POP+TOP-1 0 +RED A Scroll down 1 line & + RED(42] ML:LWIN+|SR|LWIN+DNS-UPS 0 +DIS aCycle focus in direction req'd
[43] ENDL: SSRUTOP+LWIN; ]+,(2 2 eAT,AS,AE,AA)( (SSR [TOP+LWIN;11]=45};] a AT, aSare normal & AF,AA highlight colours
C4u] a SRe+Selected Screen Row(s) markedCu5]  RWINC; 6 7]+SSRUTOP+tSR;] a Highlight selected rows
[46] +DrsS a To exit on first selection COMMENT THIS OUT
C47) END3:Re(SSRE;1}=4S)/cTRS a Output selected rows
(48) END2:+(1*TEST)/1+0LC © ☜1 DISMSG BOX ☁PEST RESULT FROM BOF IS ',4R

8 DISHSG displays a message and waits for enter
C49] WINDOW QWPUT OLDSCR

v

VY R+ROWCOL SHOWHELP H;XS8;WINDOW;SR;SC(1] a Displays mat H for item that ends at ROW,COL 8 JAN 1999(2] 8 # is (semi-global) name of help panel
(31 a R is the old contents of window
{4} a OFO must be zero (set by BOF or BOFS the calling fn)
[5] « SR & SC could be added to the left arg if neededt6] Hea,H 0 SRe24 0 SC+80aGet panel SR, SC++Screen Rows/Cols
C7] +(~PEST)/QLC+1 © ☜1 DISMSG BOX('ROWCOL<+' + VROWCOL) ,'pHe>' FH
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[8] +(SC<ROWCOLL1]+714pH)/TOOBIG © +{SR<1tpH)/TOOBIG
[9] ADi+(SReXS+(14pH)+1tROWCOL)/ADJ a If too big +ADd
[10] WINDOW+ROWCOL, pH[11] R+WINDOW OWGET 4(12] wWInDow QweuT H,C1.S5]0A¥LaHx] © +0
[13] ADJ:XS*XS-SR A XS is no of lines H must be moved up
[14] ROWCOL+ROWCOL-XS,0 © +AL a Move window start up to fit
[1S] TOOBIG:H+BOX ☁Sorry help panel too big to fit' « +AL

v

v ROWCOL REMHELP OHS;XS;WINDOW;SR;SC
[1] a Removes help for item ending at ROW,COL 20 AUG 1998
[2] » OHS is previous contents of help panel
[3] a NB SR & SC must be set at same values as in SHOWHELP
{4] » They could be added to the left argument if needed
(5] a NB OI0e+0, set by BOFS which calls this fn
{6]  SR+24 0 SC+79 a SR, SC++ Screen Rows/Cols
[7] +(SR<XS+(14pOHS)+1+ROWCOL)/ADJ a If too big +ADI
[8] OK:WINDOW+ROWCOL ,pOHS
[9] WINDOW OWPUT OHS
C10] +0
(4i] ADJ:XS+XS-SR a XS8 is no of lines OHS must be moved up
[iz] ROWCOL+ROWCOL-XS,0 8 Move window start up
{13] +0x

v

v RANGE BCHART SOF; bAR;CHARS;DISP;0I0
[1] «@ Display of progress - 15 NOV 98
[2] a RANGE is total run SOF is progress so far
[3] a Fixed posn allows calling function to save and restore
[5] a screen at the end of the task whose progress is shown.
Cs} Oro+0
[6] DISP+BOxX 1 6O pQ4v[1761
俉7] 455 3 64 DWPor DIsP,[1.5)04V[4H]
[8] BAR+(CHARS+[60xSOF+RANGE )/OA¥[ 219]
(9] (16 7 4 ,CHARS)QWPUT((1,CHARS)pBAR),(1.5]0A¥{44)
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Namespaces: New Gem From Old Roots
by Alexander Balako

Email: abalako @ infostroy.ru

Introduction
The mostinteresting object, since nested arrays were implemented, is (in myopinion) the Namespace object. It was implemented by Dyadic Systems Ltd. inDyalog APL Version 6. 1 think that developers do not use the full power of thisobject for several reasons. In this article I want to describe some features ofnamespace programming technologies that can make easy-to-program utilityfunctions using namespaces.

Using Complex Names
WhatdoI call complex names? Lookat the example :

)ns Namet
#.Namet

)ns Namei.Name2
#.Namei.Name2

)ns Name3
#,Namea

Jas Namey
#.Name4y

Name... Aei
Namei.Name2.A+2
Name3.A+3
Name.A+4

Here we create 4 namespaces and 4 variables A with different values.A simplecall to these variables is described below:
#.Namei.A

i
#.Name1.Name2.4

2
#,Name3.A

3
#.Nameu A

y

Nothinginteresting there. Yes?
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And now try to type in the session the next example:
#.Name1.Name2.#.Name3.##.Nameu.A a (A)

Whatvalue did you get? Yes, this call is equal to the call:

#.Namey.A a (B)
4

Icall Line (A) a ☜Complex☝call, line (B) a simple call.

Using Complex Calls
Using complex calls is illustrated by the examples below.
If you putall the functions to create GUI objects in the namespace #.WUTIL and
try to create some of them from another namespace:

\NS #.WUTIL
#.WUTIL

CS #.WUTIL
# WUTIL

vCreateForm{Q]v
Col CreateForm Name
[1] Name OWC'Form' ☁Example'('Posnt 10 10)('Size' 50 60)

yes #
#

Here we initialise in namespace #.WUTIL the function CreateForm that will
create a form atposition 10 10 with size 50 60.

INS #.APP
#. APP

)CS #.APP
#.APP

#.WUTIL.CreateForm 'Formi'
and wecall this function from namespace # . APP. But what happened: where was
☁Form!☂ created?

O+ONL 9
Notin the current namespace.It is created in the namespace #.WUTIL.

O+#.WUTIL.ONE 9
Form1
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Now change your function CreateForm asfollows:
JCS #.WUTIL

# WUTIL
vCreateForm[DI]vV

fo] CreateForm Name
{41 Name«(QIO>0NSI),'.',Name a Take old namespace name andadd to Name
{2] Name OWC'Form' 'Example'('Posn' 10 10)('Size' 50 60)

And now try to call it:
JCS #.APP

#,.APP
#.WUTIE.CreateForm 'Formi'O+ONE 9

Formi

Line [1] of CreateForm changes the left argument from ☁Formt☂ to☁# APP. Form☂; if we call it with a left argument of ☁##.APP.Form1☂this linechanges it to ☁#.APP.##.4APP.Form1☂. So the form is relative to the currentnamespace.
Now using the complex name technique wecan create a form where we wanttocreateit. Even if wecall the function from the same namespace:

\CS #.WUTIL
#,WUTIL

CreateForm 'Formi'
O+ON¥2 9

Form.

Conclusion
I think that this little paper does not complete all the possibilities of usingnamespaces. Let☂s play with APL,
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WindowsBMPFiles and J
by Brook Anthony Schofield

Email: Brook.Schofield @ utas.edu.au

Introduction
The purposeof this article is to describe my adventures with J in an attempt to
create a script to run length encode (RLE) a Windows Device Independent Bitmap
(DIB)file, which is more commonly known as a Bitmap or BMP.
The adventure began during a unit while studying for the final year of my degree.
An exercise was proposed to explore functional programming andcreate a script
that can functionally perform a task in the style used by the J programming
languagerather than theclassical imperative programming thatis usually taught.
Thetask I selected, as described above, wasto run length encode a bitmap image
file.
Since ] is designed along the samelines as APLas an array processing language I
thought that a functional implementation of RLE would be relatively easy
especially since a bitmap is described as ☜an image stored as an array of bits☝ by
the WindowsUser Guide.
For avid readers of Vector you may notice thatthetitle of this article is similar to
one which appeared in Vector Volume 10, No.1, p.80 by Ray Cannon, entitled
☜Windows BMP BitmapFiles and APL☝.
While thisarticle isn☂t a re-implementation of the topics covered in Ray☂s article it
is based on a sentence from it:

☜Since compressing and expansion of bitmapsis best carried out in a compiled
language,it is not discussed further.☝

While it may be best carried out in a compiled language, run length encoding is
one of the simplest forms of compression and with the array processing features
of the J programming language the tasks to implementthis form of compression
should berelatively simple.
This article starts with an outline of the structure of Microsoft Windowsdevice
independentbitmapfiles (BMP) and the formatfor run length encoding (RLE).
This is followed by examplesof J functions used for the manipulation of images in
relation to the WindowsBitmap specifications for run length encoding.
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Bitmaps
Microsoft Windowsversion 3.0 defined a standard for bitmapfiles and it has beenin use ever since. There is also a bitmap ☜standard☝ for OS/2 machines, which isonly slightly different from the Microsoft specification. These differences makethe functions, described in this article, incompatible with the OS/2 formatat thecurrent time.

The Windows Device Independent Bitmap Format
Windowssupports 4 differentlevels of colour in its Bitmaps:

* 1-bit, providing 2 colours which is often monochrome.
* 4-bit, providing 16 colours.
* 8-bit, providing 256 colours.
* 24-bit, providing 16.7 million colours.

Only 4 and 8-bit imagesallow compression using run length encoding and only8-bit images have been usedfor the implementation of run length encodingwithin this article.
Both 4 and 8-bit encoding methodsare described, with emphasis on the 8-bitmethodand howitrelates to the J functions used for RLE image compression.
Bitmap data structures
Each Windows BMPfile contains a file header, an information header, a colourtable and bitmapbits; each of these are described below.
 

 

 

 

   
Offset Size Microsoft name Description

0 2| bflype The character BM for bitmap (66 77)
2 4

|

bfSize Thetotalsize of the file
6 4| bfReserved1/2 Reserved, must be set to zero

10 4) bfOffBits Theoffsetto the bitmapbits from| the beginningofthefile. |    Table-1; Windows Bitmap File Header
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The purposeof the WindowsBitmapfile headeris to store thefile type, size of the
image andan offsetto the start of the image data.
The WindowsBitmap file header doesn☂t need to be modified within the context
of the Bitmap to RLE conversion, or vice-versa.
The bfSize double-word is based on the uncompressed size of the image, and
since it is already set within the file it does not need to be modified, no matter
whetherthefile is being compressed or decompressed.
The Windows Bitmap information header is modified within the manipulation
functions because the information header contains a flag for the compression
scheme. Althoughit is a 4-byte field there is only the option for uncompressed
bitmaps or RLE images, represented by a 0 or 1 respectively, on the 16"bit.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Offset Size Microsoft name Description
0 4 biSize Thesize of this structure in bytes
4 4 biWidth The width of the bitmapin pixels
8 4 biHeight The heightof the bitmapin pixels
12 2 biPlanes Number ofcolour planes, set to 1
14 2 biBitCount Colour bits per pixel. 148 or 24
16 4 biCompression Code for the compression scheme
20 4 biSizelmage Size of the bitmapbits in bytes
24 4 biXPelsPerMeter Horizontal resolution in pixels per metre
28 4 biYPelsPerMeter Vertical resolution in pixels per metre
32 4 biClrUsed Numberof colours defined in the pallet
36 4 biClImportant Numberof important coloursin the image      

Table-2: WindowsBitmap Information Header
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The function below uses toRLE to manipulate the header to set the 30☝ bit to 1,
i.e. the 16☝ bitof the information headerafter the 12-bit file header.

toRLE =: 18}
head2rle =: (30 toRLE @(header {. nd@tl))sheader }. nd @ tl

The head2rLe copies the header information to the left hand side (LHS) of the
boxed values so they will not be altered by the encoding or decoding process as
they are applied to the remaining boxed data. As stated,it sets the 30 element of
the header (biCompression) to either 0 or 1 when converting from run length
encoding or uncompressed bitmaps respectively.
The biSize is 40 for Windows DIBs and 12 for OS/2 DIBs, this causes an
incompatibility between the current scripts if used with OS/2 bitmapfiles.
The colour table is used to specify the colours used within a bitmap image. This
table is of no importance to the compression or decompression of bitmap images,
but the integrity of the table has to be maintained. This is handled by the header
function when called by the head2bmp or head2r le functions.

header =: 6H 8f +4828 a 28&{ @nd e@ tl

The headerfunction calculatesthe offset to the bitmap data by determiningthe bit
depth of the image and then bytes that the colour table consumes. For 8-bit
imagesthe colourtableis alwaysstatic, but this allows the scripts to be used with
4-bit imagesto makethis function more general.
 

 

 

 

 

Offset Size Microsoft name Description
0 1| rgbBlue Blueintensity in the range 0-255
1 1 rgbGreen Green intensity in the range 0-255
2 1 rgbRed Redintensity in the range 0-255
3 1 rgbReserved Set to 0      

Table-3: Windows Bitmap Colour Table

OS/2 DIBs use an RGBtriplet rather than the Windows 4-byte entry. This also
causes a problem to the currentscripts, if they where used on OS/2 bitmaps.
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Run Length Encoding of Bitmap Files
Run Length Encoding (RLE) is only available for 4-bit and 8-bit images within the
Windows BMP Specification. There are two forms of encoding within RLE:

* Encoded Mode
* Absolute Mode

Encoded Mode consists of two bytes, the first specifying the number of
consecutive pixels to be drawn using the colour index which is specified by the
second byte.
Absolute Mode is an escape sequence from Encoded Mode wherethefirst byte is
zero. The succeeding byte specifies one of four actions:

0 End of Line
1 Endof Bitmap
2 A delta designated by two bytes which form unsigned valuesfor the

horizontal and vertical offsets to the next pixel from the current position. The
area skipped is drawn in the backgroundcolour of the image.

3 Any valuethatis three or greateris taken as the numberof bytes to be drawn
verbatim, since there is no run of commonpixels.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Compressed Data Expanded Data
03 04 040
091E 1E1EIEIE1
05 06 06060
00 00 End of Line

00 01 End of RLE bitmap
00 02 05 01 Move5 right and 1 down
00 06 45 56 67 00 455667    

Yable-4: 4-bit Run Length Encoded Data
The third (number 2) absolute modeoption is not implemented within this article
and the fourth option is only implemented for decompression, not encoding.
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Below is an example of some bitmap data in compressed and expanded format.
The data in Table-4 is for 4-bit bitmap image data. The main difference between 4
and 8-bit image data is that thelatter is stored per byte, while the formeris stored
per nibble. A nibble being the high and low order 4-bits of a byte.

nibbles =: 16 16 & #:

The above function can be used to split the high and low order nibbles of a byte
so that they can be treated separately. 4-bit images will not be the topic of any
further discussion.
The data for 8-bit images, which is the format catered for by the script, allows
each byte to representeither a pixel (uncompressed bitmap) or an encoded mode
contro] which will ultimately represent a pixel.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Compressed Data Expanded Data
03 04 04 04 04
09 1E TE 1E 1E 1E 1E 18 1E 1E 1E
05 06 06 06 06 06 06
00 00 Endof Line
0001 End of RLE bitmap
00 02 05 01 Move5 right and 1 down
00 03 45 56 67 00 45 56 67   

Table-5: 8-bit Run Length Encoded Data

Handling Files
File handlingis performed using the read and write functions:

read =: 11:1@<

boxed =: '' &; @ read
write =: t}:2<

writing =: write~ "1 bd @ hd
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These functions read in the data from a specified file name and box the data as
explained in the Iteration section below. The writing of the data calls on a utility
function to return a binary versionof the data from numeric data.

Utility Functions
Various utility functions are used throughoutthe J script. The explanation given
to each within the Appendix is sufficient for their operation, they will be
explained further in their appropriate sections.

Iteration
Iteration is used extensively within the script to automate the encoding/decoding
of arrays of data. This is accomplished by executing a function to the power of
infinity. The stopping condition for this is achieved when the sameresult is
returned twice by the function. This is demonstrated in the example below:

bmp2rle =: writing ]*do_encode@. (*@#@tL)4:_ @ haad2rle @ boxed

The do_encode function is called via the use of a gerund (*). The gerund is
triggered by returning the signum ofthetally of the tail of the input data. When
data is present in the right hand side (RHS) of the boxed data the function will be
called repeatedly. Once the data on the RHS has become exhausted the gerund
will call the ] operator which will simply return the previous value andtherefore
halt the otherwise infinite loop. This style of iteration is used throughout the
script.
 

66 77 86 8200000054400 40000 200000100000108010003278    
Table-6: Boxed Data Structure For Iteration

Above is a boxed version of the input data (being displayed in numerical data
format rather than binary). The left hand side (LHS) boxis initially empty. As
data is transferred from one side of boxed list to the other, the function is re-
called, with the result being further encoded data added to the LHS of the boxed.
data and fewer elements remaining in the RHS ofthe data.

Bitmap Compression
The functions used for the compression of the bitmap data match the elementsin
the data to be processed, up to a maximum of 255 matches, as that is the largest
value that can be stored as an 8-byte value.
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match =: E.~ {,

matches =: 255 &<, @ i, & 0 @ match

These matches are combined with the element that they are matching on, to form
a run length encodedpixel representation.
 

+12 182 34 34 34 34 34 255 255 192 13 52 52 52 182 182 52 182 17 17 17 63 63 63...    
Taking the example above, the boxed data contains some encoded data on the
LHS and some uncompressed. data on the right hand side (RHS). The matching
process will return five instances of 34, so after the next iteration of the function
the data will be as follows:
 

+12 182534 255 255 192 13 52 52 52 182 182 52 182 17 17 17 63 63 63 63 63 63...    
 

These functions are combined to create an encode function which is passed a boxed
versionof a single line of the bitmap image which is then iterated upon within the
inner_Lloop function.
mh =: matches , {.
mt =: },~ matches
mtotalhd =: (mh @ tl ,@:(,"f~) hd}smt @ tl

inner_loop =: (]*mtotalhd@. (x@¥etl) 4:_)
The inner_loop function is called from another iterative loop, on the
do_encode function. The result of each iteration is a boxed version of the data,
which is slightly modified through the matching of the data at the head of the
RHSand then removingthat data from the next instance of the boxed data.

convert_a_line =: 0 O&[ ,"i~ hd,"{ hd@inner_loop@boxw
remove_a_line =: padding @ getw }, tl
do_encode =: convert_a_lina ; remove_a_line

The padding utility function is used in the remove_a_line function to ensure
that any padding material is removed from the RLE image. Bitmap images have
to end their lines on 32-byte boundaries and therefore there can be up to 3-bytes
of data that is unwanted from eachline of an image. Padding data is generally
random, taken from undefined memory locations.
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Bitmap Decompression
The decoding of a RLE bitmap image is more time and memory consuming than
the encodingof it. The reason being that while you know the width of the BMP
image you don☂t know how manyelements you will need to process until you
have reached the end of a line. Remembering that bitmap images must havetheir
lines end on a 32-byte boundary.
The copy functions below are used to remove elements from the RHS of the
boxed data, usually in groups of two, and expand them totheir original values.

lit =: ({.28}.)~ (. @ }.
epy =: {. #{. @}.
copy =: Lit*epy@, (*@{.)

The cut functions have to remove the same number of elements from the RHS of
the data, that are being copied into the expanded data box.

chop =: }.~ 2&0 + padding2 @ {. @ }.
trunc =: 28},

cut =: chop'trunc®, (*@{,)
The chop command is taking into account the Absolute Mode options for
replication of uncompressed data and removing any padding data that may exist.

padit =: padbmp*empty@.(({8{ *@>, oz{)@tl)
padbmp =: 18[ #- pad4 © gatw

empty =: ''8C
The added complexity of the padit function is to cater for the instance where
End ofLine (zero zero) is found so that the image can be padded outto the correct
numberof bytes.

do_decode =: (copy @ tl ,@:(,"1~) hd , padit}s cut @ tl

Theentire do_decode function is shown above, which encompassesall the
described decoding functions.
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Processing the Bitmap Image Information
In order to process and bitmap or run length encode bitmap files the following
functions can be executed:

☁output.bmp' bmp2rte ☁input.bmp'

bmp2r Le will process an uncompressed bitmap file in input.bmp and encode the
data and outputa valid run length encoded bmp imageinto output.bmp.

☁output.bmp' rle2bmp ☁input.bmp'

rle2bmp will process a compressed bitmapfile in input.bmp and decode the data
and outputa valid bitmap image into output.bmp.

Notes on J
The code was written using J version 4.01a and uses some operators that do not
work under older versions of J, such as version 3.
The code does not require you to run under Microsoft Windows晳, in fact all
testing was performed on a Macintosh晳. This is why example file paths are
incomplete, as they will needto belocalised for your system type.
It is recommendedthat you have a bitmap image viewer/manipulatoravailable if
you wish to test the code and view the outputfiles.
All the code was written functionally, and it is intended that you use the
functions interactively for the processing of your images. Also note that the
process can be time-consuming depending on your machine type and the size of
the image that you are attempting to manipulate.

Conclusion
Microsoft Device Independent Bitmapsare relatively simple in format and can be
easily converted from uncompressed to compressed versions for both 4 and 8 bit
images which support compression.
As a further exercise to the reader, you maylike to attempt the implementation of
4-bit RLE of bitmaps based on the principles described in this article, the author
would loveto hear of any attempts made. Also since the functions do not support
OS/2 DIBs, modifications to the functions to support these, and possibly otherfile
formats, would be a worth while exercise.
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Appendix - Code
NB. File Input Output
NB. read in data from a file and box it up
read *: 11]:1@<
boxed =: ☁' &; @ read
NB. write unboxed binary data to a file
write s: 1):2<
writing =: write~ ☜1 bd @ hd

NB. Utility Functions
NB. get the head (first box) or tail (second box)
hd =: ,@ (>@}:)
th a: ,@ (>@{:)
NB. returns ☁numeric data☂ for comparison operations
nd #: a.8i.
NB. translates ☁numeric data☂ back into binary data
bd =: { & a.
NB. get the width of the image from the 18th element of the haader
getw =: 18&8{ ☜1 @ hd
NB. get a boxed version of width elements of the data
boxw =: '☁&{sgetw {. tl
NB. pad the data out to two or four bytes for various functions
padt =: (0 3 2 18[) {~ 48
paddingt =: + padspad2 =: (0 18f) {~ 281
padding2 =: + pad2
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NB. Header File Processing
NB. The first 54 bytes are BMP header information followed by a colour tabla
NB. the colour tables size is: 4 » 2abit depth
header =: 54 8C +42 C+ 2a a 288{ Onde tl
NB. change tha header information so that the image is a RLE or BMP image
toRLE =: 18}
head2rle =: (30 toRLE @(header {. Nd@tl)};header }. nd © tl
toBMP =: 0&}
head2bmp =: (30 toBMP @ (header {. Nd@tl));header }. nd @ tl

NB. RLES -> BMPB
NB. function for processing a file from a RLE encoded image to a BMP image.
rle2bmp =: writing ]☜do_decode@, (x@#@tL)4:_ @ head2bmp @ boxed

NB. decode the RLE bit patterns which are either Literal or copied
lit ({.28}.)~ (. @ }.
cpy =: {. #{. @ }.
copy =: Lit *cpy@.(*e@{.)
NB. cut the decoded lines from the data to be processed
chop =: }.~ 2&[ + padding2 @ {. @ }.
trune 28}.
cut =: chop *trunc®, (s@{.)
NB. place padding bits for 32bit word at the end of the Line for a BMP
padit =: padbmp*empty@.((18{ *@>. 0&{)e@etl)
padbmp =: 1&[ #~ pad+ @ getw
empty =: ☁☁&[
NB. encapsulate the processing so that it can be iterated upon
do_decode =: (copy @ tl ,@:(,"i~) hd , padit); cut @ tl

  
  

NB. BMPS -> RLE8
NB. function for pracessing a file from a BMP image to a RLE encoded image.
bmp2rte =: writing ]*do_encode®. (*@#@tL)}4:_ @ head2rle @ boxed
NB. determine the value to match on for a run of data, maximum 255 matches
match =: E.~ {.
matches =: 255 &<. @ i, & 0 @ match
NB. the number of matches at the head and the value matched on
mh =: matches , {.
NB. drop the number of matches from the tail/input data
mt =: }.~ matches
NB. the match head total should be boxed the same as the presented data for
iteration
mtotalhd =: (mh @ th ,@:(,"1-) hd) smt @ tl
inner_loop =: (]*mtotalhd@. (s@#e@tl) «:_)
NB. return the new head of the box
convert_a_line =: 0 O&[ ,☜1~ hd,"1 hd@inner_Loop@boxw
NB. return the new tail of the box
remove_a_line =: padding+ @ getw }. tl
N&. encapsulate the processing so that it can be iterated upon
do_encode =: convert_a_line ; remove_a_line
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TECHNICAL SECTION
This section of VECTORis aimedprincipally at those of our readers who already
know APL.It will contain itemsto interest people with differing degrees of
fluency in APL.
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Hacker☂s Corner: A Special Locator
in DyalogAPL/W

by Joachim Hoffmann (jeho@ping.at)

Imagine you have to implementa special locator functionality inside a subform,
where the locator should change its cursor to indicate if it is over a valid or
invalid target object. So the user should see where it makes sense to drop his
locator. Also you want to draw a special locatorline, e.g. a dogleg instead of a
straightline.
I solved this problem with some tricky OWA calls to the Windows API. On
Objects where the locator is started a MouseDownhandler returns 0 in order to
interrupt the default mouse processing on the start-object. The samecallback also
sets the mouse capture via User32|SetCapture on the parent form. This has the
effect that from now on all mouseevents are processed by the parent form. This is
where the MouseMove handler of the parent form starts to do its work. It checks
on each call if the mouse is waved over a valid target object and sets the
appropriate cursor on the parent form. On the MouseUp of the parent form the
MouseMovehandleris deactivated and the appropriate action is taken depending
on where the locator was dropped, or in an even more object-oriented design an
EndLocator event could befired.
And as its MOST IMPORTANT action if releases the capture back to default
processing (user32|ReleaseCapture) so that the other objects can receive mouse
events again.I also set a global OTRAP,sothatin case of error the capture would
be released.

Vv InitQuadNACalis
[1] ONA'T user32.C32|WindowFromPoint {I I}!
[2] ONA'T user32.C32|ChildWindowFromPoint I {I I}!
{3] ONA'T user32.Ca2|GetCursorPos >{I I}!
Cu] GNA'T user32.C32}/ScreenToClient I ={I I}'
[5]
Ce] ONA'T usera2.C32|SetCapture I!
[7] OWA'I user32.俉32|ReleaseCapture!

v

In the MouseMovehandlerthe object under the cursor needsto be detected. As aprerequisite 1 have registered the handlesofall valid target objects in a globalvariable at creation time (obj OWG ☁handle☂ after DWC). The MouseMovehandler
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first queries the cursor position (user32 |GetCursorPos), which is then translated
from screen coordsto client coords of the parent form (user32 | ScreenToClient).

v xy+MousePosQna fAdI;r
{1] (cf xy)+GetCursorPos 2 ajust a dummy argument
(2] (r xy)«ScreenfoClient Adil xy

v
The position is then fed in turn into user32 | ChildWindowFromPoint (CWEP), in
order to query if there is a child window underthe cursor. Please beware that
CWFPalso returns deactivated and/or invisible child windows, which have to be
taken care of. (While writing this article 1 just found a new service called
ChildWindowFromPointEx, for which you can now specify whether it should
omit hidden or disabled child windows - at least it says so in MSDN Lib
April 99). So if CWFP returns a handle,it☂s a quick job to check it against the list
of valid targets. I had to use CWFP instead of the simpler version
WindowFrorePoint (WFP), because WFP only returned the handle of the APL
Session object.

v formhd! OnMouseMove msg;ps2;chdl;target_type
{1] av MouseMove-handler on parent form
[2] ps2+MousePosQna formhdi a x/y(!)} in parent form
C3] chdI«ChildWindowFromPoint formhdl ps2
C4] :If ~Oepchdl a if there is a child window
(5) DrawSpeciallocator spsi,[0.5]opsz
te] target_type+formhdl Checkfarget chdl
{7] SetCursor target_type a set Cursor prop on parent form
C8] :Else a no handle + outside of parent
{9] SetPorbiddenCursor 1
(10) :End

v

Usingthis technique J could implement quite an efficient locator with hit-testing.
This could also be used for a variety of special drag&drop operations.
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TECHNICAL
CORRESPONDENCE

From:Joseph De Kerf 24 May 1999
In recent paper[1], J. Sullivan extends in a very elegant way the domainof the
subscript of the Fibonacci numbers F, from positive integers to negative
integers, reals, and complex numbers.Just one remark.
Referring to my paper [2], he quite rightly notices that the function
FIB1 published in my paper, using only thefirst term of the golden section
formula, doesn☂t work for negative values of n, the function giving zeros:

VY F+FIB1 N;R
CA] Fe lO. 5+( FR} (0. 5x14+R+5 40.5 ae

v

tN4774113
☜6 ☜5 ☜#3 "2710123456

¥,(0.5] FIB1 N
6 75 ☜4 ☜39 "2710
9 0 0 0 0 990

- 123456112358
Hestates that ☜the values for negative n are the same in absolute value as those
for positive n, but the signs alternate☝ and ☜in order to generate values for
negative n as well as positive 1 you will need both termsof the golden section
formula☝, giving for that purposethe function FIB2:

VY F+*FIB2 N;R
CA} F+Lo.S+(4R)*((0.5x%14+R) 4H) -(0,.5x1-R+S00.5) a

v

N,CO.5} FIB1
☜6 ☜5 ☜4 ☜3 "2 ☜40123456
☜8 5 73 2 74 104123658

I don☂t agree. The fact that the values for negative n are the same in absolute
value as those for positive n, but with alternating signs, may be formalized by
the relation F_,=-(-1)"F,, .
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This meansthat, using this relation we may calculate F_, from F,, by giving its
value the appropriate sign, while calculating F, only needs the first term.
Incorporating the relation in FIB1, we get for instance the function FIB3:

Vv F<FIB3 N;R
C1] Pe( ix ( N41) x50) )*L0.54+(4R) K (0. 5x14+R+5 40.5) 4 |Nv

¥,({0.5] FIBi WN
☜6 ☜S ☜G4 ☜3 "2 "14014234556
va 5 73 2 74 10112358
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From: Peter Donnelly May 24 1999
☜Knowledge, Age and Experience are no Substitute for Good Fortune☝

or

☜How,in the end, Bill wins ♥ you lose☝
I now knowthecause of my embarrassingfailure last Friday [at the AGM].
Given time, ] had intended to close my talk with a demonstration that showed
how a Dyalog APL ActiveX control (and DYALOG.DLL,if necessary) getsdownloadedand installed by Internet Explorerif it is not already present on the
user☂s PC. Whenthis occurs, the packaged ActiveX control file (DUAL.CAB) is
downloaded and decompressed, then DUAL.OCX is copied into the
Windows\System directory and registered.
On Friday morning, having tested both mechanismsforinstalling DUAL.OCX
(saving from Dyalog APL and downloading from the Internet), I de-installed the
DUAL.OCX in Windows\System (using the standard Microsoft tool
REGSVR32.EXE) and erased DUAL.OCX from the Windows\System directory.I
then re-saved andre-registered DUAL.OCX (in d:\dyalog82) from Dyalog APL.
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Being knowledgeable, elderly and experienced, and knowingBill☂s propensity
for fun at my expense,I verified that everything was registered correctly using
OLEVIEW.EXE and I checked that DUAL worked in Visual Basic. Happy as a
sandboy, I then packed up my laptopandleft for the gig.
As we know, during mytalk that afternoon to the BAA, my proudly presented
DUAL.OCXfailed to load in IE4, leaving egg on my face and undisguised mirth
at the back of the room.
The explanationis simple ...
WhenIE4 downloadsandinstalls an ActiveX control from the Internet, it records
information keyed by its Class!D in (waitforit ...)

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Code Store Database\
Distribution Units\

It is this information that IE4 gubsequently uses whenit sees an ActiveX control
in a webpage, conveniently ignoringthe official ActiveX registration data.
Thad installed DUAL.OCX from the Internet that very morning (as a test) then
completely removed/de-installed it before re-installing directly from APL. An
ActiveX control is responsible for creating/removing the entries that are
officially required for ActiveX registration, and Dyalog APL fully conforms in
this respect. However, it is a little unreasonable to expect APL to remove
undocumented entries created by recalcitrant Microsoft products. As usual, Bill
seemsto be ignoring his own rules.
My DUAL.OCX demo failed because IE4 was looking for DUAL.OCX in
C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM,usingthe registry entries that IE4 haditself previously
recorded in the Code Store Databasesection. In these circumstances, it seems that
IE4 blithely ignores the official documentedregistry entries that are required by
the ActiveX protocol, which in this case correctly pointed to C:\DYALOG82\,
DUAL.OCX.
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At Play With J: New Big Deal
by Eugene McDonnell, with major contributionfrom Roger Hui

Chris Burke was displeased, to begin with. He hadtried J☂s deal with a smallleft
argumentanda very large right argument, and this took a perceptibly long time.
Hetried it with a larger argument and wastold he had run outof space. Hetried
it with a still larger argument, and wastold he had exceeded deal☂s limits. He
wrote to Roger Hui aboutthese distressing circumstances, showing him several
examples:

{time=:6!:2) '1 ? 4e7' NB, this takes too long0.93
1? 1e8

tout of memory
} 4 27400000000

167 1e9
{limit error
{ 1 ?4000000000

Roger's first thought was how to get around this limitation. Hesaid that if the
left argumentis much smaller than the right Chris would bebetter off just doing
?x$y ; because deal allocates a boolean vector of length y to compute unique
answers in the result of x?y. Thus a very large y would give the results Chris
noted. He forwarded Chris☂s message to me, copying Chris, with the message
☜Perhaps Eugene can comment.☝
I checkedtheliterature on my shelf but couldn☂t find any worthwhile ☜selection
without replacement☝ algorithms. I then remembered the very early days of
APL\360, before deal was made a primitive ~ some time in 1966, perhaps. I had
written a defined function to perform deal, using an algorithm that was quite
fast. I remembered it vaguely, and thought that with it ] might be able to do
better with J. I wrote one, tried it out on a dozen or so cases, then communicated
it to Chris and Roger:

deal =: dyad define
NB. experimental deal
NB. for small x. and very large y.
count =: 0
t=. 1.0
k =. 1.1 NB, adjust as you see fit
NB. maybe make it a function of y.
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us. >. K* xX,
whilst. (# t}) < x. do.
taoPudsey.
count =: count + 41
end.
x. {. t
)

 

As youcansee, I was uncertain about the factor 1.1. I had put a counter in to see
how often more than one execution of the whilst section was needed.In the few
dozen cases I tried, there were none. Happily, the timings showed a large
improvementover current deal for Chris☂s cases: the cases that were slow were
muchfaster, and the range of the right argument was significantly extended.
Here are the timings I experienced:

time 晳1 7 1e7'
4.07

100 time '41 deal ite7'
0

4000 time '4 deal ie7!
0.00044

1000 time '1 deal tes!
0.00044

4000 time 'i deal fes!
0.00044

1000 time 1100 deal 1e7!
0.00082

count
i

1000 time ☁100 deal ies☂
0.00076

count
1

1000 time 1100 deal ieg'
9.00083

count
4

ts=; 61:2 , 71:20] NB, time and space
100 ts '41?1e7"'

Oo 2240
100 ts '4?1e8!

0 2240
100 ts 'i?iegt

0.0005 2240
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100 ts '100?4e7!
0.0005 4288

100 ts '100?1e8'
0,0005 4288

ico ts '100?1e9!
0.0005 4288

Roger thought this was neat. He implemented my algorithm, invoked when
x<0. 01*y, He rewrote myalgorithm,simplifyingit:

deal =: dyad define
Us: >, 1.1 * xX,
while. x.># t=. ~. ? u # y. do. end.
Xf. t
}

His C implementation looked like this:
Static A bigdeal(m,n)I m,n; {A t,x,y;
RZ (x=se ((I) floor (1,11*m)));
RZ(y=se(n));
do {RZ (t=nub (roll (reshape (x,y))));}while(m>AN(t));
R vec(INT,m,AV(t));

} /* E.E. McDonnell circa 1966, small m and large n */
But he worried that this would runinto the birthday problem, which getsits
name from its most celebrated instance, that the oddsare in your favourif you
bet that in a group of 23 or more people at least two of them will have the same
birthday. The greater the numberof people, of course, the higher the probability
that this will occur. With more than 365 people, the probability is certain, or 1,
since the pigeon hole principle dictates that if you have x pigeonholes and y
pigeons, with x less than y, at least one of the pigeonholes will have more than
one pigeon in it. What Roger wanted to know was, whatis the value of x asa
function of y where the probability of a duplicate appearing was 0.5. If he had
this information, he could make the multiplier more accurate. Perhaps 1.11
wasn☂t good enough.
I wrote the following:

Hui_test =: dyad define
tests =: 0
successes =: 0
whilst, 1000 > tests =, >: tests do.
successes =: successes + *,/~:?x.$y.
end.
<. 100 * 0,001 * successes)
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T ran this test for y in all of the hundreds, thousands, ten thousands, hundred
thousands, millions, and 10,000,000 and 20,000,000. To makeit easier to digestT☂ll
only show theresults for y=: 1002 3 4 § 6 7, Theotherresults are consistent
with these.

y x
100 12

1000 a7
10000 116

100000 43706
1000000 1180

1oo00000 3740

I thought this looked roughly like a square root relationship so tried a fewmanoeuvres:
ay10 34,6228 100 316.228 1000 3162.28
Bri,agny

11.8922 97.4166 118.322 374,166 1183.22 3741.66

This was quite a good fit, and shows: i
y = (x42) % 1.4
Xo hr ibe y

to a close approximation. | communicatedthese results to Roger. Hestudied thisand wasable to apply some moretheory toit, and wrote back to me: in choosingm items from a universe of n items, the probability of all the m items distinct is(+/n-i.m) % (nem). The numerator is the number of ways of choosing mdistinct items; the denominatoris the numberof waysof choosing m items. Thus:
(#/n-i.m) % (nam) (a)(*/n-i.m) % («/m$n)*/ (n-i.m) % (msn)
*/ (n-i.m) %n
f=: (Cs */ 1 % 1.8L --]

22 23 f"0 ] 365 NB. the classic birthday problem
0.524305 0.492703

Thefirst m for which m f n is less than 0.5,is:
44+ (0,5 > #/\ nM n - ion) i. 4
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fis: >: @ (1.81) @ (0.5a>) @ (*#/\) @ (LC HC - i.)
fi 365

23
ne: , (,1044 2 3 4 S)*/i 24 8
=: fi"o0 n

%: 1.4*n
io 5 3.74166
20 6 §.2915
40 8 7.48334
ao 11 (10,583

100 13 11.8322
200 17 16.7332
400 24 23.6643
B00 34 39,4664

1000 38 97,4166
2000 $3 52,915
4000 75 74,8931
8000 106 105,83

10000 119 118.322
20000 167 167.332
40000 236 236.643
a0000 344 334,664

100000 473 374,466
200000 527 529,15
400000 745 748,334
800000 105% 1058.3

 

For extremely large values of n, Roger saw thatthe function f1 is impractical to
compute, and he concludedthat a method based on rootfinding on the original
function f, using my approximation of m=: %: 1.4*n as aninitial guess,
would be moresuitable.

le? 3724
tes 11775
les 37234
2e9 52656

The end result was that Roger foundthat the rule J hadoriginally suggested of
switching to the ☜roll☝ algorithm for m?7n when m<0.01*n does run into the
birthday problem, and hereplaced it with the more accurate rule I had found
following his suggestion. There the matter rests, with one small postscript. As I
studied Roger☂s mathematics, particularly the phrase (*/n-i.m) in line (a)
above,I recalled J☂s ☜falling factorial☝ function. The J Dictionary defines this as
follows:

Thefit conjunction applies to 4 to yield a stope defined as follows: x!.k nis
*/x + kei, n.In particular, 41. _1 is the falling factorial function.
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Let me elaborate on this. Think of the caret («) as being defined in thefirst
instance as denoting a function of three arguments: a base, a count, and step.
Thencaret (base, count, step) is the product over base + step » integers count. For
example,

'base count step' =. 357
i. count

o123a4
step * i. count

Q 7 1% 24 28
base + step * i. count

3.10 17 24 431
*/ base + step » i. count

379440

caret =: monad define
NB. general caret function
NB. y. is a list of three values:
NB. base
NB, count
NB. step
☁base count factor' =, y.
*/ base + factor + i. step
)

caret(3 5 7)
379440

This generality hides the fact that there are really just three variations of
significantinterest, steps having values _1, 0, and 1. These three provide falling
factorials, steady factorials (powers) andrising factorials. Each of these has to do
with a product over count number of values, beginning with base, and
continuing with values increasing by step. See whatresults come with a base of 5
and a countof3, with each ofthe three significant step sizes:

caret 5 3 _1
66
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The case with step zero is the default case of caret, and is the power function. We
can usethe falling and steady factorial cases to write a more compactversion of
Hui☂s function f:

probdupes =: dyad define
NB. Probability of duplicates when drawing with
NB. replacement from among the first count integers
base =. X.
count =. y.
(base at,_1 count) % (base «1.0 count)
)
NB. simplified version of probdupe
pd =: al, 1 BA
NB. version exploiting family resemblances
pdx =: [: %/ *!._1 0

365 probdupes 230.492703
a65 pd 230.492703
365 pdx 230.492703

These functions fail when the values of the falling factorial get very large,
causing its value to exceed the maximum realvalue, and thus to be represented
by machineinfinity. When this happens, the steady factorial (power) value will
already be machineinfinity, and the quotientof two infinities is Not a Number, or
NaN. To get around this problem, use extended integers as arguments, and
extended precision inverse on the result. When the result is smaller than the
smallest nonzero number,a result of zero is forced:

365 pd 200 NB. result is NaN, from .% ♥
- xiar.i [ 365x pd 200x NB. result of zero is forced
Qo
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Purging NamePollution in APL+Win
by Ajay Askoolum

Variables in APL are global by default, but can be localised. {It may be preferable if
it were the other way round,}
Imagine a Windowsfront end managing a legacy back end. Legacy systems tend
to be badlywritten, and badly documented.
How doesthefront endclearthe debris left by the legacy system?
It is usually not practical to track all the variables created in the legacy system.
However,it is easy to identify the one function which starts the legacy system - it
is the one called by the front end.

1. Insert the word ProcPurge asthe first statementonthefirst executable line in
this function

2. Adda line with the word Purge at the end, ensuringthatthis function exits via
thelast line.

3. Localise Purge
Whatare ProcPurge and Purge?

Vv ProcPurge
1] a Ajay Askoolum
tz] © Opldef ('vPurge'.(,':',O0nl 2)~' '),Otcenl,☂{1]0 Opflex Oni 2v'

v

ProcPurgecreates a function Purge which localises all variables in the workspace
prior to calling the legacy system. Running the function Purge as the last thing
before returning to the front end wipes out all variables created by the legacy
system.

If the front endrelies on the variables created by the legacy system,initialise the
required variables prior to calling the legacy system. These variables will be
modified but will not be deleted.
By the sametoken,the legacy system can modify any variable that existed before
it started.
How doesthefront prevent the legacy systemfrom modifying its variables?
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Modify the ProcPurge function as shown below:
v ProcPurge

{1} a Ajay AskoolumC2] afldef (☁wPurge',(,';',Ond 2)~' '),Dtcnd,'£1]0 opfex Onl 2 © Legacy v!
v

Note the second statement on thefirst line of Purge, Legacy. This is the function
which starts the legacy system.
Thus, ProcPurgestarts the legacy system, protecting all variables in the work-
space. Be sure to run Purge whenreturning back to the front end.

Note
The above method will work for functions too (Gn1 3) and for both variables and
functions at the same time. Take care not to localise the function stated inProcPurge.
The catch? The length of the names of variables or functions (or both) separated
by ; and including the string ProcPurge must not exceed the maximum Jength of
32768 bytes.
Try it!
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Exact Horadam Numbers with a
Chebyshevish Accent

by Clifford A. Reiter (reiterc@lafayette.edu)

A recent paper by Joseph DeKerf illustrated the use of Binet type formulas for
computing Horadam numbers [1]. This was an effective demonstration of the
powerof those formulas and the grace of APL for implementation. That article
spurred my interest in the Horadam numbers~ a long neglected interest. One of
my earlier related interests was in computing very large Fibonacci numbers [6].
That work takes advantage of identities involving Fibonacci numbers but does
not directly use the Binet formula. Since the Binet formulas are mostnaturally
implemented with floating point computations, the computations are rapid, but of
finite precision, on most systems. Thus, my goal in this noteis to describe a very
different way of computing Horadam numbersand to implementthose ideasin J
where exact rational computations are available. Moreover, we will see several
additional examples of the pervasive nature of the Horadam numbers including a
glance at Chebyshev polynomials. The recursive algorithm that we will use also
illustrates a powerful J programming style. While matrix constructions of the
Fibonacci numbersare well known [2], the corresponding matrix constructions for
Horadam numbers are not nearly as well known,but they do appear [9].

Matrix View of Horadam Numbers.
Followingthe notation in [1], we will define the Horadam sequence by

Ay=p,Ho=q Any = SHy + Hy
However, the notation for these numbersvaries greatly. For example, Horadam
[8] and Rabinowitz [5] use a notation where the recursion contains a minus sign
and in many contexts it would be more convenient to begin the sequences with
H,. Notice that H,,as defined above depends upon p, q, r, and s in addition to n.
When weneed to emphasize someorall of that dependency, we can write pan
or git, for H,.
Werewrite the above recursion in matrix form as

H,, 0 1VHye4
Hina) re sh A, J
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Iterating this n-1 times, we see

Uke JGe)
Considering the initial condition, H, = p=1,H, =q=0, we see

(ekewna) \r sf 10
Likewise, when H, =p=0,H, =q=1, Wwe see

mG FG)TREES! r s 1
Putting these together, we have

( 10H, ese )-( iy
wo Anat ona r s

Since 7H, = p(y) + 4(oH,), we can compute general Horadam numbers by
0computing powers of the matrix W -( 1 . .; } In particular, ,,H,, is the dot

productof the vector <p, q> with the first row of W"?,
Moreover, the matrix identities W"☝ =(w")" and W""*" =W晳W"give rise to
powerfulidentities that allow one to skip many intermediate steps in computing
Horadam numbers. Indeed, in the Fibonacci case, identities arising from those
matrix relations give methods for rapid computation of very large Fibonacci
numbers[6]. The identities for the Horadam numbers may be written explicitly
and implemented (a worthwhile diversion - see Appendix B). However, we will
use the graceful array capabilities of J to utilize the matrix relations directly. In
particular, we will recursively compute even powers of W by W☝" =( ny and
compute the odd powers of Wusing W2"*! = WwW". In the next section we will
implementthese ideas.
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Horadam Numbersin J
Wefirst define functions that give the 0t and 1° powersof W.In all the functions
wedefinefor giving powers of W, wewill let the left argumentbethelist r,s and
the right argument be the ultimately desired power ♥ even though someof that
information is unused for these low powers.

wOsi (=1.2)"_
2 3 wO 50 th power ofW10O14
wi=:0 16,:@x:@[
JW=.2 3 wi 50 1h power ofW

o4
23

xart/ ys Matrix product
wx Ww

2 36 14
Next we consider the general cases for computing non-negative powers of W.
There are 4 cases according to whether the poweris 0, 1, a general even power, or
a general odd power. The function case distinguishes between these cases by
adding the power mod 2 to twice the result of the Boolean test: ☜is the power
greater than 12☝.

case=! 26} + +:@(1&<)
(,:case)i.8 Wesee how thefour cases depend on the power

o1234 567012832323
we=:[ x-@:w -:@] Even powers of W:the squareof the half power
wo=iwl x [ w <:@j Odd powers of W: Wtimes the previous power
we: wO*wi*we'wo@, (case@]) Agendaon thefour cases gives general powers
23aw2 w22 36 14
23 50 ws

§20158358287556139390S1137142 92628573203 2534U 39103474309
TES2571INGYOE5068878206948606 32990155543851594503961560051

Recall that the Horadam numbersare the dot productof the list p,q with the first
row of W""'. Wewill follow [1] and take the left argument of our Horadam
function to be thelist p,q,r,s. Thus 2&{. @[ gives p,q and _24{. @[ gives r,s.
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The definition of horadam maybe read as p,q dot product with thefirst row of
Ww"! We apply rank 1 0 since we expectthe left argumentto be a vector and the
right argumentto be the numberof the desired term in the sequence.

horadam=: (26{.@[ x .26{.@[ {.@w <:@J)"1 0

i 0 2 3 horadam 51
520158356267556133051137142

The following exact integers are consistent with the correct entries in the table in
the appendix of[1].

262 3 23 3 horadam 249 250 251
-14555783429306892804346756619027 8008 2182495258 305659996184 81

9
43667350287920678413 0402698570834 024654 748577491697 818855443

sxfmt 2 3 .a 3 horadam 249 250 251 Shortexact format-145557834...(60)...5939618481
0 vee (1)... Q4366735028... (60)... 7818855443

The function sxfmt is a utility for displaying the beginning and end ofexactintegers.It is convenient to use it when the numberofdigits is very large. These☜short exact format☝ expressions also include the number of decimal digits of theexact integer in parentheses. The definitions of sxfmt (short exact format) and arelated function, sxmfmt, (short exact matrix format) are given in Appendix Aandareavailable on-line [7].
Wecan also use the horadam fiction for non-integerp,9,1,5 and maintain exactcomputations since exact rational arithmeticis built-into J. The experiments beloware again consistent with the correct entries in the appropriate tablein [1].

xt 40.6 0,98 12.7225 _3.3 Change decimalto exact rational355 49r50 _1089r400 _33ri0
floats: xs☜: 1float x: .0.6 0.98 2.7225 3.3 Changeback to decimal0,6 0.98 _2.7225 3.3float (x: 0.6 0,98 _2.7225 _4.30) horadam 100 104 1020 3.39555e19 _1.12053e20
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Some Special Horadam Sequences
De Kerf [1] noted some special cases of Horadam numbers andotherspecial cases
are noted in [3,4]. We consider these to demonstrate the pervasiveness of the
Horadam numbers.

1 3 -1 2 horadam >:i.10 Arthimetic progressionstarting 13
13579 11 13 15 17 19

3 8 1 2 horadam >:i.10 Arthimetic progressionstarting 3 8
3.813 £8 23 28 33 38 43 4B

1 3.0 3 horadam >:i.10 Geometric progression
13 9 27 81 243 729 2187 6561 19683

4114 1 horadam >:i.10 Fibonacci numbers
14235 8 13 24 34 55

13 1 1 horadam >:i.10 Lucas numbers
2144 7 11 18 29 47 76 123

4 24 2 horadam >:i,10 Pell numbers
12 5 12 28 70 169 408 985 2378

131 2 horadam >:i.10 Pell-Lucas numbers
137 17 41 89 239 $77 1393 3363

1 4 2 4 horadam >:i.10 Jacobsthal numbers
1195 14 24 43 85 171 aut

4.5 2 4 horadam >: i.10 Jacobsthal-Lucas numbers
15 7 47 31 65 127 257 511 1025

In fact, because of the two-step recursive definition of the Horadam sequence,
manyotherclassical sequences and functions may be obtained from the Horadam
numbers. For example, the Chebyshev Polynomials [8] are recursively defined by

T,, (x) = 2xT,,_4(x)♥ T,,-2(x) where T(x) =1, T(x) =x, T(x) = 2x7 -1.
Thus, the value of T,,(x) is the mts Horadam number with p,q,7,5 equal tox,2x* -1,-1,2r.

chebyshev=: (, <:@+:@«: , 1: , +:)@J"0 horadam [

2 chebyshev 0.9 T,(0.9)
0.62
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load ☁plot!
$Y¥=:1 2 3 4 5 chebyshev"0 41 X=: _1+t: (i. %<1 100

5 100
plot X:¥

Figure 1 showsthe resulting plot of five Chebyshev polynomials. As one descends
justto the left of x=1, the 1s through the 5k Chebyshev polynomials are crossed in
order. Do you notice properties of these polynomials? Several can be observed.

 Toy
 

 

 
    
 
 

Figure 1. Five Chebyshev Polynomials

Timing andEfficiency
The efficiency of this matrix approach to computing Horadam numbersis of
interest. First, we can temporarily modify our function w so that we can see
which powers wererecursively called.
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In particular, we changew as follows.
wrses: (1!:2)&2 Write to screen function
we: wO*wi'we'wo@, (case@wrsc@]) Modified w
1 44 41 horadam 100

9g
98
4g
4B
24
12
6
3
2
1
384224848179261915075

Since there can never be two or more odd powers in a row, no more than
2log2(") recursive steps are required. Our approach could be improved in a
number of ways. We only used the top row of the highest power of W that we
compute; so we oughtto be able to speed things up by not computing the bottom
row. Some improvementcan also be expected if we use W7"** =(WW☝)W" in
order to compute the odd powers of W. However, more dramatic improvements
(between a factor of 2 and 4) can be obtained by implementing vector/scalar
formulas instead of using matrices. See Appendix B for a brief description and
implementation.
Table 1 shows the required computer time to compute various size Fibonacci
numbers using horadam on a 400MHz Pentium based computer. The 5
milliseconds needed to compute exactly the 209 digit Fibonacci number Fyggq_ is
not as fast as the floating point computations donein [1], but even accounting for
the differences in processor speed, is remarkably close and very respectable. We
see that computations in J with thousands or tens of thousands of digits are
routine while calculations producing a couple of million digits take significant
amounts of time. We did not directly measure the space required for these
computations, but the J session as a whole requiredless than 80M of memory.
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n Eg time (sec)
1 85 0.001425
2 354224848179261915075 0.002374
3 4946655768... (209)... 6849228875 0.005
4 3364476487... (2090)...9947366875 0. 0438
5 2597406934... (20899)... 3428746875 3.86
6 1953282128... (208988)...8242546875 398.172
7 1129834378... (2089877)... 6380546875 62125.9    
 

Table 1. Time required to compute some Fibonacci Numbers.

Appendix A. Definition Summary
We give here a summary of our J functions. Readers may obtain the script
horadam.ijs from http://wwwlafayette.edu/~reiterc/j/index.html [7].

*
26) + +:@0(1&<)
i.2)"

wis:0 16,:@x:e[
wee: [ x-@:w -:@]
wostwit x [ w <:8]
w=: wO*wi'we'wo@. (case@)})
horadam=: (26{.@[ x ~24{.@f (.@w <:@]})"1 0

 

 

chebyshev=: (, <:@+:@s: , 1: , +:)@]"0 horadam [

wrese=: (1!:2)&2
sxfmt=: (106{.,%... 097", "8 OCH GGL. LT)...
sxmfmt=: ({,' wel j))/"2 @isxfmt

Appendix B. Direct Implementation Using Identities

-106{.)@": "0

In squaring a 2 by 2 matrix we ordinarily compute 8 products. We will see the
special nature of the Horadam numbers is such that we can do this with 3
products. In practice, this leads to almost a 8r3 fold improvementin efficiency.
Wewill not give detailed derivations of the requisite identities, but will explain
briefly how they may be obtained.
For convenience, we define

Ky =0,Ky=1, Kyyy = 5K, 47K.
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Thus, K_; =1/7 is a reasonable extension and in general K,_1=1H, andit isn☂t too
hard to show by induction on n that rK,,_9=49H,,. Therefore pain = pPrKyg +9Ky4
Wecan verify that

n (Tar Ky
w -( rK,, 8K, wa)

using the matrix power expansion of W in terms of the H☂s that we saw andthen
translatingits entries into K☂s using the aboverelations.

2Squaringthe right side of W" = (w*) and equating the entries in the first rows
yields:

7K4 = PK, + rk? and Ky, = 2rK,_4K,, + sk?
and hence

Kon4 = 1Kp_4 + Kp and Kon = K,(27K,4 + 5K,)
which goes from the pair(Ky,1,K>,) to (Kj,4/K,) using just three ☜big☝
multiplications. We implementthis as follows.
horadamb=:4 +: 0"1 6
☁Pqerst=.xr x.
ko=. ((4r) 0)"
ki=.0 4x"_
kes. ((r,1)&x@iu: , {: * ((4tr),5)&x)@:k@-:
ko=. (0 1,:r,5)&x@k@<:
k=. ko'ki*keko@. case
({per),g) x k «sy,
)

Lastly, we remark that det(W) =-r, and hence

(-1)" = det(W") = 1Ky,4 (9K, +7Kya) ♥ 1K.
That identity can be used to modify the formula for K,,_1 into a formula using
just one ☜big☝ multiplication if one assumes that (~r)""? is not a ☜big☝
computationrelative to K,. Then (Kz,_1,K,,) may be computed from (K,,1,K,)
using just two ☜big☝ multiplications. We leave the implementation of thisapproachas an exercise.
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J/LAPACKInterface Makes
Econometric Analysis Fly!
Richard J. Procter (rjp@interlog.com) and

Richard L.W. Brown (rlwbrown@YorkU.CA)

Introduction
In November 1998, Iverson Software Inc. announced J Release 4.02 and presented
a demonstration of the product to the Toronto APL Special Interest Group. J4.02
contains new features including memory-mapped files and the focus of this
discussion, the J/LAPACK interface. Iverson Software notes thatthe latest release
of J, for Windows 9x/NT, Mac and WinCE, is available at their website at
<wwwjsoftware.com>. Recently, another J ☜addon☝ product was made available:
the FFTW library - a collection of fast C routines for computing the Discrete
Fourier Transform in one or more dimensions.
The J/LAPACKinterface provides a specialized and sophisticated addition to the
software toolkit of the array languages programmer. The following is from the
release notes at the Iverson Software website:

☜The complete LAPACKlibrary is now available with the J LAPACK AddOn.
LAPACK(Linear Algebra Package)is a set of routines for solving systemsof
simultaneouslinear equations, least-squares solutionsof linear systems of
equations, eigenvalue problems, and singular value problems. The associated
matrix factorizations (LU, Cholesky, QR, SVD, Schur, generalized Schur) are
also provided, as are related computations such as reordering of the Schur
factorizations and estimating condition numbers.☝

In a recent analysis of financial and economic time series information, the
J/LAPACK interface was used to greatly enhance the speed of computations for a
PC/WindowsNT system written in Dyalog APL. The purposeof the exercise was
to optimize the smoothing parameter for a business cycle analysis function known
as the Hodrick-Prescott filter. In this case, using the J/LAPACK interface
represents a dramatic example of incorporating a specialized and optimized code
library to solve a major computational problem in an existing system.

The Hodrick-Prescott Filter
The HPfilter is similar to other methods for determining trends in time series
data such as moving averages, in that it generates, from the given series, a
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calculated trend series which may be compared with the original data to
determine potential buy (or sell) decision signals. In theory, if the original data
series rises above (or falls below) the calculated trend, a buy(or sell) signal is
indicated. One input parameter to the HP filter, lambda, determines the degree of
smoothingof the original data that is incorporated into the trend. Chart 1 (below)
indicates the conceptof HP filter and original series crossing points, and the effect
of lambdaonthe HPfilter outcome.
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400

        
 

360 Original Series 360+ Lambda =1--~ =+ Lambda = 5000mol 340
320 | 320

300 300

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Optimum Return: the Right Lambda
Viewed graphically, as the lambda value is increased, variation in the HP filterresult is reduced and the outcomeless closely resembles the original time series.Typically, this means fewer crossing points between the original and calculatedseries occur. By applying the generated buy/sell signals at these crossing points
to existing historical data, we can determine a net return value, based on thepercent increase or decrease between transactions. To calculate the optimumreturn, werecalculate the HP filter curves over a large range of lambda values
(perhaps 100 or more values) and compare the returns.
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To complete the analysis, optimum Jambdais calculated for an initial portion of
the timeframe of the chosen series, say the first 5 years of a 15-year daily
frequency time series. When optimum lambdais calculated for this portion and
applied to the series, we calculate a final buy orsell signal for that segment, based
on therelative positions of the original series and the HP filter at the last data
value. At this point, we ☜roll forward☝ by one or more values in the timeseries,
and repeat the process. This roll forward of the ☜calculation window☝ continues
until the end of the series. From these successive buy/sell signals, we can
calculate an overall return, used to determine whether applying the HP filter
analysis at optimum lambdawill be of use for predicting futuredirections.

Attheclientsite, this optimization process was part of a larger economic analysis
system written in Dyalog APL running in a PC environment under Windows NT.
The HP filter function in APL was initially coded by converting an existing
COBOLroutine, complete with scalar looping algorithm, into APL. Although
useful for calculating the HP filter for one timeseries, this strategy was found to
take anywhere from 30 minutes to several hours of computation, even on the
fastest PC, when applied to the full set of calculations for the optimization of
lambdaas described above.

The HPFilter Function - Array Solution
Let y=[y; }%; be a series of numbers representing financial data.It is desired to
filter out the noise and computea trend series x= (aha that smooths the given
series. The Hodrick-Prescott filter [1,2] is defined to be the solution to the
minimization problem:

N N-1min(y♥4)+2(Ox)
t=2it

where A2x, = (x41 ♥*;)♥ (2; ~ X11) is the second difference (the discrete version of
the second derivative). The parameter 1>0 is the smoothing parameter. If / is
small then the trend series x is very close to the given series y becausethefirst
summation above is dominant. If 4 is very large then the second summation is
dominant and the trend series is very smooth (ie. has a very small second
difference). To solve the minimization problem,set the partial derivatives with
respect to each x; (for f= 1 ... N) equal to zero.
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This gives N equations in N unknownsx; to xy . In matrix form, the equations are:y = (I+ AK)x whereI is the identity matrix and K is the matrix:
1 -2 1 0 0
-2 5 -4 1 0 0
1 4 6 4 1 0 oe 0
0 1 4 6 4 1 0 0
0 0 1 A 6 4 1 0 0

0 0 1 4 6 4 7 0
0 0 1 -4 6 -4 1
0 0 1 -4 5 ~2
0 0 1 -2 1

Wesolvefor the trend x as follows: x = (I + AKy'y.
In APL, wecould use a loopingiterative algorithm to solve the system butthisapproach, as mentioned above, proved to be too slow. We could use quad-divideto solve the linear system. However, quad-divide is a general purpose linearsolver and our linear system has special properties that can be exploited: thecoefficient matrix is symmetric and banded with just two bands above and belowthe diagonal. LAPACKhasspecialized routines for solving this type of problem.Appendix A shows how the appropriate LAPACKroutineis called from J. It alsogives some benchmark comparisonsof several solutions which were investigatedusing J, including J☂s %. (i.e. J☂s version of quad-divide), the LAPACK generalsolver (i.e. LAPACK☂s quad-divide), and the LAPACK symmetric bandedsolver.

Benchmarks
As an example of benchmark comparisons for the entire HP filter analysis,comparing APL itself without using J, vs. using the J/LAPACK interface, thefollowingresults are indicative.
For an analysis of weekly bond price information, from 1990 to the end of 1998, a5-year calculation window was used, for 194 different lambda values (rangingfrom 10 to 40000) in each iteration. An iteration means that the calculation
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windowis rolled forward, in this case, by a 3-weekinterval, starting with 1990 to
1995, week 1, and endingat the last week of 1998.
Using APL only, and the looping HP filter algorithm which the system was
originally codedin, this analysis took about 83 minutes to complete, running on a
Pentium-II PC at 200 Mhz. The sameanalysis, using the J/LAPACKinterface, and
the solve3 verb (symmetric banded solver defined above), took only 2 minutes,
an impressive 40-fold increase in speed.
This sort of speedup was generally observed for all cases tested so far. In
conchision, since the analysis could now be done with a realistic turnaround time,
economists were able to complete their investigations on whetherthe HPfilter is a
suitable tool for predicting future trends, by applying the calculations over
various timeframes and datasets. Chart 2 shows a typical analytical result,
indicating buy/sell periods (shading) andother useful information.

RJP
1 Return 
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Appendix A - J Script for LAPACKInterface
Atthe timeof writing, the J-interface for LAPACK☂s symmetric positive definite
bandsolve routine wasnot includedin the routines supplied with the J/LAPACK
addon product. Hence, we added thatinterface as an extra file named ☁DPBSV.ijs☂
in the folder ☁j402\system\packages\lapack☂. This interface file, given below, was
easy to develop using the documentation supplied in the J/LAPACK addon and
especially by studying the other interface routines that are supplied.

START OFFILE: DPBSV.ijs
coclass 'jlapack☂
NB, saccexsccosensoanscemscsssancsceessreessseeseceessseaesonNB, sdpbsv v solves the real system A» X = B
NB. where A is an N by N symmetric positive definite banded matrix.
NB,NB. form: dpbsv mata;matb
NB,
NB. returns: X
RB.
NB. The matrix A is assumed to be banded with KD super and sub
NB, diagonal bands. For example, if N#6 and KD=2 then
NB.
NB. aii aiz ais 0 ° 0
NB. ai2 a22 a23 a2u 0 0
NB. A= ai3 aZ3 433 a34 a38 0
NB. 0 azh adh aky abS ab6
NB. 0 0 435 a4S aS5 a56
NB. 0 ° 0 ak6 aS6 a66
NB.
NB. But A is stored and given to dpbsv in the sparse form
NB.
NB. * * ai3 a26 a35 a6 (+ = anything)NBL A= 8 a2 a23 adh ah5 a56
NB. al1 a22 a33 aku a55 a66dpbsva: 31 0
☁ma mbt=: y.
if. (iscomplex ma) +. iscomplex mb do.

need 'zpbsv'
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zpbsv y.
return.

end,
if, 2 +: #$mb do. mb =. ((#mb),1)$,mb end,
n=. 1{$ma
if. n-~: #mb do.

☁dpbsy' error ☁matrices should have same number of rows'
return.

end.uplo=,☁U?
nrhs=, {:$mb
ldab=, #na
kd=. Idab-1
ldb=, n
abx. dzero + Jima
bs, dzero + |: mb
info=, izero
acg=. ☁uplojn;kd;nrhs:ab;ldab;b;ldb;info'(cutarg arg). 'dpbsv' call ☜.arg
if, info-:0 do.tdpbsy☂ error ☁info result: ',":info return.
end.
if. nrhs«1 do, b else, |: (nrhs,n)$ b end,
)

   

END OFFILE: DPBSV.ijs
To benchmark the routine, we must define some sample data in J. The J-
benchmarktimesin this Appendix were done under Windows95 on a Pentium 75
computerwith 16 megabytes of memory.

STARTOFFILE:hpfilter.ijs

  
  

n=: 200 NB. Number of entries in time series
y=: 7n#30 NB, Random time series
K {n,n){. (n,n41)$6 6 1,((n-3)#0),1 8 NB, Start making X

(as~ 01 NB, Indices for modifying K
+{,&e- (n-1),(n-2) NB, Indices for modifying Kk

x 2.2 22.5 1 -2 -2 5 (31,32)} K NB. Modify K
SK =: 4,(0 2, ((n-3)#4),.2),:(1 5,((n-4)#6),5 1) NB. Band version of kK
NB, SK = band version of K. It has three rows as follows:
NB, C4 4 42 2 4... 4 42 2 1)
NB. SX¥= [0 -2 6 -b -b.. . oH oH AH -2 ]
NB. C1 5 6 6 6... 6 6 §&§ 1 3
lambda =: 1600
A=: (wi.n) + lambdask NB. A dis (1 + lambda*K)
SA =: (0,0,:n#1) + lambda+SK NB. Band version of A
time =: 104(6!:2) NB. Average time in seconds for 10 runsrequire 'system\packages\lapack\lapack. ijs'require 'system\packages\lapack\dgesv.ijs'
require 'system\packages\lapack\dpbsv.ijs'
solvel =: %.- NB. J's ☁dyadic domino'
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salve2 =: ,@dgesv_jlapack.@;,. NB. LAPACK's generic solvesolves =: dpbsv_jlapack_0; NB. LAPACK's symmetric band solve
ENDOFFILE:hpfilter.ijs

NB. Benchmarks:time 'A solve1 y!
10

time 'A solvez y'
O.%

time 'SA solve 3 y!0.016

Appendix B - APL Functions Used in the HPFilter Analysis
The Total Return Optimization (TRO) system is written in Dyalog APL and runsunder WindowsNT on PC hardware. The J/LAPACKinterfaceis implemented toprovidethe rapid calculation of the HPfilter on a moving window along a timeseries data vector for a wide range of smoothing parameter (lambda) values.
From APL, wefirst initialize the J calculation engine by starting the J ☜EXEServer☝, with the jstart function, whichalso loads the script 'Apfilter.ijs'.This script creates several J verbs which are used in subsequentcalculations. TheJopen and j cmd functions, plus several other standardJ-interface APL functionswere supplied by Chris Burke of Strand SoftwareInc. in Toronto.

v jstart path;j(1] a rjp: start JExEServer, run pfilter.ijs script[2] a path = path to J scripts, with trailing \
4] j+jopen 0 a start J{s](6) j+3.Do'load ''',path, ☁hpfilter.ijst晳)(73 "J Verbs:[8] jomd'ni at

v

The jsolve3 APL function passes a pre-calculated vector of lambda values(smoothing parameter, e.g. 10 to 40010 in increments of 200) and the current timeseries data segment to the J/LAPACKinterface, to calculate a set of HP filterseries in array fashion. jsolve3 creates a 3-dimensional array of bandedsymmetric matrices SA containing the necessary permutations of each lambdavalue for this approach, The solve3 J verb is then applied to each sub-array ofSA using the each verb and thetimeseries segment JDATA.
? relam jsolve3 series;n;j{1] a rjp: HPfilter via J/LAPACK dpbsv.isj and solve3 verb[2] a hpfilter scripts by Richard L,W. Brown, York UniversityC3} a J/array version: form arrays in J, execute LAPACK in one pass[4] a lam = vector of lambda values(s] a series = timeseries vector
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[él[7] series+,series
Cs] nep,series
[9][10] j+J.Set'IDATA'series(11) j+d.Set'LAM' lam[12] j+d.Do'n=. ☁,4n[13] j#d.Do'SK 1,(0 _2,((n-3)#_4),_2),:4 5,((n-4)#6),5 1°[14] j+d.Do'sa (<0,0,:n#1)+each LAMseach <SK'[15] rejomd'SA solve3 each <JDATA'
[46] rear

 

 

v

Richard J. Procter Richard L.W. Brown
Software Consultant York University
Toronto, Canada Toronto, Canada
rjp@interlog.com tlwbrown@YorkU.CA
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Submitting Material to Vector
The Vector working group meets towardsthe end of the month in which Vector
appears; we review material for issue n+1 and discuss themes for issues n+2
onwards. Please send the text of submitted articles (hardcopy with diskette as
appropriate) to the Vector Working Groupvia:

Vector Administration, c/o Gill Smith
Brook House
Gilling East
YORK,YO62 4JJ
Tel: +44 (0) 1439-788385
Email: ap!385@compuserve.com

Authors wishing to use Word for Windowsshould contact Vector Production for
a copy of the APL2741 TrueType font, and a suitable Winword template. These
mayalso be downloadedfrom the Vector website at www.vector.org.uk
Camera-ready artwork (e.g. advertisements) and diskettes of ☁standard☂ material
(e.g. sustaining members☂ news) should be sent to Vector Production, Brook
House, Gilling East, YORK YO624JJ. Please also copy us with allelectronically
submitted material so that we haveearly warningof possible problems.
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British APL Association: Membership Form
Membership is open to anyone interested in APL. The membership yearnormally runs from 1st May to 30th April, but new members mayjoin from 1stAugust, November or February if preferred. The British APL Association is aspecial interest groupof the British Computer Society, Reg. Charity No. 292,786
Name:
Address:  
 

 Posteode / Country:
Telephone Number:
Email Address:
 

 

 

Category (pleasetick box) to run from: Ist May Q August Nov Q Feb QO)UKprivate membership .. 2.2.00... 0... e eee £12 QOverseas private membership .................... £14 QAirmail supplement(not needed for Europe) ..........£4 QOUK Corporate membership ........0.0....0.0.0000.£100 QCorporate membership overseas ..................£135 QSustaining membership ................0...0004. £430 QNon-voting UK member(student/OAP/unemployedonly) £6 Q
PAYMENT ♥ in Sterling or by Visa/Mastercard/JCB onlyPayment should be enclosed with membership applications in the form of a UKSterling cheque to ☜The British APL Association☝, or you may quote yourMastercard, Visa or JCB number.
I authorise you to debit my Visa/Mastercard/JCB account
Number: Litt Citiy eriis iris Expiry date: 1 yfe14

 

for the membership category indicated above,
Data Protection Act:☜Ts + . Theinformation supplied may beQ annually, at the prevailing rate, until further notice stored on computerandprocessedone year☂s subscription only in accordance with the registrationof the British Computer Society.   (please tick the required option above)

Signature: Send the completed form to:

 

British APL Association, c/o Rowena Small, 8 Cardigan Road, LONDON E3 5HU, UK
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